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Introduction 

Morphological Analysis is an important area ofNLP. A morphological analyzer takes 

a written or spoken text as input and analyzes it according to the rules of that language 

to provide the morphological analysis as output. Morphology is one of the 

constituting layers of linguistic structure of a language. It is concerned with the 

combination of morphemes to form new words. The importance of morphology and 

its analysis for a language vary according to the nature of that language. For most 

Indian languages, morphology is of much more importance because these languages 

contain most of the information in the words which show a rich inflectional and 

derivational tendency. That is why morphological analysis has been in the centre of 

NLP projects and activities in India. Various institutions are engaged in developing a 

variety of morpholcgicai tools such as analyzers, POS taggers, spell checkers, text 

processors and so on for Indian languages. 

The present work is an attempt to make an analyzer for inflectional verb morphology 

of Sanskrit. Sanskrit acquires a unique place in Indian linguistic scenario. Apart from 

being one ofthe most ancient languages which also has a vast variety of literature, the 

language has scientifically defined structure. It has also left its impression on most of 

the languages of the subcontinent in morphology, syntax, grammar and many other 

linguistic aspects. Sanskrit follows a well defined process to derive and inflect words. 

The dominance of morphology in Sanskrit and other Indic languages leaves little 

scope for syntactic analysis. So, language almost follows free word-order and most of 

the information is contained in morphology. It is why morphological analysis has 

much more importance in developing any natural language understanding system for 

Sanskrit. The same is true for most of the other Indian languages. 

The verb analyzer developed here recognizes verb forms in a given Sanskrit text. It 

further analyses these words to retrieve the related information. The core meaning of a 

Sanskrit verb is contained in the verb root or stem which becomes a base before 

verbal affixes are applied to it. The verbal suffixes which are called tili terminations 

signify tense, aspect, mood, person and number etc. The analyzer follows the reverse 
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PaQ.inian approach to identify and analyze these conslituent parts in Sanskrit verb 

forms. However, the present work has limited itself only to the first class of Sanskrit 

verb root list, i.e. bhviidigal}a. It attempts to provide an analysis strategy \\-hich is able 

to identify the tin affix in the verb root and thus recognize a tiilanta verb in given 

Sanskrit text. Further it analyses the string a retrieve the base and prefix (if any) from 

a verb fonn. 

The dissertation titled "Computational Identification and Analysis of Sanskrit Verb

forms of bhvadigal)a" has following chapters-

~ The first chapter "Computational Morphology and Sanskrit" introduces 

computational morphology with its various implementations in different 

systems. Computational morphology is mainly concerned with morphological 

analysis and generation. Morphological analyzers and generators use rules and 

lexicons of a language to accomplish respective tasks. Efforts for developing 

NLP tools for lndian languages have also focussed on computational 

morphology a brief survey of which is given. Also discussed are some 

prominent features of Sanskrit morphology, particularly verb morphology. 

~ The second chapter "Sanskrit Verb Morphology" discusses Sanskrit verb 

morphology in detail. Sanskrit verb forms are produced by conjugation of verb 

roots (dhiitus) in ten lakiiras. Dhiitus, the meaning-bearer unit of verb, may be 

primitive (around 2000, listed in dhatupa!ha) or derived (from verb root or 

nominal stem). These verb roots, also called dhiitus, are divided in 10 classes 

and roots of a single class follow the same process in most of the cases. The 

rules of PiiQ.inian A~!iidhyayT apply on these dhiitus to form various verb forms 

in different paradigms from these verb roots. There are I 0 lakiiras which 

denote tense, aspect and mood in Sanskrit. There are 18 basic verbal 

terminations 

~ Third chapter "Morphological Analysis of Sanskrit Verb Forms" focuses on 

the analysis strategy that is to be followed in this work. Various approaches 

have been developed for morphological analysis. The popular ones are cut and 
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paste technique and finite state technique. The strategy followed in this work 

is based on reversed Paf!inian approach. Pa~inian system follows a step-by

step method to derive full-fledged verb form from a given root. The analysis 

methodology tries to sort out various morphemes in the verb forms 

>- The partial implementation of the verb analysis methodology to computer 

program is discussed in the fourth chapter "Verb Analyzer for Sanskrit." The 

analysis scheme is implemented to a computational program for identification 

and analysis of Sanskrit verb forms. The techniques used are Java 

programming language, Java Servlet Technology and JSP run on Apache 

Tomcat 4.0 Web-server. The system takes a running text of Sanskrit in 

DevanagarT UTF-8 format as input. It first does the pre-processing and then 

tokenizes the text in order to separate all the words. Then it locates the tbi 

suffixes in tiilanta forms and identifies them. In the next step, the system takes 

all the identified tiilanta forms and separates the suffix in order to get the 

verbal base. In case, prefix is attached to it, it also searches for it. 

The verb analyzer is a component of a larger system aimed at complete machine 

understanding of Sanskrit language. The system is available online at 

http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in . The work done for this dissertation is a preliminary for 

complete verb analysis of Sanskrit and has immense scope of being developed as a 

comprehensive analyzer for Sanskrit verb forms. 
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Chapter-1 

Computationall\tlorphologv and Sanskrit 

1.0 Introduction 

Morphology is a branch of linguistics that deals with word formation, analysis and 

generation. It is concerned with how words are formed or created in a language from 

smaller units in a systematic way. It has to find as well as to describe the mechanism 

behind this process. Each language has morphemes which are its smallest meaningful 

units. Realization of morphemes as part of a word is called morph. In formation of words 

from these smaller units, certain processes such as inflection, derivation and 

compounding etc. are involved. Also involved is morphotactics that determines how 

morphs should be put together to form words. 

Computational Morphology (CM) is application of morphological rules in the field of 

computational linguistics. CL is an emerging area in Artificial Intelligence that is related 

to accomplish linguistic tasks through computational methods. CM deals with the 

processing of words in both their graphemic and phonemic forms. Its most basic task can 

be defined as taking a string of characters or phonemes as input and delivering an 

analysis as output. It has various practical applications from low-level applications to 

speech and language processing systems. 1 

Low-level applications 

Low-level applications of CM are simpler tasks such as hyphenization, spelling 

correction, stemming etc. 

1 Harald Trost, Entry under "Morphology" in Oxford Handbook of Computational Linguistics 
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Hyphenation is almost exclusively done automatically. Segmenting words correctly into 

their morphs helps to solve the task. The major problem is spurious segmentations. 

Spelling correction, in its simplest form, can be a mere comparison of the input against a 

list of word forms. But such a list will never contain all the words occurring in a text and 

enlarging the list will include more and more obscure words that will match with typos 

thus preventing their detection. Therefore, most systems use a root lexicon, plus a 

relatively small set of affixes and simple rules to cover morphotactics. 

Stemmers are used in information retrieval to reduce as many related words and word 

forms as possible to a common canonical form which can then be used in the retrieval 

process. However, this canonical form is not necessarily the base form. The main 

requirement is - like in all the above tasks - robustness. 

Another application is text-segmentation in Chinese, Japanese or Korean. In these 

languages words in a sentence are not separated by blanks or punctuation marks. 

Morphological analysis can be used to perform the task of word separation. 

N aturallanguage applications 

Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence and linguistics. 

It studies the problems of automated generation and understanding of natural human 

languages. Natural language generation systems convert information from computer 

databases into normal-sounding human language, and natural language understanding 

systems convert samples of human language into more formal representations that are 

easier for computer programs to manipulate.2 CM has a wider scope of being applied in 

natural language processing systems involving parsing and/or generating natural 

language utterances in written or spoken form. Such applications can range from message 

2 http://en. wikipedia. org/wiki!Natural_language _processing 
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and information extraction to dialogue systems and machine translation. For many 

current applications, only inflectional morphology is considered. 

In a parser, morphological analysis of words is an important prerequisite for syntactic 

analysis. Properties of a word the parser needs to know are its part-of-speech category 

and the morphosyntactic information encoded in the particular word form. Another 

important task is lemmatization, i.e., finding the corresponding dictionary form for a 

given input word, because for many applications a lemma lexicon is used to provide more 

detailed syntactic (e.g, valency) and semantic information for a deep analysis. 

In generation, on the other hand, the task is to produce the correct word form from the 

base form plus the relevant set of morphosyntactic features. 

Speech applications 

A text-to-speech system takes (electronically stored) text as input and produces speech 

from it. Morphological analysis helps to solve two different tasks in such systems. One is 

to guide the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Characters are often ambiguous with 

respect to their translation into phonemes. Finding out the underlying morphological 

structure is necessary for solving the task correctly. 

A less obvious application is the use of morphological analysis to help in determining the 

part-of-speech category of words. This is an important prerequisite of syntactic analysis 

which is the basis for coming up with a correct prosody. 

Speech recognition is a field where morphological analysis can become ever more 

important. At the moment most available systems make use of full form lexicons and 

perform their analysis on a word basis. Increasing demands on the lexicon size on the one 

hand and the need to limit the necessary training time on the other hand will make 

morph-based recognition systems more attractive. 
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1.1 Morphological Analysis and Morphological Analyzers 

Morphological analysis is the process in which a word is analyzed into its root word and 

associated morphemes. Morphological analyzers are programs used to provide 

morphological analysis of a language. They include recognition engine, lexicon/thesaurus, 

and algorithms to find out stem within an input word and identifying its suffixes.3 They 

take as input a sentence, i.e. a sequence of words and retrieve related gram:natical 

information such as lexical category, gender, number, person, tense etc. of every word. 

For example, for nouns they provide its gender, number and case information along with 

the root word. For verbs, information related to tense, aspect, mood etc. is retrieved. If a 

word has more than one meaning, the analyzer is supposed to return grammatical 

information for every meaning separately. 4 

It is the basic tool used in spell checker, grammar checker, parser and machine translation 

systems. To build a syntactic representation of the input sentence, a parser must map each 

word in the text to some canonical representation and recognize its morphological 

properties. 

For the purpose of analysis of morphologically rich languages, the root and the 

morphemes of each word has to be identified. The combination of a surface form and its 

analysis as a canonical form and inflection is called a lemma. The main problems 

involved in the process are: 

1. Morphological alternations: In a language the same morpheme may be realized in 

different ways depending on the context. 

2. Morphotactics: Stems, affixes, and parts of compounds do not combine freely, a 

morphological analyzer needs to know what arrangements are valid. 

3 
http://www. acroterion. ca!Morphological_ Analysis.html 

4 
Akshar Bharati, Vineet Chaitanya and Rajeev Sangal. "Natural Language Processing: A Paninian 

Perspective", Prentice-Hall of India, New Delhi, 1995. 
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There are many appro~ches for morphological analysis. A popular approach to 

morphological alternation is the cut-and-paste method in which the canonical form is 

derived by removing and adding letters to the end of a string. Another one is the finite 

state technology, which was introduced in early 1980s and is applied for automatic 

recognition and generation of word forms. It maintains that rules for morphological 

alternations can be implemented by finite-state transducers. It was also widely recognized 

that possible combinations of stems and affixes can be encoded as a finite-state network. · 

An automaton containing inflected word forms can be upgraded to a morphological 

analyzer, for example, by adding a code to the end of the inflected form that triggers 

some predefined cut-and-paste operation to produce the lemma. Instead of cutting and 

pasting it at runtime, the entire lemma can be computed in advance and stored as a finite

state transducer whose arcs are labeled by a pair of forms. The number of nodes in this 

type of network is small, but the number of arc-label pairs is very large as there is one 

symbol for each morpheme-allomorph pair. A moie optimm lexical transducer can be 

developed by constructing a finite-state network of lexical forms, augmented with 

inflectional tags, and composing it with a set of rule transducers. Lexical transducers can 

be constructed from descriptions containing any number of levels. This facilitates the 

description of phenomena that are difficult to describe within the constraints of the two

level model. Because lexical transducers are bidirectional, they are generally non

deterministic in both directions. If a system is only to be used for analysis, a simple 

finite-state network derived just for that purpose may be faster to operate. 5 

A morphological generator performs the reverse function of an analyzer. For every root 

and its features provided as input, it generates the word-forms in the given paradigms. 

Morphological analyzer and morphological generator are two essential and basic tools for 

building any language processing application for a natural language. 

5 http://www.languageinindia. comlaug2006/parsi."lgrajendran.pdf 
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l.l.llndia's linguistic scenario 

The Indian subcontinent is remarkably rich in languages. Linguistic diversity is a unique 

component of the cultural and political structure of this area. The 200 languages 

enumerated in the Census are a linguistic subtraction of over 1 ,600 mother tongues 

reported by the people indicating their perception of their linguistic identity and linguistic 

difference. 6 The linguistic diversity in India is marked by the fluidity of linguistic 

boundaries between dialect and language, between languages around state borders and 

between speech forms differentiated on cultural and political grounds. In spite of 

diversity, linguistic identity is thin because of the large size of population of the country. 

Some of the minor languages have more speakers than many European languages. The 

linguistic differences between the Indian languages, particularly at the grammatical and 

semantic levels, are less than expected, given their different historical origins. The mutual 

convergence of these languages due to their intensive and extensive contact have made 

India one linguistic area. Inter-translatability between those languages is therefore very 

high. 

The languages of India can be historically categorized into four major language families: 

Indo-European : This is the most prominent language family. Most of the major Indic 

languages leaving Dravidian languages belong to it. The Indo - European has the sub

families, Indo-Aryan and Dardic/K.ashmiri. Major languages are Hindi, Sanskrit, Punjabi, 

Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, and many other languages. 

Dravidian: There are four prominent Dravidian languages- Telugu, Kannada, Tamil and 

Malayalam. All of them are spoken in the southern most part of the country. 

Austro-Asiatic: It has Munda and Mon-Khmer!K.hasi as sub-families. 

Sino- Tibetan: Tibeto-Burman and Thai!Kempti are sub-families of Sino-Tibetan. 

The Indo-European which is commonly called 'Indo-Aryan' has the largest number of 

speakers followed by Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic, also called 'Munda' and Sino-Tibetan 

which is commonly called the 'Tibeto-Burman'. 

6 http:llwww.languageinindia.com/july2005/morpho/ogynortheast 1. html 
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Andamanese: Andamanese is the fifth language family of India. 7 It comprises of the four 

language groups represented by the four speech communities of the Great Andamanese, 

the Jarawa, the Onge and the Sentinelese. Great Andamanese arguably is language family 

in itself.8 All these languages are primitive languages and the speaking community of 

these languages are the primitive tribes who have been living in these islands for 

thousands of years, untouched from civilized society. They are people of the Negrito 

stock and it is not clearly ki1own where they came here from. 

1.1.2 Development of Language Technology in India 

Technology Development in Indian Languages (TDIL)9 was initiated by the Department 

of Information Technology, Ministry of ICT, Government of India with the objective of 

developing Information Processing Tools and Techniques to facilitate human-machine 

interaction without language barrier; creating and accessing muitilingual knowledge 

resources; and integrating them to develop innovative user products and services. Since 

then, TDIL has been facilitating and supporting the development of language technology 

resources in all Indian languages, and promoting their dissemination. Towards this goal it 

has established 13 Resource Centers for Indian Language Technologies (RCILTS) in 

March 2000 at different Universities and Institutes. 10 These Resource centers are aimed 

at: 

~ Improving the quality of life of people of India by enabling to use Information 

Technology through Indian Languages .. 

~ Developir1 new products and services for processmg information m Indian 

Languages. 

~ Facilitating research in technology areas such as Machine Translation (MT), 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Text-to-Speech (TIS), and Speech 

Recognition in Indian Languages that leads to product development. 

7 Abbi, Anvita. 2006. Endangered Languages of Andaman Islands. Lincom Europa. 
8 Ibid. 
9 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/ 
10 

http:/ /tdil.mit.gov. in/languagetechno logyresourcesapril03. pdf 
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A map showing main resource centers of TDIL across the country11 

11 Source: TOIL website, http://tdil.mit.gov.inl 
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A few other funding agencies are also supporting the language technology efforts. 

Several individuals in India and abroad and some industries have also been developing 

different language products/resources. An example of a morphological verb analyzer can 

be cited here that has been developed at JNU by a research scholar12 for an extremely 

endangered language of Great Andamanese. As there are so many distributed efforts and 

with so many languages it is very difficult to keep track of the activities in this area. So, 

TDIL has tried to evolve an indexing system for the language technology resources, so 

that a suitable portal can be created to offer a variety of services to persons concerned 

with Indian language technologies. If all the resource centres follow this indexing and 

share their documents with TDIL, it would be easy to keep track of the progress and 

would be possible to encourage more people to participate in the development activities. 

1.1.3 Survey of Morphological Tools for Indian languages 

Morphological analyzer is an integral part of any Natural Language Processing system, 

especially in the context of Indian languages where morphology plays significant role due 

to high inflectional and derivational nature of these languages. For fixed word-order 

languages, the semantics of a word are primarily governed by its absolute and relative 

position within a sentence. But for free word-order languages, the position of words in 

the sentence cannot provide much clue about its semantics. As in the case of Indian 

languages, which are mostly free order, the semantics (part of speech and other 

subtleties) are heavily dependent Qn the surface realization of the word. Therefore, 

morphological analysis is inevitable to develop any NLP tool for Indian languages. 

Unlike English and various foreign languages, most of the Indian languages can be 

characterized by a rich system of inflections (vibhakti), derivation and compound 

formation. The numbers of word are derived from the root word by some specific 

orthographic rule in the Indian languages. A competent morphological analyzer is needed 

for a machine to deal with the lexicons of these languages. 

12 Choudhary, Narayan Kumar, 2006, "Developing a Computational Framework for the Verb Morphology 
of Great Andamanese", Unpublished dissertation at Centre for Linguistics, JNU. 
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The task of the morphological analyzer is to identify the structural components of a word, 

and glean information about it. While Indian languages in general are morphologically 

richer than languages like English, Dravidian languages are a lot more complex. Clearly, 

there is no way to list all forms of all words in a dictionary. Therefore, morphology is 

essential. 

The development of Natural Language Processing in India has done significant progress 

since its beginning. A variety of tools have been developed for different purposes. These 

include machine translation systems, morphological analyzers and generators, POS 

taggers, spell checkers, text processors, word nets and many other tools. Given the 

morphological richness of these languages, numerous NLP tools related to morphology 

have been developed. The range covered is from major languages like Hindi, Telugu and 

Bengali to languages like Manipuri and Assamese. The survey of morphological 

analyzers, generators and other tools for morphological understanding of various Indian 

languages is given below. It mainly focuses on morphological analyzers and generators, 

taggers, spell-checkers and text-processors. However, efforts and tools of government 

institutions only have been covered leaving behind the initiatives of private sector which 

also is putting a lot of effort in this field. 

1.1.3.1Morphological Analyzers for Indian languages: 

Morphological Tagger for Hindi 

Vasu Renganathan from University of Pennsylvania has developed a Hindi 

Morphological Tagger13
• One has to enter a Hindi word or sentence and press 'Tag' to get 

tagged words as output. It is available in Unicode and ITRANS compatibility. 

The source code is written in PERL. The site also provides some of the data files 

Morphological Analyzer for Telugu 

13 http://ccat.sas. upenn. edu!p/c/tamilweb/hindi. htmt' 
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Telugu is highly inflectional and agglutinative language. It exhibits features like vowel 

harmony, sandhi etc. Clitics, particles, vocatives are all part of the word. Auxiliary verbs 

are used in various combinations to indicate complex aspects. 

RCILTS for Telugu, Univ. of Hyderabad claims to develop the only large scale 

morphological analyzer system built for Telugu. 14 It has been built, tested against corpora 

and refined over the past 10 years. The system uses a root word dictionary of 64,000 

entries and a suffix list categorized into a number of paradigm classes. The basic 

methodology is to look for suffixes, remove them taking care of sandhi changes and then 

cross checking with the dictionary. Inflection, derivation, external sandhi are all handled. 

There is also a separate morphological generator that can put together the roots and 

affixes to construct complete word forms. 

For POS Tagging to Telugu, a morphological analyzer developed by G. Uma Maheswara 

Rao from University of Hyderabad is being used. It gives the way to analyze each and 

every word in the Telugu corpus with the different possibilities. 

Kannada Morphological Analyzer 

RCIL TS, Hyderabad has also developed a Kannada morphological analyzer and 

generator using their Network and Process Model. 15 A finite state network captures in a 

declarative and bidirectional fashion all the affixes, their ordering and the various 

permitted combinations. The process component takes care of sandhi changes when 

affixes are added or removed. This model makes it possible to develop a morphological 

analyzer, test it against a corpus and then get a generator of comparable performance with 

no extra effort since the same network is used both for analysis and generation. In this 

model, as it is claimed, a complete and detailed analysis is made at the level of each affix. 

14 TDIL magazine 'vishvabharata' July 2003, accessible@ tdil.mit.gov.in!Telugu-UOHJuly03.pdf 
15 Ibid. 
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Morphological Analyzer and Synthesizer for Hindi 16 

Media Lab Asia Research Laboratory at liT Kharagpur, 17 WB has developed a 

morphological analyzer for Hindi. It can identify the tense, aspect, modality, person, 

gender and number along with the root ( 'dhaatu ') vf an inflected verb form. For this. the 

morphological analyzer uses a Directed Acyclic Morphological Structure. For nouns, the 

analyzer has to determine its vibhakti (inflection), suffixes and prefixes. It analyzes the 

lexical word groups ..;ont:spunding io noun and determines the karaka (semantic role). 

The group also aims to perfom1 the decompositions for sandhi and san1aasa (conjugating 

and compounding words) so as to have a powerful vocabulary for the system, and a 

generalized prefix and suffix handler. The DAM structure developed is based on the fact 

that possible inflections of a word can be identified by scanning the word backward from 

the end, one step at a time. 

A morphological synthesizer has also been developed to generate the structural word 

given the root of the word, and the tense, aspect, mode, number, gender, and person. 

Hindi is a GNP language - i.e. the inflected forms of the verbs are mainly inflected using 

the gender, number and person information. 

Morphological Analyzer and Synthesizer for Bangia 18 

Media Lab Asia Research Laboratory at liT Kharagpur 19 has also designed a 

morphological an2!~'zer and synthesizer for Bengali. The morphological analyzer can 

identify the tense, aspect, modality and person of an inflected verb form. 

Bengali is a classifier language - where the inflection takes place mainly due to the tense, 

aspect and mode. For second and third persons, there is the concept of familiarity. The 

morphological analyzer has been modeled as finite state transducers which are given a 

16 http://www.mla. iitkgp. ernet. in/technology. html 
17 http://www.mla. iitkgp. erne/. in/Resource/index. html 
18 http://www. mla. iitkgp. erne!. in/technology. html 
19 http://www. mla. iitkgp.ernet. in/Resource/index. html 
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root and TAM and GNP information as input. The transducer's job is to generate the 

correct inflected form of the word by adding the appropriate suffix for Bengali. 

Verbs are classified according to the vowels present in them. The modus operandi of the 

synthesizer is to determine the category of the root, given an input. It then accordingly 

synthesizes the ultimate form of the word depending on the input TAM GNP parameters. 

The number of ~xceptions is limited, and therefore easily traceable. 

Oriya Morphological Analyzer (OMA) 

PG Department of Computer Science and Application, Utkal University, Bhubaneswar 

has developed Oriya Morphological Analyzer (OMA), a computational model for the 

analysis and generation ofOriya language.20 The major contents ofOMA are: 

i) Pronoun Morphology (PM), 

ii) Inflectional Morphology (IM) and 

iii) Derivational Morphology (DM). 

The OMA has many constituent parts 21 such as OriNet Database (OD), which stores the 

Oriya lexicon (Only root words) whereas OMA Engine (OE) processes the system and 

Morphological Parsing (MP) parses the word according to orthographic rule. Decision 

Tree (DT) decides to classify the morphemes and different functional programmes by use 

ofOMA. 

The OMA system has been designed on the basis of Object-Oriented Approach (OOA) so 

that different functions can be easily added to or deleted from it. Pronoun Morphology 

and Inflection Morphology have been implemented in the OMA in such a manner that it 

successfully runs with the OriNet system, Oriya Spell Checker (OSC) and Oriya 

Grammar Checker (OGC). The OSC handles any type of word (derived, inflectional or 

root) using the OMA. It also provides sufficient interface for applications involved in 

Oriya Machine Translation (OMT), Word-Net for Oriya (OriNet), Oriya Spell Checker 

20 http://www.ilts-utkal.orgloriyamorphological.htm 
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(OSC) and Oriya Grammar Checker (OGC). All these developments have been worked 

out on the basis of the syntactic approach of Sanskrit language. 

Developers have developed and implemented the Decision Tree (DT) and its respective 

algoritlan of each type of morphology, through which OMA runs successfully. While 

performing morphological analysis, OMA not only de<>ls with the study of words but also 

its morphemes. The OMA system is U3eful for various applications in developing NLP 

tools. For example, in OMT, there is need of root words, which is obtained through the 

OMA. Similarly, it has typical use in OriNet, the Word-Net for Oriya language, for 

searching any type of lexicon. Its Morphological Parser (MP) successfully handles 

ambiguous morphemes and provides different alternatives for them. 

Morph Analyzer for Assamese and Manipurf2 

RCILTS at Department of Computer Science & Engineering, Indian Institute of 

Technology Guwahati Assam23 has developed morphological analyzers for Assamese and 

Manipuri. They are knowledge tools and work as an aid to MT system and Spell Checker. 

Assamese Morphological Analyzer is based on the Stemming technique in which 

affixes are added/ deleted according to the linguistic rules. The derived words are verified 

with the existing Corpus/Dictionary to treat as valid words. This analyzer currently works 

with twenty linguistic rules, though more rules can be added without alteration in code. 

Modules are available in the form of API' s for customization. 

Manipuri Morphological Analyzer also uses stemming technique and does 

morphological processing with the help of the grammatical rules and the dictionaries of 

roots and affixes. A root dictionary containing 3000 root words and an affix dictionary 

containing 55 affixes are being used. Identification of linguistic rules for nouns and 

pronouns has also commenced. A model tagger is added to tag and analyze word. The 

21 http://www.ilts-utkal.org/publication!NLP/ Abstract/abs-12.pdf 
22 tdil.mit.gov.in!TDIL-OCT-2003/morph%20analyzer.pdf 
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tagger tags the lexical category of the root and the grammatical category of the affixes. 

The code is written using Perl script and the user interface has been developed using 

Perlffk. The dictionaries are stored in MS-Access database. 

Morphologicai Analysis in Tamil 

Tamil is a verb final, relatively free-word order, morphologically rich and agglutinative 

ianguage. Computationally, each root word in Tamil can take a few thousand inflected 

word-forms. Subject-verb argument is required for the grammaticality of a Tamil 

sentence. Tamil allows subject and object drop as well as verb less sentences. In addition, 

the subject of a sentence or a clause can be a possessive Noun Phrase (NP) or an NP in 

nominative or dative case. As Tamil is an agglutinative language, each root word can 

combine with multiple morphemes to generate word forms. 

The following is the list of computational morphological analysis attempted and/or 

implemented for Tami1:24 

1. Rajendran's Morphological Analyzer for Tamil: Th!s was one of the very first 

efforts towards building a morphological analyzer for Tamil. It was initiated by 

anusaraka group of researchers under whose guidance Rajendran, Tamil University 

prepared this morphological analyzer for Tamil for Translating Tamil into Hindi at the 

word level. 

2. AUKBC Morphological J:larser for Tamil: 25 AUKBC NLP team under the 

supervision of Rajendran prepared a Morphological parser for Tamil. The API Processor 

of AUKBC makes use of the finite state machinery like PC Kimmo. It parses, but does 

notgenerate. 

23 http://www. iitg. ernet. inlrcilts 
24 

"Parsing in Tamil: Present State of Art", S. Rajendran, Ph.D. 
http://www.languageinindia. com/ aug2006/parsingrajendran.pdf 
25 http://www. au-kbc. orglframeresearch. html 
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3. Vaishnavi's Morphological Generator and Analyzer for Tamil: Vaishanvi has built 

generators and anaiyzers for Tamil morphology. The generator implements the item and 

process model of linguistic description. It works by the synthesis method of PC Kimmo. 

The analyzer uses a hybrid model for Tamil. It is theoretically rooted in a blend of IA and 

IP models of morphology. It constitutes an in-built lexicon and involves a decomposition 

of words in terms of morphemes within the model to realize surface well-formed words

forms. Thus it tries to define a transformation depending on the morphemic nature of the 

word stem. The analysis involves a scanning of the string from the right to left periphery 

scanning each suffix at a time stripping it, and reconstructing the rest of the word with the 

aid of phonological and mopho-phonemic rules exemplified in each instance. This goes 

on till the string is exhausted. For the sake of comparison AMPLE and KIMMO models 

are implemented. 

5. RCILTS-T's Morphological analyzer for Tamil: 26 Resource Centre for Indian 

Language Technological Solutions-Tamil, Anna University, Chennai has prepared a 

morphological analyzer for Tamil named as Atcharam. It takes a derived word as input 

and separates it into root word and associated morphemes. It uses a dictionary of 20,000 

root words based on fifteen categories. It has two modules - noun and verb analyzer 

based on 125 rules. It uses heuristic rules to deal with ambiguities. It can handle verb and 

noun inflections. It is also used for extracting the root words from inflections in Tamil 

Search Engine and Online Tamil Dictionary. The system was developed using Java on 

Windows 2000 platform. It is expandable as more morphological rules can be added and 

Dictionary size can be increased. It has been tested with a file from CTIL Corpus 

producing approximately 75% result. 

6. RCILTS-T's Morphological generator for Tamil: 

Resource Centre for Indian Language Technological Solutions-Tamil has also prepared a 

morphological generator for Tamil. It is named as Atchayam. It generates words when 

Tamil morphs are given as input. It has two major modules- noun and verb generators. 

The noun section handles suffixes like plural markers, oblique form, case markers and 

26 http://ns.annauniv.edu 
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postpositions. The verb section takes tense and PNG makers, relative and verbal 

participle suffixes, and auxiliary verbs. It uses sandhi rules and 125 morphological rules. 

It handles adjectives and adverbs. It has word and sentence generator interfaces. 

Others 

~ Ganesan's Morphological Analyzer for Tamil to analyze CIIL corpus. It uses 

phonological and morphophonemic rules and takes into account morphotactic 

constraints of Tamil. An efficient morphological parser has also been built. 

);> Kapitan's Morphological Analyzer is especially built for analyzing Tamil 

Verbal Forms. 

);> Deivasundaram's Morphological parser built for a Tamil Word Processor. He 

too makes use of phonological and morphophonemic rules and morphotactics 

constraints of the language for developing his parser. 

);> Ramasamy's Morphological Generator for Tamil: Ramasamy has prepared a 

morphological generator for Tamil. 

);> Winston Cruz's Parsing and Generation of Tamil Verbs makes use of GS 

morph method for parsing Tamil verbs which does morphotactics by indexing. 

The algorithm simply looks up two files to see if the indices match or not. The 

processor generates as many forms as it parses and uses only two files. 

);> Dhurai Pandi's Morphological Generator and Parsing Engine for Tamil 

Verb Forms: It is a full-fledged morphological generator and a parsing engine on 

verb patterns in modem Tamil. 

Punjabi Morphological Analyzer and Generator 

The Advanced Centre for Technical Development of Punjabi Language, Literature and 

Culture, Punjabi University, Patiala has developed a Morphological Analyzer and 

Generator for Punjabi?7 As generator, the software displays the list of all the possible 

word forms of any Punjabi root word, along with their respective grammatical 

information. As analyzer, it identifies the grammatical attributes of any Punjabi word and 

27 http://www. advancedcentrepunjabi. orglpunjabi _ mor _ana. asp 
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can also be used to search for any Punjabi word m it to know its root and other 

grammatical information. 

The application areas of the software include, automatic spelling and grammar checking, 

natural language understanding, machine translation, speech recognition, speech 

synthesis etc part of speech tagging, parsing. The common man can also get in-depth 

information about the Punjabi words from the software. Knowing the grammatical 

information of a word helps in its proper and error free use in sentences. It can also help 

the beginners to learn new words and the specialists to create new terminology. 

The database used in the software consists of more than 1. 72 lakh Punjabi words, 

grouped into 22 word classes such as noun, personal pronoun, reflexive pronoun, verb, 

inflected and uninflected adverb, inflected and uninflected adjective, conjunction, 

interjection etc. 

Morphological Analysers for multiple languages 

Akshara Bharathi Group 28 at Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India and 

University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad, India has developed morphological analyzers for 

different languages. These are available for online download for Hindi, Marathi, Telugu, 

Kannada and Punjabi. Downloaded system needs Linux Operating System, Perl, Perl 

enabled vim(only for Telugu), GDBM, Flex. The site claims that Telugu has 95% 

coverage (for arbitrary text in modern standard Telugu) and Hindi has 88% coverage. 

liT Bomb .y 

RCILTS (CFILT - Marathi), liT-Bombay, led by Dr. Pushpak Bhattacharya is a 

happening place for NLP in India. With an objective to enable Indian language 

information processing on internet, this project funded by MIT, Govt. of India has been 

working on creating Lexical Knowledge Bases like Wordnet , tools like MorphA and 

POS taggers for Hindi and Marathi and MTS with Universal Networking Language 

28 http :!litre. ii it. net/showjile.php ?filename=onlineServiceslmorphlindex. htm 
/ 
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(UNL) as interlingua. Wordnet for Hindi and Marathi with lot uf literature on it can be 

downloaded from the CFIL T portal 29
. It also offers an overview of the UNL based 

Interlingua approach to MT with its online versions of English to Hindi MTS, Hindi to 

UNL conversion system, UNL to Hindi generation system. This centre is developing a 

POS tagger for Hindi using a data driven approach, making use of graphical algorithm 

Conditional Random Fields. This algorithm based tagger makes use of the spelling of the 

words, their lexical attributes and the suffixes to achieve an accuracy of about 90% on the 

BBC Hindi news corpora. It has a tagset of 30 tags with two pseudo tags S-ST ART and 

S-END marking the sentence boundaries.30 

1.1.3.2 Spell-Checkers for Indian languages 

Tel-Spell: Spell Checker for Telugu 

RCILTS-Telugu, Univ. of Hyderabad has developed a spell checker for Telugu named 

Tel-Spell.3
i The system has been tested on large scale corpora and enhancements and 

refinements have been going on for years. The new version is far simpler, more 

transparent, portable, well documented, and conforms to standards. Research work has 

also been taken up on developing stemming algorithms for Telugu. A pure corpus based 

statistical stemming algorithm has been developed. The performance of this stemmer for 

the spell checking application has been studied in various combinations with dictionary 

and morphology based approaches. A 10 Million word corpus developed has been used to 

build and test the performance. The performance of the system has been found to be 

satisfactory both in terms of detection and correction of spelling errors. The Telugu spell 

checker has also been integrated into AKSHARA advanced multilingual text processing 

system. 

Bangia Spell-checker 

29 Resource Centre for Indian Language Technology Solutions (CFILT) - http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/ 
(accessed: 14.1 0.2006) 
30 Srivastava, Manish et al., 2006, 'Conditional Random Field Based POS Tagger for Hindi', in the 
Proceedings ofMSPIL, IIT-B, Murnbai , 
31 tdi/, mit.gov. in!Telugu-UOHJuly03,pdf 
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( ,. 

RCILTS-Bengali Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata has developed a Bangia Spell

Checker. 32 In this spell-checker, oniy non-word errors are considered and not word 

errors like substitution, deletion, insertion, and transposition erroL In Bangia, errors may 

occur due to phonetic similarity of characters or typographical mistakes. In this spell

checker, the main technique of error detection is based on matching the candidate string 

in the normal as well as in the reversed dictionary. Moreover, this approach is combined 

with a phonetic similarity key based approach where phonetically similar characters are 

mapped into a single symbol and a nearly-phonetic dictionary of words is formed. Using 

this dictionary, phonetic errors can be easily detected/ corrected. Here a candidate string 

first passes through the phonetic dictionary. If the word is not found in the dictionary and 

also failed to give suggestion then it tries to divide the word in root part and suffix part by 

separately verifying both. If an error is found, the spell-checker tries to provide 

suggestions. If it fails, it checks whether the string is a conjunct word generated by 

appending two noun words and suffix. Option for adding new words permanently or 

temporarily is provided in the spell checker. 

The spell-checker uses several files containing root words and suffix words. The main 

dictionary contains about 60,000 root-words and 100,000 inflected words. Noun and verb 

suffix files are also used. The spell-checker works fast and almost correctly detects the 

non-word errors. However, it makes about 5% false alarm due to conjunct words formed 

by euphony and assimilation as well as proper nouns in the corpus. 

Gujarati Spell Checker 

RCILTS-Gujarati, Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda is developing a Gujarati Spell 

Checker. 33 It is based on a morphological analysis of Gujarati language. Morphological 

analyzer covers the analysis ofNouns and Verbs of the language and generates effective 

suggestions not greater then ten. All the non-Gujarati words along with different symbols 

are ignored and are not checked. The Gujarati Spell Checker is integrated along with 

Multi-Lingual Text Editor for the convenience to user. Currently the software is under 

32 tdi/. mit.gov. in!Benga/i-IS!Kolkata.JulyOJ.pdf 
33 tdil. mit.gov. in!Gujarati-MSUniversityBaroda.July03.pdf 
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rigorous testing to find all the faults in the spell checker and morphological analyzer. 

Developers have plans to increase the size of the root dictionary covering the maximum 

possible words of the language and improving the algorithms for the correctness and 

efficiency of the spell checker. They also aim at building an independent spell checker 

which can be used on Unicode or ISCII compatible text. 

NERPADAM- Malayalam Spell Checker 

RCIL TS-Malayalam, C-DAC, Thiruvananthapuram has designed a software subsystem 

named Nerpadam 34 that can be integrated with Microsoft word as a macro or the 

Malayalam editor style-pad developed by them, to check the spelling of words in a 

Malayalam text file. While running as a macro in word, it functions as an offline spell 

checker and can be use with a previously typed text file only. Both off line and online 

checking are possible when it is integrated with the text editor. It generates suggestions 

for wrongly spelt words. The system adapts a rule cum dictionary-based approach for 

spell checking. 

It incorporates a fully developed morphological analyser for Malayalam. This module 

splits the input word into root word, suffixes, post positions etc. and checks the validity 

of each using the rule database. Finally it checks the dictionary to find the root word. If 

anything goes wrong in this checking it is detected as an error and the error word is 

reprocessed to get 3 to 4 valid words, which are displayed as suggestion. The user can 

add new words into a personalized data base file, which can be added to the dictionary. 

Tamil Spell Checker 

RCILTS for Tamil at Anna University, Chennai has developed a spell checker for Tamil 

that takes care of the rich morphological structure of Tamil. After tokenizing the 

document into a list of words, each word is passed to the morphological analyzer which 

analyzes only the correct words. The morphological analyzer tries to split the suffix. In 

34 tdil. mit.gov. in/Malayalam-CDA CThiruvananthapuramJuly03.pdf 
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case of error, it passes the word to spelling verification and correction phase to correct the 

mistake. When the correction of errors is completed, root word and all components are 

sent to morphological generator (for word forming), which then generaie the possible 

corrected words as suggestions. 

The Spell checker for Tamil helps the user to identify most of errors, which may oc:ur 

while typing. The tasks implemented in Tamil Spell checker are Case marker, 

postposition checking and adjective checking for nouns, PNG marker checking for verbs, 

Adverb checking, and adjacent key error checking. 

Spell-checker for Punjabi 

RCILTS-Punjabi at Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology, Patiala 35 has 

developed a spell-checker for Punjabi. Developers have retained multiple spellings for 

the commonly used words and have used Harkirat Singh's Shabad Jor Kosh as the base. 

Additional words were taken from the dictionaries published by Punjabi University and 

the State Language Department and the corpus developed by CIIL, Mysore. For 

generating the suggestion list, a study was conducted to discover the most common errors 

made by Punjabi typists. A list of similar sounding words and consonants was also 

complied and a suggestion list using this knowledge was generated based on reverse edit 

distance. In most cases, the right suggestion is presented as a default suggestion and the 

user just needs to confirm the default suggestion and proceed with the next error. 

Otherwise, the user needs to scroll through a list of suggestions and pick one as the right 

one. The spell checker supports text typed in any of the popular Punjabi fonts as well as 

ISCII encoded files. It is nearly complete now. 
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1.1.3.3 Text-processors for Indian languages 

AKSHARA: An Advanced Multi-Lingual Text Processor 

AKSHARA 36 is an advanced multi-lingual text processing tool. Various dictionaries, 

morphological analyzers, spell checkers, OCR systems, TIS systems; text processing 

tools have been included in it. Several text processing tools, Telugu spell checker and 

Telugu TTS have also been integrated. AKSHARA encodes texts in a standard character 

encoding scheme such as ISCII or UNICODE. Mapping to fonts is done only for the 

purposes of display and printing - all other operations are performed on character 

encodings. Attributes are included in an open XML style markup language called 

Extensible Document Definition Language (XDL) developed by us. This makes it easy to 

convert to and from various other encoding schemes thereby ensuring highest levels of 

portability and platfonn independence. 

A unique feature of AKSHARA is that it understands the script grammar and warns if 

one tries to build ungrammatical syllables. AKSHARA has been successfully used to 

clean up all the corpora at CIIL, Mysore. 

AKSHARA is platform independent and also claimed to be also robust and reliable. 

AKSHARA has been successfully used to develop a 10 Million word corpus of Telugu. 

Full support for Regular Expressions and Finite State Machines is being integrated. 

AKSHARA is unique in providing multilingual email sending as well as receiving 

facilities. AKSHARA also enables one to develop interactive web pages in Indian 

languages and English. These web pages work across platforms and browsers. All this is 

made possible through WILIO technology. AKSHARA is freeh available. 

Bilingual Punjabi/English Word Processor: 

A bilingual Punjabi/English word processor named Likhari37 has been developed by 

RCILTS-Punjabi at Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology, Patiala. Likhari 

supports word processing under the windows environment and allows typing and 

35 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/Punjabi-TIETPatia/aJuly03.pdf 
36 http://ildc.gov.inltelugulhtmiAkshara.htm 
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processing in Punjabi Language through the common typewriter keyboard layout. It has 

MS-Word compatible features and commands. It provides a nw11ber of features that make 

the use of Punjabi Language on a computer easy and provides a number of tools to 

increase the efficiency of the user. These tools include Bilingual Spell Checker with 

suggestion list, on-screen keyboard layouts with composition reference for Punjabi 

language typing, bilingual search and replace, sorting as per the language, alphabetical 

order, technical glossaries and onscreen Bilingual dictionaries. 

The main features of Likhari are: 

};> Very simple user interface 

};> Online active Keyboard for users who do not know how to type in Punjabi. 

};> Choice of Phonetic, Remington and Alphabetic Keyboard layouts v.~th 

composition reference. 

};> Bilingual Spell Checker for Punjabi and English. 

};> Bilingual Search and Replace. 

};> Support for sorting the text in English or Punjabi as per alphabetical order. 

;;. Extensive help at various levels to make it easy for the user to learn. 

Nashir- Word processor for Urdu and other languages: 

RCILTS-Urdu, Sindhi & Kashmiri, Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, 

Pune has developed a word-processor named Naslzir. 38 It is said to be capable of creating 

documents in Perso-Arabic languages, and at the same time to iayout complete 

newspapers and magazines in Urdu, Sindhi, Kashmiri, Arabic and Persian. Each 

document of the Nashir consists of a number of pages on which text blocks, graphics, etc. 

can be placed. Nashir is also well suited for publishing segment. Spellchecker support 

which uses a base-dictionary is added in the full version. 

Nashir supports Nastaliq True Type fonts (presently 2 fonts) and Naskh fonts (presently 

12 fonts) along with fonts for Sindhi and Kashmiri. It supports C-DAC & Phonetic 

Keyboards as well as user-defined keyboards. It provides various drawing objects and 

37 http://tdil. mit.gov. in!Punjabi-TIETPatiala.July03.pdf 
38 

tdil.mit.gov. in/UrduSindhiKashmiri-CDA CPuneJuly03.pdf 
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also supports the OLE Automation. Nashir supports Urdu, Sindhi & Kashrniri along with 

English. A transliteration engine (uTRANS) has also been implemented which converts 

an ".aci" (ISCII file) into transliterated version in Urdu script (Naskh/ Nastaliq). Rule 

based transliteration has been developed for Hindi & Punjabi. The user can save the 

document as HTML page, and thus Naskh as well Nastaliq scripts can be viewed on the 

Internet. 

Phonetic keyboard is supported. Both Horizontal and Vertical kerning is provided to 

manually adjust a text. It has Horizontal and Vertical rulers in the GUI, dynamic font 

settings for the Urdu and English fonts. 

1.2 Sanskrit Morphology 

1. 2.0 Sanskrit morphology 

Sanskrit has two-fold morphology- nominal and verbal. In Sanskrit, a syntactic unit is 

called pada. A Sanskrit sentence, according to Cordona39 {1988), can be represented in 

following formula 

{N-E")p ... {V -E')p. 

Pada can be nominal (subanta) or verbal (tbianta). These forms are produced by 

inflecting the stems and hence they are part of Sanskrit inflectional morphology. The 

derivational morphology in Sanskrit includes formation of derived nominal and verbal 

stems. Both of them can be formed by either nominal stems or verb roots. 

1. 2.1 Inflection 

Sanskrit is very rich in inflections. The inflection morphology involves formation of two 

kinds of words or padas: subanta padas (nominal words) and tinanta padas (verb forms). 

The Pfu).inian analysis for Sanskrit has categorized each and every usable word under 

these two categories. A word cannot be used in the language unless it is one of them. 

Even the indeclinable words (avyayas) are first assigned to the first category, and later 

the characteristics of it are deleted. The two categories of padas are named so according 
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to the set of affixes which is affixed to them. These are called sup suffixes and tin 

suffixes respectively, thus creating sup+anta = subanta and tin+anta = tinanta padas. 

Nominal inflection 

Nominal inflection m Sanskrit includes all non-verb categories, I.e. subanta-padas. 

Sanskrit subanta fom1s can be potentially very complex. They can include primary 

(krdanta) and secondary (taddhitanta), feminine forms (strfpratyayanta) and compound 

nouns (samasa). They can also include upasargas and avyayas etc. According to Pal)ini, 

there are 21 morphological suffixes called sup suffixes to be attached to the nominal 

bases (pratipadika). 

P3.l)ini has listed 21 sup suffixes:40 

su, au,jas, am, auf, sas, {ii, bhyiim, blzis, lie, blzyiim, bltyas, nasi, bhyiim, bltyas, lias, os, 

iim, Iii, os, sup. 

These suffixes are grouped in seven sets of three affix each- (su, au, jas) (am, auf, sas) 

(!ii, bhyiim, bltis) (lie, bhyiim, bhyas) (nasi, bhyiim, bhyas) (lias, os, iim) (tii, os, sup).41 

The 7 sets basically indicate seven cases and the vibhakti-s used for their denotation. The 

three in each set are meant to indicate three numbers singular, dual and plural 42 

respectively. These suffixes are added to the pratipadika/3 (any meaningful form of a 

word, which is neither a root nor a suffix) to obtain inflected forms (subanta padas). The 

further modifications of the sup affixes appended to the priitipadika depends mainly on 

the gender and end character of the base. 

priltipadikas are of two types: pri .. 1itive and derived. The primitive bases are stored in 

ga!Japiifha (collection of bases with similar forms) while the latter are formed by adding 

the derivational suffixes. They denote unity, duality and plurality respectively. Some 

words are only in the singular always, like ekaJ:t(one), some are always dual like dvi (two), 

alqi (eyes) etc. and some are always plural like apaf:l (water), dariif:l (wife) etc. 

39 George Cardona, 1988 Pat).ini, His Work and its Traditions, vol. i (Delhi: MLBD, 1988) 
40 svaujasamau~chas~bhyambhisilebhyambhyasilasibhyambhyasilasosamilyossup 
41 supai} 
42 dvyekayordvivacanaikavacane 
43 arthavadadhaturapratyayal} pratipadikam 1/2/45; lqttaddhitasamasasca 112/46 
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Verbal inflection 

The tin terminations are 18 m number. Tney are added to the verb root which can be 

primitive or derived. The tbi terminations are divided in 2 equal sets in two padas: 

parasmai and iitmane. The terminations in each set are again viewed as 3x3, i.e 

combination of three persons (first, second and third) with three numbers. 

1.2.2 Derivation 

Sanskrit is rich in derivation. Both subanta padas and tilianta padas, before they are 

inflected, generally undergo certain derivational operations. Derivation includes suffixes 

which are added to both nominal stems and verbal roots to form new words, again 

nominal or verbal. In other words, newly derived nominal words or verb roots can be 

'formed by nominal stems as well as from verbal stems. The suffixes are well categorized 

with their meanings and environments. 

Nominal Derivatives: 

Nominal derivatives are the words formed by adding derivational suffixes to nominal 

words. These new words can be nominal stems as well as verbal stems. The nominal 

stems which are derived from the nominal stems can be mainly categorized under 

taddhitantas and stripratyayantas. The nouns derived from verb roots are called krdantas. 

These are derived by affixing lqt suffixes to the verb roots. 

The nominal forms formed from other nominal stems are called taddhitiintas- derived by 

adding taddhita suffixes to nominal stems. The secondary derivative affixes are called 

taddhita, which derive secondary nouns from priitipadikas. For example - diisarathl, 

gaUl:za etc. Pfu}.ini has listed many taddhita suffixes some of which are- a, akaiic, ac, aii, 

a!J, at, i~fhan, fyasun, kan, cjhak, cjhafz, tamap, tarap, tayap, tal, tyap, tral, dvayasac, fak, 

matup, miitrac, yak, yat, yafz, cfiic, kha, gha, cha, uraca, fhak, fhaft, fhan, na, ha, va, vatup 

etc. For example, da~f, kva, asvaka~, visvajanfnam, !qatriya~, miillya~, raivatika~, 

diir;cJika~, laghutama~, gurutara~, giirgyiiyal}a~, iha, balaviin etc. 
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Sanskrit also has eight feminine suffixes fiip, ciip t;liip, itt~, fttn, fttp, wi and ti etc. and the 

words ending in these suffixes are called strtpratyayiinta. For example - ajii, gaurl, 

mi"i~ikii, indrii!Jl, gopl, aHiidhyiiyl, kurucarl, yuvatl, karabhorii etc. 

The nomiml morphology of Sanskrit distinguishes nouns and adjectives on the one hand 

and pronouns on the other. There is no absolute distinction between nouns and adjectives 

with respect to inflection, but modifiers take the number and gender of the tem1s they 

qualify. 

Pronouns are personal (first and second person), demonstrative (deictic), interrogative 

and relative. Pronouns other than personal pronouns observe gender distinctions. There 

are also endings particular to pronouns. 

Sanskrit also has indeclinable terms, including particles such as the connective ca 'and' 

(sentence and nominal connective) and the negative particle na, as well as terms such as 

yad, yadi 'iP, tad, tarhi 'then', karhi 'when?', tata~ thence, yata~ whence, kuta~ 

whence?, yadii when, tadii then, kadaa when?, yatra where, tatra there, kutra where?, 

derived from pronominals. 

There are also preverbs, which regularly occur immediately preceding a verb or another 

preverb- although in vedic they can be separated from a verb or follow it- as well as pre

and post-positional terms like adhi, anu, which co-occur with particular case-forms. 

Indeclinable NPs 

avyaya subanta-padas remain unchanged under all morphological conditions 44 
• 

According to Pal).ini [2.2.82t5
, affixes cap, fiip, t;fiip, (feminine suffixes) and sup are 

deleted by luk when they occur after an avyaya. Pal).ini gives definitions for identifying 

certain word forms as avyayas which also include compound forms. 

44 sadptJ tri~u linge~u sarvasu ca vibhakti~u I 
vacane~u ca sarve~u yanna vyeti tadavyayam II - gopatha briihm~a 

45 avyayiidiipsupaJ:i 2/4/82 
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Verbal Derivatives: 

Verbal derivatives may be nominal stems or verbal stems derived from verb roots or 

stems. The nouns that are derived immediately from verbs comprehend a great variety of 

terms. There are two principal classes of their classification: 

o Adjectives (Attributives) 

• Names (Substantives) 

These different nouns are formed by affixing certain terminations to the verb root, which 

is modified in a greater or lesser degree, and then forms the inflective base. These 

terminations are numerous. The greater number has a very limited application while 

others comprehend a large class of words. The primary derivatives are called krdanta. 

The primary affixes are to be added to verbs to derive substantives, adjectives or 

indeclinable krt. For example pafhitavyam, piitavya, pafhanfya, pacelima, jeyam, deyam, 

karttii, kumbhakiira~z, janamejayai;z, piifhakai;z, pafhantf, gantum, khiiditum, svapnam 

gatNz, gatvii, vihiiya, iidiiya etc. 

Verbal derivatives also include participles, infinitives, gerund etc. 

1.2.3 Compounding 

Simple words (padas), whether substantives, adjectives, verbs or indeclinables, when 

added with another subanta pada form samiisa (compound). Sanskrit samasas are 

divided into four categories, some of which are divided into sub-categories. The four 

main categories of compounds are as follows: 

(I) Adverbial or avyayibhiiva, 

(2) Determinative or tatpuru~a, 

(3) Attributive or bahuvrfhi and 

(4) Copulative or dvandva. 

dvandva and tatpuru~a compounds may be divided into sub-categories also. tatpuru~a has 

dvigu and karmadharaya as its sub-categories. 
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1.2.4 Sanskrit Verb-Morphology: 

The verb fom1s are derived from verb-roots or dhatus. These dhatus are encoded with the 

core meaning of the verb. These can be primitive 46 or derived47
• Primitive verb-roots, 

which are around 2000 in number, have be~'n listed in a lexicon named 'dhiiwpiifha ·. 

They are divided in 10 groups/dasses called ga~zas. All the verb-roots of a group undergo 

somewhat similar inflectional process. Derived verb-roots may be derived from primitive 

verb-roots or from nominal forms. Prefixes also play an important role as they can 

change the meaning of a verb root. These roots then have to undergo various inflectional 

suffixes that represent different paradigms. In this process, the base or root also gets 

changed. The chart given on the next page gives an overview of Sanskrit verb roots. 

Primitive 
(2000 listed) 

Divided in 
10 ga'}GS 

Derived Verb-roots: 

Derived from verb-roots: 

Derived 

Derived from verbs Denominati ves 

Causal 

Desiderative 

L Frequentative 

I. Causals (nijanta)- Causals are formed by adding ''}ic' suffix to a primitive verb 

root. They convey the sense that a person or thing causes another person or thing 

to perform the action or to undergo the state denoted by root. 

46 
bhiiviidayo dhiitava~z (Pii!Jini l/311) 
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2. Desideratives (sannanta)- Desiderative of a primitive verb root is formed by 

adding 'san' affix to it. It conveys the sense that a person or thing wishes to 

perfonn the action or is about to undergo the state indicated by the desiderative 

form. Any basic verb-root or its causal base may have a desiderative form. 

3. Fr~guentatives (ymianta)- Frequentatives verbs import repetition or int~nsity of 

the action or state expressed by the root from which it is derived. Can be of two 

types: 

a. .4.tmanepada Frequentative (ymianta)- yali' affix added 

b. Parasmaipada Frequentative (yanluganta)- 'yali' is added but deleted 

An illustration is given below of formation of derived wrb-roots from a primitive verb 

root bhu. 

I --- (+1iic) ---- bhavay (to cause someone or something to be) 
I 

bhzi ( to be )----------~ --- ( + san) ---- bubhu~ (to desire· to be) 
I 

: --- (+ yan) ---- bobhuy (to be repeatedly) 
I 
I 

(yan deleted) r--- bobho/bobhav 

These derived verb-roots, however, undergo similar operations, with some specifications, 

to form verb forms. 

Roots derived from nominal words: 

A large number of Sanskrit verb-forms can be derived from nominal words. These are 

known as 'namadhatus' (denominatives). Taking a nominal word as head, various 

derivational suffixes are added to these to form nominal verb-roots. The sense conveyed 

by the nominal verb root depends upon the suffix added to it. Yet, denorninatives 

commonly import that a person or thing behaves or looks upon or wishes for or resembles 

47 saniidyanta dhiitava(z (Pii!Jini 311132) 
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a person or thing denoted by the noun. These denominatives, however, can be 

innumerable as there is no end to nominal words in Sanskrit. 

Process of formation of Sanskrit verb forms: 

A Sanskrit verb root may take various forms. There are ten lakaras that represent Tense, 

Aspect and Mood. Inflectional terminations are 18 in number. These are divided in two 

groups - Parasmaipada and Atmanepada, each having 9 affixes which is a combination of 

3 persons x 3 numbers. A verb is conjugated in either pada, though some of the roots are 

conjugated in both. For each different lakara, a root is affixed with these 9 terminations. 

Again, there are three voices- Active, Passive and Impersonal. Transitive verbs are used 

in the Active and Passive voices while intransitive verbs are conjugated in the Active and 

Impersonal voices. Addition of one or more of 22 prefixes (upasargas) to verb roots can 

result in more variety of forms. Derivative verb roots, both derived from verb roots as 

well as nominal words, also follow same process to form verb forms. Thtre can be some 

specific rules and exceptions in some cases. A chart given here gives a rough estimate of 

all the possible verb-forms of Sanskrit. 1 

Denominatiw~c;: 

Active Voice 

! 
10x9(3x3) forms 

~ 

VR [2000] 

~Causal ((ijanta) 

~ Desiderative (sannanta) 

L Frequentative (ya(anta/ya(luganta) 

+ One normal form 

TAM [10 lakaras] 

! 

Passive/1m personal Voice 

! 
10x9(3x3) forms 

L 

48 Mishra Sudhir K., Jha, Girish N., 2004, Identifying Verb Inflections in Sanskrit morphology, In proc. 
of SIMPLE 04, liT Kharagpur, pp. 79-81. 
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22(+) upasarga 22(+) upasarga 

The verb roots of ga~a 1, 4, 6 and 10 adopt certain terminatioas when tin affixes are 

added to them. Consequently, the verb roots of these class forms base ending in 'a'. The 

tili affixation also influences the verb root and it undergoes several morpho-phonemic 

changes such as its end vowel is gunated. The verb root can adopt certain more 

operations resulting in the final verb-form. 

1.2.5 Survey of Morphological tools for Sanskrit 

C-DAC 

De8ika 49 (Natural Understanding System), a Software Package, developed by Indian 

Heritage Group, C-DAC, Bangalore led by P. Ramanujan, claims to generate and analyze 

plain and accented \\-Titten Sanskrit texts using grammar rules of Pfu).ini's A~!adhyayi, 

with an exhaustive database of Amarakosa and heuristics of semantics and contextual 

processing from Nyaya and Mirpamsa Sastra-s. It also claims to analyze Vedic texts. The 

analysis module of the Software is called as a general purpose Sanskrit parser which 

claims to dissolve and identify the compound and combined word forms, though the 

present version of the Software downloadable from the TDIL (Technology Development 

for lndia.'1 Languages) website has Subanta Generation Module only. This module has 

two modes: choose mode declines for the priitipadika-s already present in the list and 

edit mode declines for the entries which are not present in the list for which suitabie 

gender and paradigm should be selected. Desika is also supposed to include Vedic 

processing and sabdabodha50
. 

49 Desika (Natural Language Understanding System), http://tdil.mit.gov.in/download/Desika.htm 
5° C-DAC R&D Activies: Development of Desika A Natural language Understanding (NLU) system for 
Sanskrit. [1990- 1994], http://www.cdac.in/html/ihq/activity.asp, accessed on Jan 16, 2007 
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Sanskrit Authoring System (VY ASA) 51 claims to be a robust multilingual document 

editor with transliteration facility among Indian Languages and Roman, sorting and 

searching facilities, indexing, and concordance. It also claims to provide tools for 

analyses at morphological, syntactic and semantic levels. Tools for 

searching/indexing/sorting, lexical updation, lexical tagging, extraction/indexing of 

quotations in commentaries/explanations, transliteration facility, word split programs for 

sandhi and samasa, poetry am,lysis (textual/metric/statistical), statisticai taols like 

concordance, thesauri, and electronic dictionaries are also included. However, the system 

is not available anywhere to evaluate or check. 

Academy of Sanskrit Research, Melkote 

Academy of Sanskrit Research (ASR), Melkote under the directorship of Prof. M. A. 

Lakshmitatachar has been working on NLP in Sanskrit and other Indian languages for 

more than 10 years. The software 'sabdabodha' developed at ASR, .Melkote is available 

on TOIL website. It is claimed to be an interactive application built to analyze the 

semantic and syntactic structure of Sanskrit sentences. The software works on DOS 6.0 

or higher with GIST (Graphic based Intelligence Script Technology) shell on Windows 

95 platform. The software is said to include a user interface. For an input Sanskrit 

sentence or a file the program will check for the syntactic compatibility and otherwise 

gives all the morphological details with POS information- having nouns, pronouns, 

adjectives, participles, indeclinables, indeclinable participle and verbs tags of the 

components of the sentence. It claims to process all types of sentences of Sanskrit, and 

can handle generation and analysis of subanta of more than 26,000 stems, tbianta 

conjugations of roots, in two voices, ten lakiiras and three modes viz. kevala tilianta, 

l}ijanta and sananta. It also handles the generation and analysis and identification of case 

inflected forms of 11 types of krdanta of 150 roots. Apart from this it is said to have a 

database of 690 avyayas, 26,000 nominal stems, 600 verbal roots, krdanata forms of 600 

verbal roots, 5 taddhita suffixes. For handling the semantic analysis, a matrix of 52 sets 

51 C-DAC, R&D Activities: Developing Sanskrit Authoring System (VY ASA), 
http://www.cdac.inlhtml/ihg/activity.asp and The House Magazine of C-DAC, Pen to Paper Developing 
Sanskrit Authoring System- VY ASA, http://www.cdac.in/html/connect/3q2000/art l Oa.htm 
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of nouns with their synonyms amounting to 300 nouns, 27 actions denoted by nearly 200 

verbs are said to have been prepared. 52 This institution is also working with 20 odd 

software tools like Bodha (Sentence disambiguation system according to §abdabodha of 

navfna nyaya system), Semu~I (subanta generator/analyser), PrajiHi (ti11anta 

generator/analyser), Cetana (krdanta generator/analyser), PaJ;tini (sandhi joiner 

according to Pal_linian rules) etc. which are to be released. 53 

Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha (RSV), Tirupati 

RSV Tirupati has put much effort in developing linguistic resources for NLP in Sanskrit. 

Prof. K.V. Ramakrishnamacharyulu, (presently V.C. of Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, 

Jaipur) and Dr. Srinivasa Varkhedi along with Prof. Vineet Chaitanya and Amba P. 

Kulkarni have initiated many projects and have developed many tools like pada-ccheda, 

which isolates Sanskrit compound words into its components, which works on Sanskrit 

ISCII text in Linux environment. It is also working on developing Sanskrit morphological 

analyzer. An initial analyzer developed in collaboration with IIIT-H is already online. 

Apart from this it is also concentrating on krdanta and titianta analyzers and also 

generators for subanta, tbianta and samiisa. RSV Tirupati along with C-DAC Bangalore, 

Ahobila Mutt Sanskrit College Madhurantakam Tamil Nadu, Pooma Prajna 

Samshodhana Mandiram Bangalore, Chinmaya International Foundation Veliyanad 

Kerala, ASR Melkote Kamataka, IIIT-H, Dept. of Sanskrit H.S.Gour University Sagar 

Madhya Pradesh have combined initiative to develop a large Sanskrit Corpus (presently 

this is not online).54 

RCILTS- Utkal University 

Resource Centre for Indian Language Technology Solutions (RCIL TS)- Oriya Centre at 

the Department of Computer Science and Application, Utkal University, led by Prof. 

52 Language Processing Tools: TDIL website, http://tdil.mit.gov.in/nlptools/ach-nlptools.htm 
53 Academy of Sanskrit Research, Melkote, http://www.sanskritacademy.org/ About.htm 
54 RSV Tirupati, http://rsvidyapeetha.ac.in and http://www.sansknet.org 
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Sangamitra Mohanty and funded by Ministry of Information Technology (MIT), has been 

working on Oriya-Engii:sh-Hindi Trilingual Dictionary, Oriya and Sanskrit WordNet, 

Trilingual Word Processor, Grammar and Spell checkers and MorphAs for Oriya and 

also English to Oriya Machine Translation System. It has received IPR for four of their 

products from Ministry of Human Resource and Development (MHRD), Govt. ofindia. 

San-Net (Sanskrit WordNet) 

RCILTS-Utkal 55 claims to have developed a proto-type of Sanskrit WordNet usmg 

Navya-Nyaya and Pal)inian Grammar. It has 300 Sanskrit words (250 Nominal words and 

50 Verbal words) having synonymy, antonym, hyponymy, hypemymy, holonymy and 

meronymy relations with their analogy, etymology, and definitions. It also claims that a 

standard Knowledge Base (KB) that has been developed for analyzing 

syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects of any lexicon. 

The Sanskrit Heritage Site 

Dr. Gerard Huet, Director, INRIA has developed vanous computational tools for 

Sanskrit which are available online 56
. The Declension Engine declines all the nominal 

inflectional forms with the 'compound base' for a query word given with its gender 

infonnation. It also gives the 'compound base' of the query word. The Conjugation 

Engine gives all the possible forms of the verb root in its iitmane and/or parasmai 

terminations, in kartari and karmm:zilbhiive voices with its Desiderative forms in eight 

lakiira-s. It also gives few participle and indeclinable krt forms57
• He claims that from 

535 roots, his engine generates 14554 noun forms, 113935 root verbal forms, 203281 root 

participial forms, 14311 iic and periphrastic forms, and 73 7 indeclinable forms, totaling 

roughly half a million forms 58
• Lemmatizer and Sanskrit Readers are the analyzers. 

While the lemmatizer tries to tag a given simple inflected noun or a verb (without 

upasarga-s), the Sanskrit Reader Companion analyses a given phrase or a ,simple 

55 RC-ILTS- Computer Science & Application, Utkal University, http://www.ilts-utkal.org/sanskrit.htm 
56 The Sanskrit Heritage Site, Huet, Gerard. http://sanskrit.inria.fr/ 
57 Ibid. 
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sentence, segments it into individual words, tags each word and parses the input. Modular 

transducers are applied to constraint the lexical analyzer to recognize the stream of forms 

as a regular expression over 14 phases, specifying Sanskrit's morphology geometry to get 

right composition of compound chunks. Over generation of segmentation and ambiguity 

of tags are checked by semantic role analysis similar to PaQ.ini's karaka theory and also 
-9 

by governance patterns of verbs.' 

The Sanskrit Library 

The Sanskrit Library Project, directed by Dr. Peter M. Scharf, Classics Dept., Brown 

University, has developed a web-based reading room holding Kramapa~ha, a Sanskrit 

independent-study reader on texts like Paficatantra, Ramopakhyana and Pfu).ini's 

A~radhyayi. The reader gives the text in Devanagari with Roman transliteration, sandhi 

analysis, a detailed grammatical analysis and lexical analysis of the text, with notes and 

translation. As part of independent-study texts, a detailed classification of grammatical 

categories (tag set) is made. 

A nominal inflection generator tool is also available which generates nominal inflections 

for a given word with gender and class information.60 

lilT Hyderabad 

Language Technology and Research Centre (LTRC), lilT -H, is one of the leading 

NLP centres in India. liT Kanpur and later LTRC, IIIT-H, have been the pioneers in the 

field of language technology and to initiate PaQ.inian approach to NLP in India. L TRC 

has several ongoing activities with Govt. of India, Carnegie Mellon University's 

Language Technology Institute, UPENN, HP Labs, Google, Nokia and TCS besides 

several academic institutions in India. Prof. Rajeev Sangal and Prof. Vineet Chaitanya 

58 Huet, Gerard, 2006, Parsing Sanskrit by Computer, (abstract) in the Proceeding of the 13th World 
Sanskrit Conference, Edinburgh, UK 
S9Jbid. 
60 The Sanskrit Library Reading Room - http://cgi-user.brown.edu/cgi-user/sanskrit'login 
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with the Akshar Bharati61 group have developed many NLP tools for Indian languages 

like MorphA-s (morphological analyzers), Anusaraka-s62 (language access tool), Shakti 

Machine translation System. MorphA-s for Hindi, Telugu, Marathi, Kannada and Punjabi 

were developed as part of Anusaraka-s and now presently they are made available online 

and also can be downloaded from their website. Telugu MorphA is said to have coverage 

of 95% for any arbitrary modern standard Telugu text and Hindi MorphA has 88% 

-::overageY MorphA-s for these language~ were developed based upon the paradigm 

model.64 For a given word the MorphA gives the root word with its feature information 

like gender, number, person, tense etc.65 

Sanskrit MorphA was developed by Vinish Jain, an M.Tech student of IIIT-H under the 

guidance of Amba P. Kularni, which was a further development of an earlier working 

Sanskrit MorphA developed at ASR Melkote. This MorphA was developed using 

paradigm approach in the model of other MorphA-s at IIIT-H which used a lexicon 

derived from Monier William's dictionary. This could only handle subanta-s. Later with 

the collaboration of RSVP Tirupati, the present Sanskrit MorphA66 was developed by 

Amba P. Kulkarni and V.Sheeba. This MorphA has separate modules to handle subunta, 

tiitanta, krdanta and samasa. Each word is filtered through all the four modules and all 

possible answers are produced. subanta module contains 222 paradigms for nouns and 

pronouns with a root dictionary of around 1.5 M words extracted from Monier Williams 

dictionary. tiitanta module has a database of ~10 M verb forms (no prefixed verbs). 

krdanta module can handle --42 K of 20 types of krdanta. This approach has the 

advantage of developing further without disturbing the main program, as the program is 

61 Akshar Bharati, is a personification of groups(@ IITK, IIIT-H, University of Hyderabad, etc.) working 
on NLP with special emphasis to Indian Languages giving due attention to Indian theories of grammar and 
language. 
62 Anusaaraka or a Language Accessor is a computer software which renders text from one Indian language 
into another (Kannada-Hindi, Marathi-Hindi, Punjabi-Hindi and Telugu-Hindi). It produces output not in 
the target language but close to it, which is in comprehensible to the reader who is trained to read the 
output. 
63 Morphological Analysers- IIIT Hderabad- http://www.iiit.net/Itrc/morph/morph analyser.html 
64 Bharati, Akshar et al, 1999, Natural Language Processing: A Paninian Perspective, Prentice Hall Pvt. 
Ltd. New Delhi, pp.39-43. 
65 Ibid .. 
66 RSVP, http://rsvidyapeetha.ac.in/-anusaraka (accessed: 13.1 0.2006) 
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independent of data and C1.lso more modules can be added.67 This MorphA can handle 

only sandhi-free text and cannot filter the multiple tags and disambiguate it for a single 

word in a given context. 

Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) 

The RCILTS - Sanskrit, Japanese, Chinese unit of JNU, under the leadersh:p of Prof. 

G.V.Singh claims to have developed web based Sanskrit Language Leaming System for 

the use of scholars for designing Knowledge based systems based on the Indian traditions. 

The unit has developed a computational module of A~!adhyayi of PaQ.ini, Sanskrit

English lexicon, English-Sanskrit lexicon and a lexicon ofNyaya terms. It also says that 

it has made some efforts on the sandhi analysis system.68 

Girish Nath Jha69 developed a Nominal Inflection Generator for Sanskrit for his M. Phil. 

dissertation. The program, written in pro!og, generates all the inflections of subanta given 

a Sanskrit word with gender and ending letter information. 

Special Centre for Sanskrit Studies, JNU: 

Special Centre for Sanskrit Studies, JNU, established in 2002, has undertaken the task of 

developing NLP tools for Sanskrit. Under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, the 

students have developed certain useful programs for computational processing of Sanskrit 

texts. A list of works is given below: 

The NLP team at the centre has developed an Online Multilingual Amarakosha (OMA) 

under a project funded by UGC under UPOE program. It is Unicode based software 

which supports seven languages- Sanskrit, Hindi, Kannada, Punjabi, Bangia, Oriya and 

English and allows the user to search the synonym from one language to another. The 

67 Bharati Akshar, Amba Kulkarni, V Sheeba, "Building a Wide Coverage Sanskrit Morphological 
Analyzer: A Practical Approach", in the Proceedings of First National Symposium on Modelling and 
Shallow Parsing of Indian Languages, 2-4 April 2006, liT Bombay, Mumbai 
68 RCILTS, JNU- Achievements: http://tdil.mit.gov.in/SanskritJapaneseChinese-JNUJuly03.pdf (accessed 
15.10.2006) 
69 Jha, Girish Nath, 1993, 'Morphology of Sanskrit Case Affixes: A Computational Analysis', M.Phil., 
submitted to JNU, New Delhi. 
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output displays the grammatical and semantic category of the word, its base word, 

reference and ontological information. The software also provides the facility to enter and 

edit the data by language experts. The software is expected to be extended as a 

multilingual interface, search engine and text processing tool in near future. 70 

R. Chandrashekhara 71
, developed tag-sets for POS tagging of Sanskrit text as part of his 

Ph.D. thesis. This tagger (POST) which is an online system run on Apache Tomcat 

plntfc;:m u:;in.g Java Sendet takes sandhi-free classical Sanskrit prose text as input and 

provides the tagged text as output. The system is very important for the further R&D on 

the Sanskrit-Indian Languages Machine Translation Systems (MTS). 

Sudhir Kumar Mishra72
, has recently completed his Ph.D. research on Karaka Analyzer 

for Laukika Sanskrit prose text based on PaQini's Karaka formulations. faraka rules are 

of central importance in Sanskrit syntactic structure. As part of this research work he also 

worked on identification of verb inflections in Sanskrit morphology73
• 

Subash Chandra74 developed a Sanskrit Subanta Recognizer and Analyser System (SRAS) 

for his M.Phil. dissertation. SRAS is also an online system run on Apache Tomcat 

platform using Java Servlet and MSSQL server 2005 as back end. This system has been 

developed according to P~inian formulation which accepts only non-joint (sandhi-rahita) 

Sanskrit text in Devanagari script and fully depends on both the rule base, example base 

and a database of other linguistic resources. The system has been tested with some 

selected corpora and claims to give an average accuracy of 91.65%. 

Research work is also being done on learning Sru.skrit language usmg e-leaming 

approach 75
, and sandhi analyzer applying Pai).inian and some heuristic rules 76

, online 

70 System is accessible @ http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in 
71 Chandrashekhar, R, 2006, 'POS Tagging for Sanskrit', submitted for Ph.D degree at SCSS, JNU. 
72 Mishra, Sudhir Kumar, 2007, 'Sanskrit Karaka Analyzer for Machine Translation', submitted for Ph.D. 
degree at SCSS, JNU 
73 Mishra, Sudhir Kumar & Girish Nath Jha, 2005, 'Identifying Verb Inflections in Sanskrit Morphology', 
in the proceedings ofSIMPLE-05, IIT-Kharagpur, pp.79-81 
74Chandra, Subash, 2006, 'Machine Recognition and Morphological Analysis of Subanta-padas', submitted 
for M.Phil degree at SCSS, JNU 
75 Bhowmik, Preeti & Jha, Girish Nath, 2006, 'Sanskrit Language Pedagogy: an e-leaming approach', In 
the Souvenir Abstracts of 28th AICL, BHU, Varanasi, p.l50. 
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indexing of Adiparva of Mahabharata77
, computational analysis of Sanskrit gender and 

analysis of derived nouns in Sanskrit.78 

Sanskrit to English Translator: 

Apama Subramanian of School of Computer Science, Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya, 

Indore worked on a project titled "Sanskrit to English Translator"79 for her M.Sc. degree. 

It performs sandhi viccheda of Sanskrit words and then translates them to English. It has 

two components: morphological parser and translation generator. The morphological 

parser module consists of a set of transducers that transform the provided input text to a 

set of acceptable output. It also gives the parse of these words. The second part of the 

parser is a Viccheda module, which applies reverse sandhi rules to split the combined 

Sanskrit words into separate basic words. The translator is also a two part module, which 

first structures the English sentence according to the grammar using the parse information. 

The second generates equivalent English words according to the morphological details. 

The two combined together give the needed translated sentence. 

76 Kumar, Sachin & Jha, Girish Nath, 2006, 'Issues in sandhi processing of Sanskrit', In the Souvenir 
Abstracts of28th AICL, BHU, Varanasi, p.l29. 
77 Mani, Diwakar, & Jha, Girish Nath, 2006, 'Online indexing of Adiparva of Mahabharata', In the 
Souvenir Abstracts of 28th AICL, BHU, Varanasi, p. 125. 
78 Singh, Surjit Kumar & Jha, Girish Nath, 2006, 'Strategies for Identifying and Processing Derived Nouns 
in Sanskrit', In the Souvenir Abstracts of28th AICL, BHU, Varanasi, p. 131. 
79 Subramanian, Apama, Jan 2005, "Sanskrit to English Translator", Language in India, Vol. 5:1. 
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Chapter 2 

Sanskrit Verb Morphology 

2.1.0 Sanskrit verb-roots: dhatupatha (DP) 

Sanskrit verb forms are derived, as traditional analysis follows, from verb roots. These 

verb-roots are called dhiitus-the meaning-bearing entity. This concept of dhiitu has a 

practical use in explaining the language through its analysis without implying that the 

dhatus afford the ultimate explanation.The discovery of dhiitus is supposed to take place 

long before Pfu).ini compiled his Dhatupat}la-the catalogue of dhatus. There are several 

dhatupa~has but the one which is compiled by PaQ.ini is considered to be the oldest among 

available dhatupa~has. The pattern followed in the Pfu).inian dhatupa!ha is mostly 

followed by the latter grammarians. 

In Paninian DP., roots are listed alongwith their meanings. These two - root and its 

meaning- form a sentence, usually known as dhiitusutra. Generally only one meaning is 

assigned to a root and is given in the form of an action noun in the locative case. For 

example: bhu sattiiyiim, edha vrddhau etc. Sometimes, however, it is given in the form of 

a bahuvrzhi compound with - artha as the second member, such as gatyartha, sabdiirtha 

etc. The root is, further, accompanied by one or more anubandhas or the code letters 

indicating certain features ofthe root. 

With reference to certain peculiar modifications (vikaraiJ-as) which the roots undergo 

before the terminations of the two tenses -present and imperfect- and the two moods -

imperative and potential- Sanskrit verbs are divided into ten classes (gaiJ-as) called 

conjugations. Each class or conjugation has been named after the root it begins with. The 

ten classes with related information are listed in the table produced here: 
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S. No. Class (gal}a) First root V!karal}a Characteristic Numberofl 

roots 1 

1 bltviidigal}a bha sap a 1035 I 
-~ .., 

adiidiga~za ad Iuk~sap ! 71 "' -
r---

3 julzotyiidi hu slu~sap u 24 

4 diviidi div syan~sap a 141 

5 sviidi su snu~sap nu 34 

6 tudiidi tud sa a 155 

7 rudltiidi rudh snam ..,,... 25 HU. 

8 taniidi tan u u 10 

9 kryiidi krl snii nii 62 

10 curiidi cur nic ya 410 

The characteristics (vfkara1Jas) of the ten classes or conjugations of verbs appear only in 

the two tenses and the two moods named above. These four are termed as special or 

conjugational tenses and moods whereas remaining six are called general or non

conjugational. 

The list is further arranged into groups that share common accent-patterns, which can be 

of following types: 

a. the stem may be accented 

b. the stem may be unaccented in the list and again 

(i) the group classifier vowel may be accented, or 

(ii) the group classifier vowel may be unaccented, or 

(iii) the group classifier vowel may have circumflex accent. 

Sometimes monosyllabic stems ending in vowels are classified by consonant classifiers if 

they have a distinctive bunch of functions in terms of morphemic distribution. The 

arrangement within such a sub-group of lists sharing common accent-patterns is not in 

any alphabetical order, but quite often stems sharing the same vowel classifier are 

grouped together, as also phonemically similar items like kurd, khilrd A, and gfud A. 

There is specific functions of each classifier. 
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Verb roots or stems can also be sub-classified by following classifiers: 

!. non-i-augmenting (anif), which include 

a. unaccented monosyllabic stems (listed in DP) 1 

b. other stems under specific environments2 

(i) Exclusively middle ending (atmanepada) 

a. Unaccented vowel- classified and -N classified3 

b. All stems under passive4 

c. Other stems in specified environments enumerated in5 

(ii) Middle ending (only if the action is for the subject) otherwise active ending 

(parasmaipada) class 

a. Circumflex accented vowel classified and n-classified stems6 

b. Other stems in specified environments enumerated in 7 

(iii) Exclusively active ending class 

a. By elimination the rest, i.e., the acute accented vowd classified and 

others8 

b. Other stems in specified environments enumerated in9 

II. i-augmenting (sef) 

a. the residue of i under non -i- augmenting 7.2.10 

b. other stems in specified envirorunents enumerated in 10 

These stems can be also classified among (i), (ii) and (iii) as above. 

III. Optionally -i- augmenting (ve.t) 

a. Stems enumerated in 11 

These stems can be also classified among (i), (ii) and (iii) as above. 

1 
ekiica upadese anudiittiit 7/2/10 

2 A~fiidhyiiyz: 7/2/11-26, 7/2/59-65 
3 

anudiitta nita iitmanepadam l/3/12 
4 

bhiiva-karmanoh l/3/13 
5 A~tiidhyiiyl: 1i3ii 4-71 
6 

svarita-fiita[z kartrabhipriiye kriyii-pha/e l/3172 
7 A~fiidhyiiyl: l/3173-77 
8 se~iit kartari parasmaipadam l/3/78 
9 A~!iidhyiiyl: l/3179-93 
10 A~!iidhyiiyl: 7/2/35-36, 7/2/52-54, 7/2/58, 7/2/66-78 
II A~{iidhyiiyl: 7/2/27-34, 7/2/37-51, 7/2/55-57 
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2.1.1 Lakaras-Tenses and Moods: 

Sanskrit has six tenses (kala) and four moods (artha) technically termed as ten lakiiras. 

Tenses are as follows: 

laf12 or bhavantf vrtti{l (Present - vartamiina{z) 

Three kinds of past tenses-

lmi13 or hyastanf vrtti(l (Imperfect - anadyatanabhiita(l) 

li!14 or parokfavrtti(z (Perfect - parolcyabhiita?z) 

IUJi 15 or adyatanfvrtti(z (Aorist- bhiita(z) 

Two kinds of future tenses-

tul6 or svastanfvrtti(l (1 51 Future- anadyatanabhavi~yat) 

lr!17 or bhavi~yantf vrtti!z (2°ct Future - bhavi~yat) 

Moods: 

lof13 (Imperative- iijna) 

vidlzi/b/9 or saptamf vrtti(l (Potential - vidhi(l) 

iiifrlbi20 or iisfrvrttif:z (Benedictive- iiif/:1) 

l[li21 or kriyiitipatti(z (Conditional - smiketa(z) 

Seven of these lakiira-s are of common occurrence ; viz. 1. the present, 2. the imperfect 

(also called the first preterite), 3. the potential (or optative), 4. the imperative, 5. the 

perfect (also called the second preterite), 6. the first future, 7. the second future. Three are 

not so commonly used; viz. 8. the aorist (also called the third preterite), 9. the precative 

(also called the benedictive), 10. the conditional.22 

12 varttmiine /at 3121123 
13 anadyatane ian 3/21111 
14 paro~e li! 3/2/115 
15 lun 3/21110 
16 anadyatane luf 313115 
17 lrt sese ca 3/3113 
18 I~! c~ 3/3/162; iiSi~i linlofau 3/31173 
19 vidhinimantrm;iimantraT}iidh~fasamprasnapriirthe~u lin 3/3/161 
20 iisisi litilotau 3/3/173 
21 lili~imitte.l!fi kriyiitipattau (3/l/139); bhiite ca (3131140) 
22 Whitney 
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There is also an infinitive mood, and several participles. Of these, the present, the th!"ee 

past tenses, and the two futures belong to the indicative mood. 

The imperfect refers to an event done at some time in recent past, but before the current 

day. It may denote action past or continuing. The perfect refers to an event completely 

done before the present day at some remote period, unperceived by or out of sight of the 

narrator. The aorist refers to an event done and past at some indefinite period, whether 

before or during the current day. The htf or first future expresses definite futurity. /pi or 

second future expresses indefinite futurity. The potential expresses the sense of 

commanding, directing, inviting, expression of wish, enquiring, requesting. The 

conditional is occasionally used after the conjunctions yadi and cet, 'if. The precative 

or benedictive is used in praying and blessing. 

2.1.2 Terminations: 

The terminations affixed to the verb roots-primitive or derived- to produce verb forms are 

called tin terminations. These are a set of 18 terminations, termed as tiri following the 

pratyahara technique of PaQ.ini. 23 The terminations are divided into two parts, each 

consisting of 9 in two different padas: Parasmaipada and Atmanepada. In each group nine 

terminations.are result of multiplication of three persons to three numbers.24 

Parasmai(!ada Atmane(!ada 

Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural 

3rd person - tip25 tas jhi ta26 a.ttim jha 

2nd person -sip thas tha thas iithiim dhvam 

F1 person - mip vas mas i! vahin mahin 

The terminations listed here have certain memorial letters such asp in tip, sip etc. These 

letters serve special purposes in the declension process. Each of the set of 9 is replaced 

23 tip-tas-jhi-sip-thas-tha-mip-vas-mas-ta-atam-jha-thas-athiim-dhvam-irj.-vahiti-mahiti 314178 
24 titiastrll}i trll}i prathamamadhy'.lmottamii!z l/41100; 

tanyekavacana-dvivacana-bahuvacananyekasafz l/4/1 0 I 
25 la!z parasmaipadam 114198 
26 tatianiivatmanepadam 114/99 
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with corresponding forms in different lakaras. The terminations thus obtained are again 

modified so that they can be affixable to the verb roots. 

The parasmaipada is that inflected word or verb (pada) the action of which is addressed 

to another than the agent (parasmai, dative of para 'another'). Atmanepada is a word or 

verb the action of which is addressed or reverts to the agent himself (atmane, dative of 

atman, 'self). These might be rendered, therefore, 'transitive' and 'reflective' verbs, but 

in a peculiar sense that the action is said to affect either a different agent or the agent 

himself; it is the result rather than the action, and this is therefore compatible with an 

intransitive verb. Thus, in 'devadatta!z odanam pacati' where the root pac (to cook) is 

conjugated in parasmaipada, the sense denoted is 'Devadatta cooks for his master/ or 

someone else'; but in 'devadatta!J odanam pacate' where the root is in atmanepada it 

means 'Devadatta cooks for himself. In ordinary usage, however, the distinction import 

is little observed. Some verbs are conjugated in one voice, some in the other, and some in 

both, without much attention being paid to their signification or relations. Paryini 

formulates some rules for the determination of atmanepada. 

The four tables given here lists all the tili terminations of parasmaipada and atmanepada 

in ten lakiira-s. The column of terminations lists the basic set of tin terminations. The 

column-I lists, separately for each lakara, the terminations which are replacements of 

basic tift suffixes. The terminations listed in column-II are modified terminations which 

are appended as such to the verb roots. 
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Table-l(a) The list of terminations for parasmaipada in first five lakaras 

Ter Present (lat) Perfect (!a:i:) Potential (vidhili!i) Imperative (lot) 

mi. I II I II I II I 

~ ~ ~ ~ ('f;c;-27 ~28 ~29 <:!'\30 
' ' 

~ 
2,3,7,5,8,9 

ffi\ ffi\ (1: c=rrn.:32 
c=rrn.: ~ ~ I ill'\" 

~ 

~ ~34 ~ 3ic1_. - ~35 ~· ~ ~' 
. 

1,4,6,10 1,4,6,10 1,4,6,10 

~I Jq, <j:/ 

3fict· :5: 

~ ~ R1 ~ ~ ~ ~:/ t(;36 

<IT:/ 

~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~I ~ 

~ 

~ ~ ~ (1 (1 <rr(1 ~I (1 

<rr<'f/ 

~ Tm{ fJt 3mq a:t/31~ <:Tq ~I ~39 

m;t{l 

CR{ CR{ q: q40 q mer ~I ~ 
mer; 

CJR{ d1f1.: (Jf: <11 <11 <rrCI1 ~I JnCRl{ 

<rrCJf/ 

27 itasca 314199 
28 yiisuf parasmaipade~udatto tiicca 3141103; lilia(z salopo 'nantyasya 7/2179 
29 ato yeya!z 7/2/80; lopo vyorvali 611164 
30 eruh 314183 
31 par"asmaipadanarh r:zalatususthalathusm;zalvama!z 314182 
32 tas-thas-tha-miparh tan-tan-tama!z 314/l 0 l 
33 loto /ativat 314185 
34 jh.o'nta!z711/3 
35 jherjus 3141108 
36 serhyapicca 3/4/87 
37 ato heh 6141105 
38 ardhadhatukasye{ivalade!z 7/3/35 
39 merni!? 314/89; ii{luttamasya picca 3/4192 
40 nityarh tiita!z 3/4/99 
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II 

~ 

~ 

c:(j 
1,4,6,10 

~I 

~ 
_37 ;f(;; 

Rt; 
-3ffil 

~ 

(1 

.mfc1 

3f[q 

3mT 

Imperfect (li!) 

I II 

~31 3-T 

I 

~ ~: 

~ :5: 

~ ~38 

I 

~ 

~ WJ: 

3-T 3-T 

~ 3-T 

q ~ 

<11 ~ 

I 
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Table-l(b) The list of terminations for parasmaipada in other five lakaras 

Term First Future Second Future 

i. (lu!) OrO 

I II I II 

~ ~142 ill ~3 Bffi1 

CRt (ffi't45 cm't ~ BR'f: 

~ ~ (ITt: ~ ~ 

~ ({@r'6 ~ Bffi1 ~ 

~ ~ ~:· ~ ~: 

~ ~ ~ Bm ~ 

~ ~ ~ BnfJ1 ~ 

CRt ~ cm=c:r:- ~ ~: 

41 sya-tiisz Ir-lufo(z 3/l/33 
42 lufa(z prathamasya tjii-rau-rasa(z 214185 
43 Ibid. 
44 lilia(z salopo 'nantyasya 7/2179 
45 rica 7/4/51 
46 tiisastyorlopa(z 7/4/50 

Aorist (luii) I Benedictive Conditional(lrit) 

(asrrliit) 

I II I II I II 

~ ~lt<=ll 
' ' 

~4 <.ffi1 BR't BR't 
3q, I 
~ 

~ ~l<'lq lii@ICH_ lii@ICH_ ~ ~ 
~/ 

3lCm1_1 <'lq 
.. 

~: ~/ <rrW( <m:!: Bq Bq 

~/ 

3rc1_,~ 

~: ~I <Iff( m: BRt BR{ 

~I 
I 

JR{,~ 

I @d\ @d\, ~ ~ ~ ~ 
. ~/ 

~I 

~~~ 

@" @,<1/ <m=R <IT@" Bf(i BR1 

~I 

3Rf,<l 

~ ~I ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~/ 

JIJ\ 
f<f Br/~1 <rrfQ ~ ~ 'fliT<l" 

.3-lTcT/CT 
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Table-2(a) The list of terminations for atmanepada in first five lakaras 

Termi. Present (Ia!) Perfect (lao) 

I jJ I 

(1 ~7 a ~ 

~ .318 ~ .3ffilTcJl.: 
.318 

~ 3rc=cl 3ffi .3iG=(1 

3rc=cl 

~ ~52 ~ ~ 

~ 3m)' ~I ~ 
~ 

~ <t<)" <t<)" I~ 

~ "1:! fil $ 

"1:! I 
~ qt; '* ~ 

47 fit a iitmanepadiinii1i1 tere 314179 
48 lbia[z s'iyu! 3141102 
49 iimetah 314190 

· 
50 litastajhayorosireca 314/81 
51 jhasya ran 3/4/105 
52 thasalz se 314180 
53 saviibhyiirh vii 'mau 314191 

II 

(1 

~ 

~ 

CTf 

38 

m: 

I 
~ 

I ~ 

~ 

$ 

~ 

54 b:za!z {idhvarhlwili!iirh dho 'rigiit 813178 
55 ito 't 3141106 
56 ~ta ai 314193 

Potential Imperative (lo!) \ Imperfect (lit) 

(vidhilin) 
I 

I II I II I II 

~8 ~ (1f~9 cm=t 1:!50 1:! 

{lllrll(f!_ {lll(ild"l_ ~ ~ 3ffiT 3ffiT 

~ 
~51 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

CTJl1{ 

~ '$m: FCTS3 'f<T ~ ~ 

I 
~~ ~ ~ ~ w4 ~ 

~ 

I~ ~ ~ ~ <t<)" ~{ 
(~54 ~) 
) 

~55 ~ ~56 l'Q" 

I 
"1:! "1:! 

~ ~ 3ll'$t ~ '* ~ 
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Table-2(b) The list of terminations for Atmanepada in other five lakaras 

Term ina First Future Second Future 

-tirms f!ut\ 
' ·' OrO 
I II I 

(1 ill ill m 

3fRm\ C1Ttt C1Ttt m 

~ <1m\ c:JR: ~ 

~ {1ffi {1ffi Bffi 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

tcra:r. <m:<)-59 ~ ~ 

~ <1!t61 C1!t ~ 

57 
sut tithoh 3/4/I 07 

58 atmanepade~anata!z 71115 
59 dhi ca 8/2/25 

II 

m 

m 

~ 

Bffi 

R-~ 

~ 

~ 

60 i!fa[z ~'idhvamlwilifiim dho 'ngiit 813178 
61 ha eti 714152 

Aorist (luit) Bcnedictive (3sirliri) Conditional (lpi.) 

I II I II I II 

@ @ ~57 ~ Bf(i BRf 

~ 

3i(f 

mcm:t ~ fftm- ~l<ll{-(11a:t ~ ~ 
@ldl ~1\!klla:t 

lJCm\1 
~ I 

w w ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~58 

3-fC=(1 I 3Rf 

~ ~:/ ~ ~: ~ ~: 
~: ~: 

~: 

~ ~ ffrm- ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~I 

~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(~60) (~) ~ 

~ 
~ ~ "flm "flm Bt Bt 

~ 
T:!l ~ 
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~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 

I 
~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I """~ NIJl~ j 
~ 
~ I 

These terminations are supposed to be applicable to all verbs, whether primitive or 

derivative: and as in noun, so in verbs, the theory of Indian grammarians is, that before 

these terminations can be affixed to roots, an inflective base must be formed out of the 

root. Ten different rules, therefore, are propounded for forming verbal bases out of roots 

in the first four tenses; while all verbs are arranged under ten classes, according to the 

form of the base required by one or other of these rules. In the other tenses there is one 

general rule for forming the base, applicable to all verbs of whatever class. 

2.1.3 Passive forms: 

In Sanskrit, the passive fom1 varies entirely in the conjugational tenses from that of the 

active verb (unless tliat verb belong to the 4th conjugation), while the terminations may 

sometimes be the same, as those of atmanepada. It is rather a distinct derivative from a 

root, formed on one invariable principle, without any necessary community with the 

conjugational structure of the active verb. Thus, the root dvi~ (to hate) of the 2nd class 

makes dvqfi or dvi~fe (he hates); another root bhid (to divide) of the 7'h class makes 

bhinatti or bhinte (he divides); but the passive forms of both the roots is formed 

according to one invariable rule, by the simple insertion of ya, without reference to the 

conjugational form of the active, i.e. dvi~yate (he is hated) and bhidyate (he is divided) 

respectively. 

In fact, though it is a distinct form of the root, a passive verb is really nothing but a verb 

conjugated according to the rule for the 4th class restricted to the atmanepada. To say that 

every root may take a passive form is to say that roots of the 1 5', 2nd, 3rd, 51
\ 6th, 7th, glh, 

9th and lOth classes may all belong to the 4th, when they a yield a passive sense: so that if 

a root be already of the 41
h class, its passive form is frequently identical in form with its 
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own atmanepada. The only difference is that the accent in the former is on the syllable ya 

while in the atmanepada of the primitive root, it is on the radical syllable. 

2.1.4 Causal Verbs 

Any root in every one of the ten classes may take a causal form, which is conjugated as a 

verb of 1 01
h class in all the tenses and moods of the three voices. Causal forms are created 

by adding the suffix l}iC to the roots, thus being called l}i}anta (ending in !}iC suffix). 

Causal forms are primarily employed to give a causal sense to a primitive verb, i.e. the 

sense that a person or thing causes another person or thing to perform the action or to 

undergo the state denoted by the root. In some cases, causal form also supplies an active 

sense to a neuter verb. For example, pafhati '(he) reads' becomes piifhayati '(he) causes 

to read' or '(he) teaches', and the neuter verb ~ubhayati 'he shakes,' 'is shaken' (from 

lqubh) becomes lqobhayati 'he shakes' (actively). Sometimes, causal forms denote other 

analogous senses. For example, harayati, 'he allows to take', niisayati, 'he suffers to 

perish;' lqamayati, 'he asks to be forgiven'. 

The terminations added to the verbal base of the causal forms are same as those of the 

primitive verbs. The root, however, undergoes certain changes before terminations are 

added to it. The suffix l}ic converts to aya that is added to every root in order to create a 

causal form. 

2.1.5 Desideratives 

A root in any of the ten classes may take a desiderative form. Some primitive roots also 

take desiderative form, though they not give the sense of desiderative. For ex.jugups (to 

blame) from gup, cikits 'to cure' from kit. A desiderative form yields the sense that a 

person or thing wishes to perform the action or is about to undergo the state indicated by 
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the desiderative form. For ex. bodhati (from budh, to know) he knows, 'bubodhi~ati' he 

wishes to know. 

To derive a desiderative base, the root is tirst reduplicated according to the general rules 

of reduplication. Then, terminations is added on to it in the non-conjugational tenses and 

mood~. In conjugational/akaras, a is added to s. 

The desiderative verb-base take5: the same tenninations of parasmaipada or atmanepada 

or both as the primitive root does. 

2.1.6 Frequentatives 

Roots that contain single vowel and start with a consonant, 62 can adopt frequentative 

forms. The frequentative implies repetition or heightens the idea contained in the root. It, 

however, is of two kinds: the first one is a reduplicated Atmanepada verb, with ya-affixed, 

confirming, like neuter and passive verbs, to the conjugation of the 4th class, and usually 

yielding a neuter signification. The other one is a reduplicated parasmaipada verb, 

following the conjugation of third class of the verbs. The terminations for the former will 

be those of Atmanepada and for the latter, they will be the regular parasmaipada 

terminations. 

2.1.7 Rules for formation of verbal bases in general: 

1st Class (bhvadigal)a) 

The vowel of the root is replaced with its gutJa vowel (unless it be a, or a long vowel not 

final, or a short vowel followed by a double consonant) before every termination of the 

four tenses, and affix a is added to the root thus gunated. This vowel a is lengthened into 

a before the initial m and v of a termination, but not when m is final, as in the 151 sing 

imperfect parasmaipada. 

2"d Class (adadigal)a) 

62 dhiitorekaco haliide(z kriyasamabhihiire yan 311122 
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The vowel of the root is gunated (if it- is, as above, capable of gul}a) before those 

terminn.tions only which are marked with parasmai. Before all other terminations, the 

original vowels of the root are retained. 

3rd Class Guhotyadigal}a) 

The initial consonant and vowel is reduplicated, and the radical is gunated and not the 

reduplicated vowel before the parasmai terminations only, as in the 2nd conjugation. 

4th Class (divadigal}a) 

ya-lengthened to yii is affixed before initial m63 and v-- to the root, the vowel of which 

is generally left unchanged. 

5th Class (svadigal}.a) 

nu is affixed to the root, and nu is gunated to no before the parasmaipada terminations 

only. 

6th Class (tudadigal}.a) 

a-which is lengthened to a before initial m* and v-is affixed to the root. It, however, 

does not change in other environments. 

7th Class (rudhadigal}.a) 

na is inserted between the vowel and final consonant of the root before the parasmaipada 

terminations, and n before the other terminations. The peculiarity of this conjugation is 

that the conjugational na or n is inserted into the middle of the root, and not affixed. 

gth Class (tanadigal}a) 

u is added to the root, and this u is gul)ated to o before the parasmaipada terminations 

only. As all the roots, except one, in this class, end in n , the gth conjugation appears 

similar to the 51
h. 

9th Class (kryadigal}.a) 

63 but not before initial m of the termination of the I 51 sing. Imperfect perfect. 
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nii is affixed to the root before the parasmaipada terminations; nf before all the others, 

except those beginning with vowels, where only n is affixed. 

1 01
h Class ( curadigai]a) 

The radical vowel (if capable of gul)a) is substituted with its gul)a throughout all the 

persons of all the tenses. aya-lengthened to ayii is affixed before initial m and v-to the 

root thus gu!).ated. 

An examination of the above listed rules shows that the object of all of them, except the 

2"d, 3rd and 7th classes, is to insert a vowel, either alone or preceded by y or n, between 

the modified root and the terminations; and that the 1 s\ 41
\ 6th and 1 OL'\ agree in requiring 

that the vowel, which is immediately to precede the terminations, shall be a or ii. It will 

appear, moreover, that the 2"d, 3rd and 7th, alone agree in not interposing a vowel between 

the final of the root and the terminations; and that the 51
\ gth and 91

h classes agree in 

interposing either u, a or f, after the letter n. However, the conjugational characteristic 

has reference only to the four conjugational tenses (except only in the tenth conjugation), 

and that in the other tenses the base is formed according to one general rule for all verbs 

of whatever class; or, in other words, that in these tenses all verbs, of whatever class, are 

as if they belonged to one common conjugation. 

2.2 The roots of first class-bhviidigaiJa: 

The 1st class of verb roots which is also called bhviidigaf}a, includes more than haif of the 

total roots of dhiitupiifha. Roots of this class commonly adopt a as characteristic. This a 

is remaining of characteristic sap. The initial and ending vowels are deleted. This 

characteristic, however, is only applied in the conjugational tenses and moods before the 

terminations are added, and not in all tenses and moods. 

The ending vowel of roots short or long and the penultimate vowel substitute their gul)a 

before the characteristic a of this conjugation. Thus ilf becomes e; ulu replaced by o; rlf 

change to ar; J to a/. 
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2.2.1 Rules to form verb forms (of bhviidiga~ta) in ten lakiiras: 

This section describes general rules to fonn verbal bases from verb roots in Sanskrit in all 

the tenses. The description, though takes into account verb roots all the 10 classes (ga[_las), 

focuses on the roots of 1st classes for the sake of this dissertation. 

The present tense (Ia!): 

The final a of the base (ariga) is lengthened before any conjugational termination 

beginning with a semi-vowel, nasal, or the letter h, jh, bh. 

When the final a of a base is followed by a, e or o, the latter vowel is substituted for both. 

When i-u-r-! (short/long) follow alii, the substitute for both is corresponding gw;a letter. 

Ex(lmples: bhu-:)bho; hr -:)har; budh -:)bodh; nf -:)nay 

Some roots of bhviidigal}a undergo peculiar changes concerning the formation of their 

bases. Some others take certain substitutes in the conjugational tenses and moods before 

the conjugational affix is added. 

The penultimate vowel of many roots is lengthened. 

a -:)a :- kram -:)kriim64
; klam -:)kfiim;iicam -:)aciim65 

i -:)f :- ~thiv -:)~thzl6 

u -:)U :- guha-7 gilha67 

Where the penultimate r or v of a root is followed by a consonant, the vowels i-u-r-! 

preceding the r or v are lengthened.68 

Examples: hurcch-7hilrcch, murcch-7 milrcch 

64 krama!z parasmaipade~u; hence not in Atmanepada 
65 ca'Yl alone does not lengthens its vowel 
66 sthivuklamucamamsiti 
67 ~dupadhiiyagoha!z 
68 upadhiiyanca 812178 
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The vowel of mrJ takes vrddhi69
; k!p and krp becomes kalp70 and the s of lasj and sasj is 

changed toj.71 

Illustrations: mrJ -7marj; k!p -7kalp; krp -7kalp;lasj -7lajj;sasj -7sajj. 

vrddhi of a is a, ilf is e, u/u is au, rlt is ar, .Lis al. 

The following roots have ay added on to them in the conjugational tenses and moods. 

Examples: gup -7gopay; dhup -7dhupay; vicch -7vicchay; pa~ -7pm;ay; pan -7panay. 72 

The root kam lengthens its vowel and has ay added on to it before the conjugational sign. 

kam~kama/3 

Root rt has fy added on to it before the conjugational sign; rt~rtz/4 

Many roots drop their nasals: rafij~ra/5; dams -7das; safij -7saj; svafij -7sva/6 

jabh adopts a nasal,jabh~jambh77 

The following roots take the substitutes before the conjugational sign is applied: 

pa~ pib; ghra~ jighr; dhma -7dhm ; stha -7ti~fh; mna -7man; da -7yacch; 

drs -7pasy; ! -7rcch; sr -7dhav; sad ~fly; sad -7 sfd; gam -7 gacch; yam -7yacch. 78 

The root sad, though parasmai, becomes fitmanepadi in conjugational tenses and moods. 

The following seven roots, though being desiderative in their forms, are considered as 

primitive ones. These retain the same base in the conjugational as well as in the non

conjugational tenses and moods. 

kit(cikits), badh (bzbhats), dat(didarizs), Sfin(fisarizs), man(mfmarizs), tij (titi~). gup 

(jugups) 

69 mrJervrddhi(z7/211I4, urwzrapara(l!/115! 
70 krpo ro la(l8/2/I8 
71 sto(l scunii.Scu(z 8/4/40; jhaliim ja.S jha.Si 814153 
72 gupudhiipavicchipa!zipanibhya iiya(z 311128 
73 kamernili 3/l/10 
74 rterly;li 3/l/29 
75 raiije.SCa 614126 
76 damsasaiijasyaiijo.Sapi 614125 
77 radhijabhoraci 7/1/61 
78 plighriidhmasthlimniidii!zdrsyartisartisadasadiimpibajighradhamati~fhamanayacchapasyurchadhauiiyasldii(z 
7/3/78 
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Following roots are declined like the 51
h conjugation: 

sri/9 (S!f}U); dhinv (dhinu); k.n:zv80 (k.n:zu) 

Some roots add a penultimate nasal necessarily in the conjugational moods and tenses: 

Parasmai: kad (kand); cad (cand); bid (bind); bhid (bhind). 

Atmanepada: ah (mizh); pit;lra (pi~1r;lra); sufh (!h,~zfh) 

The Imperfect Tense (Ian): 

The roots are prefixed with augment a in this tense. 

This a is replaced by ii if the root begins with a vowel. 

When this a is followed by i-u-r short or long becomes ai-au-iir respectively. 

In case a root is prefixed with an upasarga, the augment a or ii comes between the 

upasarga and the root, and the sandhi rules have to be applied: 

Similar vowels, followed by similar ones, substitute for both the same vowel lengthened. 

When a dissimilar vowel follows i, u, f", !, short or long, y, v, r, I are respectively 

substituted for them. 

The Imperative Mood (lot): 

Imperative mood also follows the san1e process. However, in the first person singular of 

parasmaipada, if n follows r-r or ~ in the same word or follows any vowels, semi-vowels 

(l expected), and letters of the gluttural or labial class with r-r or ~ before them, it is 

changed to ~- If this n is at the end of a grammatical form, as in aharan, or is followed by 

a letter of the dental class, it remains changed. 

Potential Mood (vidhiliit): 

No major changes occur in the base formation in this tense. The formation of base is, for 

the most part, similar to that of present tense. 

Perfect Tense (lit): 

79 sruvah sr ca 3/l/74 
80 dhinvfk.r?zvyoraca 3/l/80; atolopa{z 6/4148 
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The perfect tense is of two kinds: Reduplicated Perfect and Periphrastic Perfect. Some 

roots adopt exclusively the former and so=ne the latter, Also, there are other roots which 

take either of them. 

The Reduplicative Perfect: All primitive or monosyllabic roots beginning with a, ~. or i, 

u, r or with any consonant and the roots rcch, and iin;u take the reduplicative perfect. 

The Periphrastic Perfect: All primitive roots of more than one syllable except ur~w,81 all 

roots beginning with long f, u, f or prosodically long vowel, i.e. a short vowel followed 

by a conjunct consonant except rcch,82 roots beginning with e and a, all derived roots 

such as those of the 1oth conjugation, causals, desideratives and others, and the roots day

ay-klis and ai3 take the periphrastic perfect. 

The roots u~, vid, jtigr. bhf, hf, bhr. hu and daridra admits of both the perfects.84 

Three terminations tha, va, rna in the oarasmaipada, and four vahe, mahe, se and dhve in 

the Zitmanepada may adopt the augment i. 

Rules regarding augment i in the perfect are as follows: 

1. All sef roots admit i necessarily. 

2. All vef roots adopt i optionally. 

3. Ani! roots kr-sr-bhr-vr-stu-dru-sru-~ru do not admit i in the perfect tense. 85 Root vr, 

however, takes i optionally before tha. Root kr with sam-pari or upa is also an 

exception. 

4. Ani{ roots ending in short r admit i necessarily before va-ma or vahe-mahe-se and 

dhve but not before tha. Root r (1 and 3 wuj.) parasmaipada is an exception of 

this ruk 

5. Ani{ roots with a final vowel except short r or having an a in them take i optionally 

before tha and necessarily before va-ma or vahe-mahe-se and dhve. 

6. All other ani! roots take i necessarily in the perfect. 

81 iln)oteram netivacyam 
82 ijadergurumato'nrccha1;13/l/36 
83 dayayasasca 3/l/37 
84 ~avidajagrbhyo'nyatarasyam 3/1/53; bhi-hribhfhuvamsluvacca 3/l/39 
85 krsrbh.rvrstudrusrusruvoli!i 7/2/13 
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When the 2"d person plural terminations ~zdhvam, dhvam and dhve of the benedictive, 

aorist and perfect follow a vowel except a or ii or follow y-v-r-1 or h, the dh is changed to 

t;fh necessarily in the absence of the intermediate i is preceded y any vowel except a or a 
or the consonants y-v-r-1 or h. 

The root is reduplicated according to the following rules of reduplication. 86 

Rules of Reduplication: 

Roots consisting of one vowel reduplicate, i.e. repeat or double the initial vowel, if any, 

or the initial consonant together with the following vowel. 87 Thus ikh becomes fkh and 

pu~ becomes pupu~. 

Jn the case of roots consisting of two or more vowels the consonant following the initial 

vowel is reduplicated instead of the initial vowel.88 

Roots with an initial vowel and n, d, r as the first member of a conjunct consonant 

following it, reduplicate the second member of a conjunct consonant. 89 Thus urnu 

becomes fir!Junu, n being repeated instead of r. 

Roots with an initial conjunct consonant reduplicate the first member of it only with rh 

following vowel.90 Thus druh become dudruh. 

Roots with an initial conjunct,the first member of which is a sibilant and the second a 

hard consonant, reduplicate the second member with the following vowel.91 Thus spardh 

becomes paspardh.The syllable so reduplicated or repeated is called the reduplicative 

86 lifidhiitoranabhyiisasya 61118 
87 ekiicodve prathamasya 61111 
88 ajiiderdvitfyasya 61112 
89 nandrii!z samyogiidaya!z 611/3 
90 ha/iidih sesah 714160 
91 sarpu~ii!z.khaya!z 71416 
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syllable. 92 Thus the first i in fkh, pu in pupw;, and du in dudruh is the reduplicative 

syllable. 

In the reduplicative syllable, a radical hard or soft aspirate i.e. the second or fourth letter 

of a class is replaced by its corresponding hard or soft unaspirate, i.e. the first or third 

letter of the class.93 Thus sphu! becomes phusphu.t and then pusphu!; dhinv, pha~z-bhaj 

becomes didhinv, papha~ and babhaj. 

A reduplicative long vowel becomes short, and r is replaced by a. 

badh 7 babadh 7 babadh; bha~ 7 babha~; bhr 7bhr-bhr 7 babhr 

The parasmaipada singulars are strong; all other terminations are weak. 

The penultimate short of roots take gm).a before the strong terminations and the final 

vowel and penultimate a take vrddhi necessarily before the a of the third person singular 

and optionally before the a of the first person singular parasmaipada. Before the tha of the 

2"d person singular parasmai, the final vowel of the root takes gul).a and penultimate a 

remains the same. 

Irregularities regarding gul).a and vrddhi. 

1. the vowel of vid is not gunated bt:fore the affix am which is strong. 

2. the r of jagr takes gul).a before any siirvadhatuka or iirdhadhatuka affix except vi, 

ci~ (i), ~a/ (a 1st and 3rd person singular perfect) or one distinguished by a mute n. 

The Aorist (lmi) 

The personal terminations in this tense undergo certain peculiarities and it may, therefore, 

be classified into the Radical Aorist and the Sibilant Aorist. In the Radical Aorist, the 

terminations are added immediately to the root whereas s or si~ or sa is prefixed to the 

tem1inations in the Sibilant Aorist, before fixing the terminations to the root. 

There are seven varieties of terminations in the Aorist. They have been illustrated in the 

next chapter in detail. 

92 piirvo 'bhyiisa!z 612/4 
93 abhyiise carca 8/4/54 
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The simple future (lrO 
The final vowei and the penultimate short of roots take guna. 

The ending s of a root, when followed by any termination, beginning with s and 

belonging to the non-conjugational tenses and moods, takes I as its substitute. 

Ani! roots, having ! for their penultimate change it to ra optionally before a strong 

termination beginning with any consonant except a nasal or a semi-vowel. Thus s!} and 

drs become sraj and dras. 

The intermediate i is optionally lengthened in the case of vr and roots ending in long f 

before the terminations of the non-conjugational tenses and moods except those of the 

perfect. It is necessarily lengthened in the case of the root grah under the san1e 

circumstances. 

Ani! roots: Ani! roots don't take i. 

Exception: 

1. Roots with a final ! and the roots han admit i in the future and conditional. 

2. gam in the parasmai takes i in the future, conditional and desiderative, gam 

(substitute fori [2nd parasmai], and i with adhi 'to remember') does the same in 

the desiderative. 

3. The root daridrii drops its li. 

Set roots: Se~ roots admit i. 

Exceptions: 

1. The roots V[f, vrdh and srdh, though atmanepadi, become optionally 

parasmaipada in the future, conditional, and desiderative, in which case they do 

not take i before the parasmaipada terminations. 

Vet roots: Ve~ roots take i optionally. 

However, roots syand and k!p follow exception. 

The periphrastic future (lut) 

Sef, vef and an if roots adopt the augment i according to the nature of the root. 

Exception: The roots i~, sah, lubh, ru~ and ri~, though se~, take i optionally when 

followed by any non-conjugational termination beginning with t. 
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The final vowel and the penultimate short of roots take their guna substitute before the 

terminations are applied. 

The root kjp is optionally parasmaipada in the two futures, conditional and desiderative, 

in which case it does not take i before the parasmaipada terminations. 

The conditional mood (lpi) 

a is prefixed to the roots. Roots like V[l, vrdh, srdh, syand, kfp, krt, crt, trd etc. follow the 

same rules that of simple future. 

The benedictive mood 

The dh of sfdhvam is to be changed to cjh if they follow a vowel other than a or a; or 

follow y, v, r, I, h. The change is necessary in the absence of the intermediate i and is 

optional if intermediate i is preceded by any ~owel except a or a; or y, v,r,l,h. 

The parasmai terminations are weak except in the case of roots ending in short r which is 

preceded by a conjunct consonant and the roots jagr and r. 

The atmanepada terminations are the strong except in the case of anit roots and roots 

ending in r short or long when the terminations do not take i; viz. the ending r vowel 

(short or long) of roots whether sef, vet or anit when they admit i and the final vowels and 

the penultimate short of roots of all set roots except gur (4th Atmane), the penultimate 

vowel of vet roots kfp and grh when they take i and the final of su and dhu with or 

without i and the ending i-f and u of ani! roots take gulJa in the atmanepada benedictive. 

The parasmai terminations of the benedictive mood begin withy. Consequently, set roots 

do not take the augment i. Hence all roots whether sef, vef or anif do not take the augment 

i in the benedictive parasmai. 

Roots ending in vowels: Roots ending in a-e-ai and o and not preceded by a conjunct 

consonant retain the final a before the terminations. 

Exceptions: 
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1. Roots ending in a, e, ai and o and preceded by a conjunct consonant change the 

final ii toe optionally. The root daridrii drops its a. 

2. The ghu verbs dii, dhii , dii , do, de, dhe and the roots mii-stha-gai-pa-hii and so 

change the ending a toe necessarily. 

3. The roots ve-vye-hve and jya take samprasarwza and lengthen the vowel in the 

benedictive and before the ya of the passive; viz. ve and hve substitute u for ve, 

while jye c:nd jya substitute 1 for ye and yii. The ba:>e, therefore, in each case 

becomes u, hu, vf and jf. 

4. The ending i and u of roots lengthen before the weak terminations of the 

benedictive parasmai, and the ya of the passive, as cf and dhu from ci and dhu. 

Exception: The root svi takes samprasfuaiJa and lengthens the vowel in the benedictive, 

and before the ya of the passive, the base becomes su. 

Roots ending in r change to ri. However if the r is preceded by a conjunct consonant, it 

takes gul}a before the weak terminations of the benedictive parasmai and the ya of the 

passive; as kri from kr, and smar from smr. The roots jagr and r ( 1,3 parasmai) take gul}a. 

Roots ending in t change it to fr but if t follows a labial or v, it is changed to ur before 

the weak terminations of the benedictive parasmai, and the ya of the passive; as stlr and 

vur from stt and vf. 

Roots ending in consonants: 

The roots vac, svap, yaj, vap, vah, vas, vad, grah, vyadh, vas, vyac, vrasc, pracch, bhrasj 

take samprasaraJJa in the parasmaipada only and before the ya of the passive. The roots 

div, siv, ~!hiv and sriv lengthen their penultimate i before the terminations of the 

benedictive and before the ya of the passive. 

The roots jan, san and khan optionally substitute a for the final n and the root ilh when 

with a preposition shurtens its penultimate before the parasmai terminations of the 

benedictive and the ya of the passive. 
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The ay of the 1oth conj. and causals and the denominative y are dropped m the 

benedictive parasmaipada but retained in the atmanepada. 

The penultimate nasal of the following parasmaipada roots is dropped in the benedictive 

and before the ya of the passive: 

aFic, vane, kuiic, lufic, safij, skand, tump, dmi1s and smhs, ralij, manth. 

Exception: 

l. The root aiic meaning to worship does not drop its nasal. 

2. The penultimate nasal of all atmanepada roots and that of the following 

parasmaipada ones is invariably retained in the benedictive and before the ya of 

the passive: 

tank and ktin~, ling, langh, damh, khan}, gufij, lw:zf, kw:zfh, lur:zfh, mar:z¢, mur:z¢, 

krand, k!and, klind, nind, nand, mar.th and cand, dhinv etc. 

The rootjabh (1st atmane) adopts a nasal in the benedictive and in the passive, as 

jambhi~fya, jambhi~fvahi, jambhyate. 

Atmanepada: 

Se.t roots take i necessarily. 

Exception: Roots ending in long ! take i optionally in the atmanepada benedictive. This 

intermediate i is not lengthened in the benedictive as in the perfect. 

In the case of Set roots, final vowels, penultimate short of roots and the ending long ! of 

roots, when they take i, take their gui).a substitute in the atmanepada benedictive. 

When roots ending in long ! do not take i, it is changed to fr, and to ur if a labial or v 

precedes. 

ani! roots do not take i. 

Exceptions: Roots ending in short! preceded by a conjunct consonant admit i optionally. 

Final i-f-u and final ! preceded by a conjunct consonant when it admits i take their gui).a 

substitute while roots ending a-e-ai-o; roots ending in ! not preceded by a conjunct 
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consonant and also in r preceded by a conjunct consonant but when it does not take i 

remains unchanged. kr and sir are the examples. 

vef roots take i optionally. 

All sef roots ending in long r and the root vr; all ani! roots ending in short r preceded by a 

conjunct consonant and the ve! roots kfp, grh. guh, svr take i optionally in the 

titmanepada benedictive. 

The roots su and dhu take gui).a with or without i. The roots vr, k.fp, grh. svr take gui).a 

when with i and remain unchanged when without i; while the root guh lengthens its 

vowel instead of taking gui).a when it takes i and remains unchanged when without i. 

The rules stated above are illustrated with examples of roots bhu (3p and edha (lJtr) of 

bhvadigaQa. The former is parasmaipadi and the latter is atmanepadi. They may be taken 

as samples representing the forms of whole class. 

a Cfl@i'e:tl active 

lat ~ ~: ~ wmr ~: mr~ ~q@ :mmr: a.rc.rra=r: 

lit ~ ~: ~: ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ 

lut ammr ~: ~fclC1tRl ~fclC1t~: ~ ~fclC1tfVi ~fclC1tt<l: 

~ fcl (11 'fd'l : 

lao 3{atq(1" ~ ~ 3-mQ: ~3mtR1 ~ 3rnUT'Cr 3m'CJm 
' 

Vlin~ ~ aWJ: am:~ mRf ~ 31c)q arcrn-

Alin~ :JJ\OQifC11Ji.. ~: :Ji<If: 3J\ OQ I f(1 Ji.. :JffffC1' ~ apm=q ~ 

lun .mm ~ ~ 3fc!i: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Irn ~ 3fcH fcl ~ (11 <H.. ~~: 3m fcl ~ (1 <H.. ~ 
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lat ~ 

(optional)~~"{!~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

~,<tel ~~a~~ 

Jut~ ~~:~ ~~ ~ 

~~ 

lun~ ~~ ~: ~~~ ~~ 

2.2 .2 The passive voice and the impersonal constructions: 

The passive and the impersonal forms are formed in one and the same manner from all 

roots of ten classes without any conjugational distinction. They, however, differ in their 
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fom1ation in the conjugational and non-conjugational tenses and moods. The roots abo 

undergo certain peculiar modifications before they take the terminations. 

Conjugational tenses and moods: 

The passive and the impersonal forms m the four conjugational tenses and moods, 

whether the root is parasmaipada or atmanepadi in the active, are formed by adding ya to 

the original root and th~n applying the :itmanepada terminations,. 

This ya is weak and no gui)a or vrddhi substitute takes place before it. Exceptionally, 

roots of the 1 01
h conjugation capable of taking gw:za or vrddhi substitute in the active 

voice, do the same in the passive also. 

Some roots such as da, de, dha, gai, stha, pa change the ending a to 'i before the ya of 

passive. The ending a of the other roots and the a to be substituted in the case of the roots 

that end with e, o and ai, remain unchanged. 

Roots ending in short i and u, in r preceded by a simple or conjunct consonant and roots 

ending in long t take the same changes which they undergo before the parasmai 

terminations of the benedictive. Roots r. jagr take their gu7Ja. 

Roots ending in consonants such as vac, svap, yaj, vap, vah, vas, vad, grah, vyadh, vas, 

vyac, vrasc, pracch, bhrasj; vane, kuiic, luiic, safij, skand, tump, dams, sams, rafij, manth, 

etc. take samprasiira!Ja and drop their nasal before the ya of the passive also. Root khan 

optionally substitutes ii for its final, khan -7khanyate, khayate. Of Atmanepadi roots 

having a penultimate nasal, syand, srams, srambh and khanj drop their nasal before the 

ya of the passive. 

Non Conjugational tenses and moods: 

The perfect: 
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The passive of the reduplicated perfect is fom1ed by affixing the ~iimanepadi terminations 

to every root whether it is parasmaipadi or atmanepadi in the active, as gam -7 jagme, 

· yaj ?ije, bhid -7 bibhide, aiij -7 iinaje. 

The periphrastic perfect of the pe1ssive is formed by affixing iim to the root, and then 

appending the atmanepada forms of three auxiliary verbs am, kr and bhzl. whether the root 

is parasmai or atmane. kath-7 kathayiiiicakre, kathay[nahabhuve, kathayiimiise. 

The Aorist: 

The first and the sixth varieties are exclusively parasmaipadi. All the roots belonging to 

them are anif except the roots bhii which is sef. bhu takes iitmanepada forms of the 51
h 

variety in the passive and impersonal of the aorist, and all the rest takes terminations of 

41
h variety. 

The atmanepada forms of the 2"d and 3rd varieties are not used in the passive and the 

impersonal of the aorist. Consequently roots belonging to them take the iitmanepadi 

forms of the fourth, fifth or seventh varieties in the passive and the impersonal of the 

aorist according as they are sef or ani f. The passive and impersonal forms of the 4th, 5th 

and ih varieties of the aorist are simply formed by appending the iitmanepada 

terminations to the prepared base. 

The third person singular of the aorist passive and impersonal of all roots except tap is 

made up by prefixing to the root the augment and adding to it the termination i instead of 

sta or sata. The root tap, in the sense of repenting and in the reciprocal passive too, does 

not take i. 

Before the passive i of the third person singular of the aorist, the roots take some changes: 

The penultimate short of the root takes its gui).a before the passive i. 

Se~ roots ending in m and the roots vadh andjan do not lengthen the penultimate vowel 

before the passive i. 
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The passive and impersonal forms of the aorist of roots ending in a vowel, of roots 

ending in ay, and of roots han, grah anu drs are optionally formed by adding i to the root 

even when it is ani! except in the third person singular. 

The two futures, the conditional and the benedictive: 

The passive and the impersonal forms of the two futures, the conditional and the 

benedictive are formed simply by adding the iitmane terminations to the prepared base, 

whether the root is parasmai or iitmane in the active. However, the passive and 

impersonal forms in the same laktiras of roots ending in vowels and of roots grah, drs 

and han may optionally be formed by adding ito the root, though it is ani{. 

~ q,;Acu~ . (passive) 

lat ~ ~ ~ apm ~~~ ~~ ~ 

lit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'~ ~~ 

~ 

lut :!=ifcmr,~ :Hfcl<1t=<1 ~: :HW<1i:A :Hfcl(1!'HI~~ ~ :Hfcl(11f<l~ 

:Hfcl(11f<Ji~ 

lot ~ ~ ~4c:(11Jt ~ ~~ ~ aF ~ ~ 
laii ~ ~~ ~: ~~.mpf ~~ 

VIin ~~\!)>aJ<11Ji.. ~ ~= ~~~ ~~ ~ 

trn ~Jrnfcl&il<11Jt Jrnfclti<lC"(1 ~m: ~~ ~ 

~ Jrnfcl ti<llCl~ Jrnfcl &lii<A ~ 
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'Q"'q ChcAcll~ (passive) 

Ia! ~ ~~ ~ ~<rn" 'Q'~.:~·~ ~ 'Q'UT~ ~~ 

Iut~ ~~:~~~~~ 

Iun~~ 
' 

Irn ~ ~ 

2.2 .3 Causals: 

Roots ending in a, e, ai and a; roots r, knuy, ~may, ji add on the augment p before aya. 

The y of knuy and ~may is dropped by the rule that v or y is dropped before any 

consonant excepty. The roots k~ai, sra or srai andjfia shorten their a necessarily before p 

and glai and sra do it optionally when not preceded by a preposition. The root smi is 

regular as smiiyayati. 

The roots so, cho, so, hve, rye, ve, sai and pii take the augment y instead of p before aya. 

Root vai, when meaning to shake or tremble take the augment j before aya. The same 

root, however, in the other senses also form their causals regularly. 

The final vowels take vrddhi substitute before aya, as ~iiyaya from ~i. 
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Exception: smr in the sense of 'to cause', 'to long for', 'to regret' and the roots [, hrf, rf 

take gu1Ja substitute instead of vrddhi. 

a is necessarily substituted for the vowels of krf, i, ji,mi mf to destroy df and for those of 

smi if the effect is produced by the agent, sidh if the import is not a spiritual topic. a is 
optionally substituted for the vowels of ci and sphur and for those of bhl if the effect is 

produeed by the agent, and df if it means 'to cause', and 'to conceive'. 

The penultimate a is changed to its vrddhi substitute before aya, as khiinaya from khan; 

chiidaya from chad. 

Exception- I: Roots ending in am (except kam, am, yam) and the following roots which 

are marked as mit in the dhiitupii{ha do not change their vowel:-

ak, cak 'to be satisfied', stak, kagv, ag, kag, rag, lag, sag, stag, hag. and hlag; gha{, bha{, 

naJ, gacj, /acj (lar;Layatillcujayati in different senses), her;! (hicjayati/her;lyati in different 

senses), ka1J, ra.1J,pha1J, calJ, sralJ, sa1J, vyath, prath, srath, knath, krath, klath, mrad, 

skhad, van, dhvan, svan, krap, ram, tvar, jvar, dalq, pras etc. 

Exception-2: The roots van, vam nam, jval, hval, hmal, dhvan and cal lengthen their a 

optionally when not preceded by a preposition. 

The roots rabh, /abh, jabh insert a nasal before their final. lambhayati/te 

Penultimate short vowel takes gu1Ja substitute before aya, as tepaya from tip. 

sphiiy changes its y to v in the causal, and bhrasj assumes two forms bharj and bhrajj. 

Conjugations: 

Causal roots are generally conjugated in both the padas. 

Exception: The causals forms of roots having the sense of 'to swallow' or 'to move' and 

of the following roots are conjugated in the parasmaipada only: fr~y, garv, jvar, nand, lal, 

klind, galbh, jan,jabh, ram, vyath, k/am, ~Jhiv, bhram. 

The following roots have the sense of to swallow or to move: 

lqar, khiid, khel, gal, cam, cal, dru, sru, vel, vep, kamp, gras, ce~{, pru. 
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3!. fUI\JlCfl (Causal) ctidcu~ (active) Q{MQC\ 

Iat ~ ~: 3i1Cl<:Jfc=c:i 

lut 3i1CIR:l<11 3i 1 COl R:l c•m1 3i1Clfll<"11{: 

lrt 3i I COl R:JtRJ ffi 3i ICIR:llRl<"i: 3i I COl R:JtRJ fc=c:i 

lot ~.(1"1"{"{ 3i I COl <OJ <111ft.. 3i I COl <OJ ..-Cj 

Ian ~ 313i I COl <OJ <"11 CR., ~ 
' 

VIin~ 
' 

3i1Cl~<11Ji.. ~: 

Alin~ 
' 

3i I c.<Ol I @I CR., ~: 3i'1TIIT: 

lun ~ ~ ~ .3fGfrncr: 

Irn 3m I CIRllRl <"1, 313i I Cl flllRl <111ft.. 3m I COl R:JtRJ G""l_ 

3!. fUl•71Gi"' (Causal) GtiMI'£4 (active) 31Jf!!;;:O!Qc; 

lat ~ 

lot 3iiCI4<"111f!. 3i1Cill<"111f!. 3i1Cl4..-<"11<f!. 
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~ WI\JiCi! (Causal) Cfldc.!IUI (active) Q{MQC\ 

~:Ui:>-iW'l: ... -~ 

~ <01 I >it Cfll{ ~<Oll>itq_ltl ~ <01 I >it C[)di 

Jut ~ ~Rk1Ft1 ~: ~fit(""( I~ 

lr! ~~~Rt l:!'U~~ct: l:!'U~~~ 

lot ~<=n<=t ~ ~ ~-Tlf.<1R1 

Jail~ ~ ~ ~: ~ 

V.liil~ ~ ~: ~: ~ 

A.lin~<nq "Q£<011@1Ji.. ~: ~<:IT: trt:a I f(1 Ji.. 

lrn ~RI~rl, ~ ~~~cot. V"~: ~~~rl<fi.. ~fii~ct ~~~Ji.. ~RI~ICI 

~RI~Itfl 

fUJ\iiCj'f Nijanta Cb@l'a'l active 311clfi~Qs 

lut~~~:~ 

lr! l:!'U~~~ l:!'UR!dl~ l:!'Ufit~c-~ 

lot ~ ~ l:!'U:Uc:ctllfl~ 
' ' ' 
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Vliit ~ ~ii;QIC11CJ{ ~ ~m: 

Aliit~ ~Clll;QI@ICJ{ ~ ~: ~ 

~: 

2.2 .4 Desideratives: 

To form a desidrative base, the root is first reduplicated according to the general rules of 

reduplication. Then termination s is added on to it in the non-conjugational tenses and 

moods. In the conjugational tenses and moods, a is added to s. 

Roots beginning with a vowel reduplicate the following consonant \Vith i added on to it~ 

or where necessary they first undergo the vowel changes and then take their reduplication, 

as a{i,ti~ati, 1ci~·ati, arcici~ati, ar~zini~ati, pratJ~i~ati, adh~i~ati from the roots uf, zlq, r, 

arc, !1J etc. 

The a of the reduplicative syllable is changed to i, and the characteristic s of the 

desiderative becomes ~ , but the s of a primitive root remains unchanged when the 

. desiderative s is changed to ~· When the latter remains unchanged the primitive s 

becomes ~; as sinani~ati-te or si~iisati-te from san. The root stu is an exception, it forms 

tu~fil~ati.other examples are si, smi, su, sthii and sad. 

The desiderative base takes the same terminations of parasmaipada or iitmanepada or 

both as the primitive root does. 

Exception: 

The desiderative forms ofjnii, sru, smr, and drs are conjugated in the iitmanepada while 

root jfzii with prefix anu and root sru with prati or ii take parasmaipada terminations. 

Roots kJp, vrt, vrdh, srdh, and syand may optionally form their desiderative in parasmai. 
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Peculiarities of anit, set and vet roots: 

Ani~ roots don't take i before s. 

Excep: smi, r take i necessarily before s as sismayi.Jafe and ariri.Jali. 

c 
The root gam takes i in the parasmai and rejects it in the atmanepada, as jigami.Jafi, 

sa liz} igmhsate. 

Sef root takes i before s: 

Exception: Roots ending in long u and the following roots do not take i before s. 

Roots ending in long rand some other roots take i optionally before s. 

pat -7 pitsati, pipati.Jafi 

The roots V[f, vrdh and srdh take i in the atmanepada and reject it in the parasmai, but the 

root kram takes i in the parasmai and rejects it in the atmanepada; as vivarti~ate or 

vivrtsati, vivardhi~ate or vivrtsati, siiardhi.Jafe or sisrtsati. cikrami.Jafe or cikramsate. 

Vef roots take i optionally before s. 

Exception: The roots guh-dhu and su do not take jughu~ati-te, dudhu.Jati-te, susu.Jate. 

aFzj and as take i necessarily as afijiji~ate and asisi~ate. 

The roots syand and kJp take i optionally in the atmanepada and altogether reject it in the 

parasmai as sisyandi.Jafe or sisyantsate, sisyantsati. cikalpi.Jafe or cikfpsate, cik!psati. 

Roots ending in iv take i optionally before s, and this final iv is changed toy when thesis 

unaugmented. ~ iv -7 cik.Jevi~ati, cu~yft.Jafi. .J!hiv -7 fi.Jfhevi.Jafi, fi~fhevi~ti, tu~fhyu~ati, 

{U~ fhyil~ati. 

The desiderative characteristic s is considered weak when it does not take the argument i. 

Special rules regarding radical vowel change in the desiderative are listed below: 

The ending i and u of a root is lengthened and the ending ! and tare changed to fra, or to 

ura if a labial precedes when the s of the desiderative is weak 01 unaugmented; as 

ci~i~ati, bubhur.Jati-te and ti!lr~ati from ~i, bhr and trr. 
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When the s of the desiderative is strong, viz. augmented the final i-u and r (short or long) 

ta..~e their gurya substitute. svi-sisvayi~ati, tjf-tjitjayi~ate, pu-pipavi~ate etc. 

The penultimate short ! and .l of roots, and the penultimate short i and u of roots 

beginning with vowels take their gurya substitute before the augmented s and remain 

unchanged before the unaugmented one. u~-o~i~i~ati, vrt-vivarti:wte, k!p-cikalpi~ate. Also 

vivrtsati and cik!psati occur when the s is augmented. 

But the penultimate short i and u of such roots as begin with consonants and end with any 

except y or v take gw;a optionally and the penultimate i of roots in iv does it necessarily 

when the s of the desiderative is strong, viz. augmented and the same vowels remain 

unchanged when it is unaugmented. 

Roots ending in e-ai and o except me,de,dhe change their final vowel to a before the s of 

the desiderative; as lcyai-cilqiisati, cho-cichchiisati. 

Irregularities regarding reduplication and vowel changes of certain roots m the 

desiderative, are furnished below: 

Some roots reject reduplication and substitute short i for their vowel when the s is 

unaugmented; e.g. rabh-ripsate, labh-lipsate, pat-pitsati, pipati~ati. Such a root, if ends 

in a vowel, add t to the desiderative s. dii-ditsati, de-ditsate, me-mitsate etc. 

The roots grah, svap, pracch, dyut and hve take samprasararya as jighr/cyati-te, su~upsati, 

piprcchi~ati and didyuti~ate or didyoti~ate, juhu~ati-te. 

Ji -7jigz~ati 

gup -7jugopiiyi~ati, jugopi~ati-te, jugupi~ati-te, jugupsati, 

vicch -7vivicchi~ati, vivicchiiyi~ati 

pa1J -7pipa1Jiiyi~ati, pipa7Ji~ate, kam-cikami~ate/cikiimayi~ate 

aj -7ajiji~ati 

m!) -7mimarji~ati,mimr/cyati 

Conjugation of the desiderative base: 
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In the active voice, the desiderative base takes a and then it is conjugated like the base of 

a root of the 6th class. In the passive ya is added to the base and it is then conjugated like 

an ordinary Passive verb. 

33: ~ sannanta cti@IUI active Q{fJlQ?; 

~: 

li~ ~(:>-i!Cf)({ ~1:>-i!U'\Cj: ~1:>-il~: ~ 
::-rt'1 oo;rr ,.,_r-tT'. 
~o.,_-.,..ryw~· 

lut ~ ~ ~: 

lrt ~~Rl ~~("{: ~~Fc;i 

lot ~,rf~C'{ ~ ~ 
laii ~ ~ ~ 

Vliii~ ~ ~: 

Aliii~~ ~@ld\ ~~: 

luii ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ 
~~ JlGJ~ ~ ~ 

I pi ~ ~ 3I~~~ 

3i 'f!G"C~t:=('i desiderative ctldcli'Cll active 3ik-Cflc;)Qc:; 

lat ~ ~ ~ 

lit ~1:>-ila; ~1:>-i!Ull~ ~1:>-ilfih~ ~tlll:>-ilC£!~ ~ ~ 

~1:>-i!a; ¥J\ISII:>-il'l!Cl~ ¥J\tlll :>-il 'l!Cfl ~ 

Iut ~ ~ ~: ~ctlft 

Irt ~~~ ~&4<"1 ~~cod 

lot ~ ~ ~c-C11Cfl.. 

Ian ~ ~ ~ 
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Vliii~ 

Aliii~ 

luii 

Irn~~~ 

Ia!~~ 

~~81: 

lit~~~~~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~1:>-'tl'l.l<A~ 

Jut~~~:~ 

lr! ~ 

lot~ 

~~ 

~~ 

Jan~~~ 

. ' 

Vlin~ ~ ~ ~m: 

Alin~~~~= 

luii~~~ ~: ~~ 

~~~ 

Irn~~~ 

2 .2.5 Frequentatives: 

The frequentative is formed from mono-syllabic roots of the first nine classes, beginning 

with any consonant. However, the roots mutr, sue, sutr of 1 01
h class; and the roots af, r, as 

and un:w though beginning with a vowel, take frequentative forms. The frequentatives 

import repetition or intensity of the adion or state expressed by the root from which it is 

derived; as cekrzyate 'he does repeatedly/ intensely' from the root kr. 
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The freq. forms of roots implying motion does not import the usual sense but also shows 

tortuous motion, as vlivrajyate 'he walks crookedly' from the root vraj 'to walk'. The 

frequentative of the roots !up, sad, car, jap, jabh, dah, das, bhanj and gf' does not express 

the usual sense but imports censure; as lolupyate 'he cuts clumsily' from !up 'to cut'. 

The frequentative base is of two kinds. Both follow the same peculiar rules of 

reduplication. One base is called lifmanepada frequentative (ymianta) as it is conjugated 

in the litmanepada only, in which case the root takes ya before reduplication. The other 

base is called parasmaipada frequentative (yatiluganta) which rejects ya and is 

conjugated in the parasmaipada only. For example: litmanepqda frequentative for bhu is 

bobhuya and parasmaipada frequentative base is bobhu. 

The frequentative base is reduplicated according to the general rules of reduplication. 

Though there are certain special rules of reduplication and vowel changes which are 

equally applicable to both the litmanepada and parasmaipada frequentative. They are: 

1. If a root begins with a vowel, the following consonant is reduplicated, as af-a.tya

afa; as-asya-asasya; also arlirya and un:zonuya from rand i1r~Ju. 

2. The vowels i or u in the reduplicative syllable takes gu~Ja substitute; as bhu

bhuya-bhubhuya-bubhuya-bobhuya; nf-nfya-nfnfya-ninfya-nenfya; bhid-bhidya

bhibhidya-bibhidya-bebhidya; tud-tudya-tutudya-totudya etc. 

3. The a in the reduplicative syllable is changed to li; as afli.tya and aslisya from af 

and as; and also pac-plipacya, smr-slismarya. 

4. The a of the reduplicative syllable of a root having a penultimate short r, or r 

which is a resL~t of sampraslira~Ja, is not lengthened, but the syllable rf is inserted 

between the vowel a of the reduplicative syllable and the first radical consonant in 

the litmanepada frequentative base. Under the same circumstances, lf is inserted 

in the reduplicative base of the root kfp. In the case of the parasmaipada freq. base, 

the letter r or the syllable ri or rf is inserted between the vowel a of the 

reduplicative syllable and the first radical consonant, if the root ends in short r or 

has a short ! for its penultimate. l or li or lf is likewise inserted in the parasmai 
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freq. base of the root kip. Examples: vrt-vrtya-vavrtya-var'lvrtya; pracch-prcchya

paprcchya-parfprcchya; k!p-kJpya-cak'lkJpya; nrt-nrtya-nanrtya-nar'lnrtya. 

5. The a of the reduplicative syllable of a root ending in a nasal and the a of the roots 

car, phal, jap, jabh, dah, dmiz§, bhaiij, pas is not lengthened and anusvara or the 

nasal of that class to which the first radical consonant belongs is inserted between 

the vowel a of the reduplicative syllable and the first radical consonant except in 

the case of roots whose final radical consonant except in the case of roots whose 

final radical nasal is changed or dropped before the ya of the freq. base. The roots 

car and phal after inserting a nasal, change the a of the following syllable to u. 

Examples: car-carya-cacarya-cancarya-cancurya/cancurya; 

phal-phalya-phaphalya-paphalya-pamphalya-pamphulya-pamphulya; 

bhram-bhramya-bambhramya: yam-yamya-yarizyamya. 

6. The a of the reduplicative syllable of the roots vane, srarizs, dhvams, bhrarizs, kas, 

pat, pad and skand is not lengthened and n'l is inserted between the vowel a of the 

reduplicative syllable and the first radical consonant. 

vane vacya van'lvacya 

srams srasya sran'lsrasya 

dhvarizs dhvasya dhvan'ldhvasya 

bhrarizs bhrasya bhran'lbhrasya 

kas kasya kan'lkasya 

pat patya panzpatya 

pad padya panzpadya 

skand skadya skanaskadya 

The Atmanepada frequentative: 

To form the titmanepada freq. base, the syllable ya is added to the root; as bhu-bhuya; n'l

n~va; bhid-bhidya etc. 

Following radical vowel changes before ya are notable: 

1. Final i and u are lengthened; as sri-srzya, du-duya. 

2. Final r preceded by a simple consonant is substituted by long ri and that 

preceded by a conjunct consonant takes gw:za; as kr-kr'lya; smr-smarya. 
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3. Final long t becomes fr, or ura if a labial or v precedes; as krr-kfrya, P!!

purya. 

4. Of roots ending in a, the ghu verbs viz. da, do, de, dhe and the roots rna, stha, 

gai, pa, ha, so, ghra, dhma change the final a to f. The final a of other roots, 

however, remains unchanged and the final e, ai and o except that of the roots 

vye and hve are changed to a. The rootjyii substitutes long I, and vye and hve 

substitutes f and u for ye and ve. Ex: da-diya, dhe-dhfya, gai-gzya, so-sfya. But 

cho-chaya, glai-glaya, jfia-jfiaya, ghra-ghrfya, dhma-dhmzya, vye-vfya, hve

huya. 

5. The roots vyac, vyadh, syam, svap, grah, pracch, bhrasj and vrasc take 

samprasfu'a.J).a; as vyac-vicya, grah-grhya. The roots yaj, vac, vap, vah, vas, 

vad and vas do not take samprasfu'a.J).a yaj-yajya. 

6. The roots sas and pyay become si~ and pl. As: siis-si~ya, pyay-pfya. 

7. The roots div, siv, ~;hiv, sriv lengthen their penultimate vowel. 

div-divya; siv-szvya etc. 

8. A penultimate nasal is generally dropped. sams-sasya etc. 

Conjugation of the Atmanepada freq. base: 

In the active voice, the base is conjugated like the base of a root of the 4th class in 

Atmanepada in the Conjugational tenses and moods. In the non-conjugational tenses and 

moods and in all the tenses of the passive, the base drops its ending a when the final ya is 

preceded by a vowel. But when this ya is preceded by a consonant, ya itself is dropped ; 

as bobhuya becomes bobhuy, bobudhya becomes bobudh. The base thus oomined in each 

case does not undergo any more changes, and the non-conjugational tenses and moods 

and all the tenses of the passive are formed exactly in the same way. 

3I ~ yaNanta CfldcliCll active 

lat ~ ~ ~ 

lit ~ ~<lll.>il¢12! ~'41.>ilfsh~ ~'41.>ilC[l~ 

lut ~ ~ ~: ~ 
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lrt ~ ~ ~ 

lot ~ ~ ~ 

I ail ~ ~ ~ 

Vliii~ ~ ~ ~: 

Alin -w~ 

IUii 31GlT~ 31~Qf(11Ji, ~ JM~: ~ ~ 

~ .m!T~IklR; ~ 

I pi ~ 

Formation and conjugation of the parasmaipada Frequentative base: 

To form the parasmaipada frequentative base, the root is reduplicated according to the 

general and special rules of reduplication. The base thus obtained is conjugated like the 

special base of a root of the 3rd class in the conjugational tenses and moods. 

Augment i is optionally prefixed to the strong terminations beginning with a consonant, 

viz. before mi, si, ti of the present, s and t of the imperfect, and tu of the imperative. 

Before this 'l, the penultimate short vowel does not take gul).a substitute. Examples: 

bobhoti or bobhavlti from bhu; bebhetti or bebhiditi from bhid etc. 

In the non-conjugational tenses and moods, the base takes the sef terminations. The 

augment i is always prefixed except in the benedictive; as perfect bobhavaficakiira

bobhava; Aorist abobhuvU-abobhot-abobhav'lt-abobhuta-abobhav'lt. 

3{. <aeys:Id1Gj1 yaNluganta Chffqi'Cll active 

lat ~~ ~: 

~~ ~~: 

~~~: 
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~: 

Jut ~ ~ ~: ~ 

~ fcl(11~J"! ~: ~: 

!rf c:rr~ m G<l RJ- m~ fcl r;;a (1 = m~ Rl r;;a r;;:-a 

lot m~ ~ ~ m~ ~ m:lff 

lan ~~~ 
' ' 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

Vlin~ ~ ~: ~: ~~ 

~ ~ ~ 

Alin~ ~ ~: ~: ~m~ 

~m~~ 

tun~~~:~:~~ .n~~ 

~df 

~: 

2.2.6 Passive forms of derh ~d verbs: 

Derived verb forms - causals, desideratives and atmanepada frequentatives take passive 

forms like regular verb forms. The conjugation for the same is, for the most part, similar 

to that of regular verb forms. These forms with instance of bhu are produced below: 

3I flni1Gi1 sannanta ChiAC:II£4 passive . 
tat~ 
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lut ~ ~C1H.1 ~: 

lrt ~&a(\ ~l'>~~ ~&ac-C\ 

lot ~Cit <A_ ~Cil<ft ~CTII<ft 

Ian ~ ~ ~ 

Vlin~ ~<OIIC1l<fi.. ~ 

Alin~ ~tfl<OllfCii<H_ ~YQtihq ~~181: 

~ ~ ~tflqR; ~&)<HR; 

I pi ~ ~~ 

OJ. fVl"'?<"' nijanta Cflcficll~ passive 

laf ~ ~ 3"1 I CQ c-C\ 

:mnm ~ ~~ 

~ 3"1164lq~ 3"11641CR~ 

lit 3"tl<l4l>'dAl 3il<l41>'tHl'llc"l a:tt<l<lt>'dRP~ 

luf 31TfcmT 

lot :Jii64C11Cfl a:ttdlot<ft a:t 164 c-ol 1ft 
' 

lali ~ ~ ~~m= 

Vlhi~ a:ttdl41C11Ji.. ~ 
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luil 3rnlf<r Jrnlfcl~ I ("II 1ft, ~. 3rnifclm :, 

~. 300"fcto, JrniTCllS<R~, 

~0~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 

~ ~ yananta CficAciiUI passive . 

lit ~ ~41:>-iHhl~ ~41:>-ilRfl~ ~41:>-il<[l~ ~ ~<QI:>-il<[l4~ 

~ ~41:>-il<[lq~ ~41:>-ilC[lCA~ 

~(i]fq~ ~("ll'f<A~ 

Irt~ ~ ~ 

lot ~ ~ ~Ulc:(iiJi.. 

lail~~~ ~: ~~ 

~~~ 

Vliil~ ~dliliC11Ji.. ~~:~~ ~ ~ 

~d!Cl~J13{dlCA~ 

Aliii~~lilillf("ffcJ{ ~ 

luli~~~ ~: ~~ 

~~~ 

2.2. 7 Prefixes: 

Prefixes (upasarga-s) acquire special significance in Sanskrit morphology. Yaska, in fact, 

had categorized them separately in his four-fold classification. Pfu).ini, however, didn't 
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assign them this status, though he defined and enumerated them. Prefixes ( upasarga-s ), 

according to Pal).ini, are enumerated in a list of words that siarts with pra and which are 

tenned 'upasarga' when they are attached to verbs. 94These upasarga-s are 21 or 22 in 

number. They have their own sense, yet their main function is to reveal the other 

meanings of verb roots that they are prefixed to.95 This new meaning, as grammarians 

hold, is contained within the verbs but is not mentioned in the DP; just as a lamp 

illuminates the things of a house th~t already exist there, upasargas reveal different 

already existing meanings of the verb. This meaning sometimes is same as original, but 

more frequently is very different than the meaning ofthe combination. 22 upasarga-s are: 

Prefix Principal meaning of each prefix 

ati Going beyond a real or imaginary limit 

ad hi Being above in place or degree 

anu After in order or manner 

antar Coming within a space or interval 

apa Taking away in substance or kind 

api Affirming of a certainty 

abhi Being present, opposite or near to 

ava Being below in place or degree 

iii iili Bounding or limiting; also reversing 

utlud Being high in place or excellent in kind 

upa Being near or next to; whence also, being less than 

dur Condition of badness, pain, difficulty, and the like 

ni Being within, below or under; also, being contrary or reverse 

nir Being out or exempt from; whence also affirmation, 

as excluding doubt 

para Being opposite or opposed to; whence also reverse 

pari Being all round or about; whence also fullness, completeness 

pra ; Being before in time, place, or quality 

prati Reverted, or reflected, or repeated action or condition 

94 pradaya~z l/4/58; upasargo(z kriyiiyoge 114159 
95 upasargel}a dhatvartho baladanyatra niyate I 

prahara ''ra-samhara-vihiira-parihoravat II 
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examples 

atikriimate 

adhirohati 

anukaroti 

antardh Fyate 

apaharati 

apigacchati 

abhisarati 

avatarati 

iigacchati 

utti~rhati 

upakaroti 

duriicarati 

nipatati 

nirvartayati 

pariijayate 

paricinoti 

pravisati 

prati 



vi Being several or separate; whence also privation vigiiyati 

sam Being conjoined with; whence also completeness sarhskaroti 

su The opposite of dur, or condition of happiness, ease and the like sujanati 

Examp~e of how prefixes cause to change the purport of verb roots; and also the pada 

they are conjugated in, is given below with illustrations of roots kram and yam: 

kram (kram) to go, to approach, to traverse, to go up or ascend, to leap. 

kram 

upakram 

parakram 

akram (parasmai)- to cover, to go up or ascend 

akram (Atmane)- 'to rise' said of a luminary 

vikram (parasmai)- to split 

vikram (atmane) - to walk or step up 

prakram (parasmai)- to go 

prakram (atmane) - to begin 

upakram (parasmai)- to come 

upakram (atmane) - to begin 

yam (yacch) to check or stop 

ayam (ayacch) (atmane)- to spread, stretch when intransitive; or with 'a limb of body' or 

with something else than 'a literary composition' for its object. 

sarhyam (sarhyacch) (atmane)- to gather 

udyam (udyacch) (atmane)- to lift up, with something else than than 'a literary 

composition' for its object 

udyam (udyacch) (parasmai) to try hard, to learn, with 'a literary composition' for its 

object. 

upayam (upayacch) (atmane) to marry 
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Chapter 3 

Morphological Analysis of Sanskrit Verb Forms 

3.1l\1orphological Analysis 

The aim of morphological analysis is to recognize the inner structure of the word and to 

break it into its morphemes in order to present a structured representation of the word. It 

takes the surface form as input, e.g. bhavati, and produces as output the analysis, i.e. bhu 

(verb root) + ti (laf-3rd per.-sing.). In some cases, however, a single surface form may 

represent more than one lexical form. For instance bhavati may also be analysed as 

bhavat (root) + ni (masculine-pronoun-locative-sing), or bhavat + ni (participle-locative

sing), or bhavatf + su (feminine-pronoun-vocative-sing) A morphological analyzer is 

expected to produce all the possible analyses for a given input, though to remove the 

ambiguity is the function of the sentence parser which takes care of the syntactico

semantic relation among the words of a sentence. Apart from morphological analysis, 

some other applications of natural language processing need only to retrieve the stem or 

root from the given word and not the complete analysis of the word. This is known as 

stemming which only aims at stripping offthe word endings and give the stem. For some 

other natural language processing tasks, we need to know that two words which have 

different surface appearances have a similar root. For instance bhavati, bhavata(z, 

bhavanti all are forms of common verb root bhu which is also known as lemma of these 

word-forms. To map from all these forms to a single base form is called lemmatization. 

Morphological parsing also needs tokenization or word segmentation which separates out 

different words of the given running text. This can be complicated for languages like 

Sanskrit which have morphophonemic operations like sandhi. 
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3.2 Popular Approaches 

Two-level morphology is a linguistic, computationally implemented model for 

morphological analysis and synthesis. It was developed by Kimmo Koskenniemi, in 

1980s. Before that, simple cut-and-paste methods were used only to analyze strings in 

pru1icular languages, and there was no general language-independent method available. 

Generative phonologists of that time described morphological aitemations by means of 

ordered rewrite rules, but it was not understood how such rules could be used for 

analysis. 

Two-level morphology is based on three ideas: 

o Rules, in this model, are symbol-to-symbol constraints that are applied in parallel, 

not sequentially like rewrite rules. 

o The constraints can refer to the lexical context, to the surface context, or to both 

contexts at the same time. 

o Lexical lookup and morphological analysis are performed in tandem. 

Two-level model proposed parallel rules instead of successive ones, thus, avoiding the 

existence of intermediate stages in the derivation of single word forms. The name "two

level model" reflects the setup, where only the lexical and the surface levels "exist", and 

no intermediate level in between. 

The two-level model is attractive as a process model, because it is based on finite state 

automata. It is general in the sense that the same language independent algorithm and the 

same computer program can operate on a wide range of languages, including highly 

inflected ones such as Finnish, Russian or Sanskrit. It is unrestricted in scope and it is 

capable of handling the whole language system as well as ordinary running text. The 

model is based on a lexicon that defines the word roots, inflectional morphemes and 

certain non-phonological alternation pattems, and on a set of parallel rules that define 

phonologically oriented phenomena. The rules are implemented as parallel finite state 

automata, and the same description can be run both in the producing and in the analyzing 

direction. 
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3.3 Strategy for present analysis 

The methodology for the analysis of Sanskrit verb forms in the present work follows the 

analysis of PaQ.ini in somewhat reverse direction. PaQ.inian analysis identifies different 

morphemes in any given pada and presents an analysis where he provides step-by-step 

methodology to derive a verb form from a given verb root in certain paradigms. 

In the analysis of Sanskrit verb forms, we can commonly identify three morphemes 

involved-

o The first is the tbi termination which remains at the end of any tilianta verb form. 

The tin terminations are basically 18 in number but are transformed in various 

paradigms as given in chapter 2. The terminations are different for every lakiira

pada-number-person combination and thus each one of them can uniquely 

identify such a combination. 

o The second is the characteristic which is appended to the verb root depending on 

the class of the root and the lakara it is conjugated in. For example, the 

conjugational classes adopt a in conjugationallakaras. 

o The third one is the modified stem of the root which can be called verbal base or 

stem. 

Though PaQ.inian analysis is far more complicated than this but to make a program for the 

same, one will have to include complex rules and algorithms. For this work, the analysis 

is reduced in the form of base + suffix, i.e. verbal base and tin terminations. The basic 

idea is to identifY every verb form in a way that it become a combination of base + suffix 

that is unique in itself. That means one verb form is a unique combination of base and 

suffix. Its base may appear in other verb form and the suffix may also come at other 

place, but the same combination never occurs in any other verb form. For example, 

bhavati = bhava+ti; bhavataf:l= bhava+taf:l; pathati= patha+ti etc. the base of the first form 

is appearing in the second form. Its suffix is appearing in the third one. But both of them 

.:~o not appea.r·in'a.ay:uth:cr.t'wrb fmm.~Be iris J. UrS'fU\;'iC~~..;lll :i{t:;~\~f.-;~;ih~~:'.>· .:~ 



given verb form. The hypothesis, though cannot be claimed to be a fool-proof 

methodology for Sanskrit verb-form analysis, gives a satisfactory solution to the problem. 

In this work, however, it has been applied only in respect with bhvadiga~w. So, while 

doing the same for rest of the classes, especially 6 non-conjugational classes, the strategy 

might need a lot of modifications. 

3.4 The Analysis of Sanskrit Verb Forms: 

This section describes the strategy to analyze Sanskrit verb forms. As stated above, 

Sanskrit tinanta forms can be analyzed into base and suffix. In a Sanskrit verb form 

3.4.1 Regular Forms: 

The term regular here refers to those tinanta verb forms which are achieved by declining 

primitive verb roots (non derived verb roots) in various paradigms. 

3.4.1.1 Terminations for Parasmaipada 

3.4.1.1.1/af lakiira( present tense) parasmaipada 

For la! lakiira, parasmaipada the tili terminations are listed in the previous chapters. The 

terminations are almost identical to 9 basic tin terminations of parasmaipada. The tables 

given below list these terminations in the first column. The second column contains 

corresponding verb endings which serve as identifiers for tinanta forms. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

fct Rt ~ 

(1: c=r: 3l<:l(1: 

~ ~ WlfcTr 

fi1 fir,~ w@r 

2:f: 2:f: :m:T2:f: 

2:f 2:f :m:T2:f 
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~ · .. :m=t a:rmf.l1 
-

q: om: :mmf: 

CR': om: ~: 

Table 3.1. The terminations/endings for present tense in parasmaipada 

The termination for 3rd person plural is anti thus it should form verb torms like bhavtmti 

etc. when affixed to base bhava. It is restricted and thus remains only one a, resulting in 

form bhavanti. For the analysis purpose, we only store nti, so that the remaining verbal 

base is similar to that of other forms. Terminations of 1st person cause lengthening of the 

final a of their verbal bases. But in our analysis, we store this matrii of a (OT) with the 

corresponding affixes to maintain uniformity in the verbal base throughout the nine 

paradigms. 

3.4.1.1.2 For lot lakiira (Imperative Mood) parasmaipada 

The terminations for the imperative mood follow almost the same pattern that of the 

present. Thus bhavantu can be explained as bhavanti of the present. In the 2"d person 

singular, the termination is deleted completely and only base remains behind. Thus we 

have no ending that can be identified to figure out the lakiira, person, and number etc. of 

this verb form. This is one of the limitations of present analysis discussed later. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

g,~ g.~ 31cfg,~ 

RTJ{ (1Jil{ ~ 

~ c=g ~ 

-,met -,BT(=( arcr,~ 

B'J{ B'J{ ~ 

(1 (1 :mT(1 
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:mfc1 ,_,yfct;.._,rfUr mnfct 

3n<l C·JCl mrrc:r 

.3ml c::·rn ~ 

Table 3.2 The terminations for Imperative mood in parasmaipada 

The terminations of I st person here also have a attached to them but this a is originally 

attached to them and not like the tenninations of present l st person. The singular ani, 

however, becomes iil}i in some cases. The singulars of I st and 2nd persons have optional 

termination tat. This creates another case of ambiguity. 

3.4.1.1.3 For v.lbi lakiira (potential mood) parasmaipada 

The terminations for potential mood begin commonly with 'f, which results in e when it is 

preceded by the a-ending base. Thus, the stored endings in the tables have matrii of e {')) 

instead of 'f. Because of Unicode Devanagari specification, the remaining base is similar 

to that of other conjugational tenses. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ c)(1 ~ ' 

~ c)c:n<R" 
' l mtm:( 

~: ,)~: ~: 

~ (0:) ~)-:::: W)': 

~ ()(l(Jf ~ ' 

~ c)(1 ~ 

~ :\<:jd=f ~ .... ·' ' 

tcr ()q m 

~ c)iff :mm 
Table 3.3 The terminations for potential mood in parasmaipada 
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3.4.1.1.4 For /ali lakiira (Imperfect tense) parasmaipada 

The endings for imperfect tense are listed in the following table. The bases commonly 

adopt a as prefix. In 2nd person singular, visarga (C-:) alone remains in the end as the 

identifier. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

('( ('( ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

3fCl ~ 3rnCq 

~ (n:) ·:): Jrn"(:T: 

~ (1cf( ~ 

{1 {1 3fcllCl(1 

~ ~ ~ 

q '::m .3rnCTm 

d1 om 3fWim 

Table 3.4 The terminations for Imperfect tense in parasmaipada 

3.4.1.1.5 For luf lakiira (1st future) parasmaipada 

Terminations in this lakara, which are identical to endings, are simply appended 

to the base which may augment i in case the root is set. The first three terminations are 

similar to that of atmanepada in the same lakara. 
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Terminations Endings Examples 

(IT ill ~ 

<1m ('ll"{t ~ 

(lR: (lR: ~-

illfir illfir ~Fclc=!iTfl 

~: ~: ~Fclc=!i~~: 

~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ :11 Fcl ('!I ~di 

('ffi=q: (lffef: ~Fclc=!lt-cl: 

<=rn=Jr: <=rn=Jr: ~Fclc=!lt-<M: 

Table 3.5 The terminations for 1st future inparasmaipada 

For some roots, the terminations undergo morpho-phonemic changes. For example 

~7~.~.~: 

These irregular forms can be stored in the datafiles to serve as an example base for the 

system. 

3.4.1.1.6 For lr! lakiira (2"d future) parasmaipada 

The terminations for first future are similar to that of present except that they adopt sya, 

which becomes ~ya in some cases, between the base and the terminations. Also, se! roots 

and some others capable of augmenting i in between, adopt i. This i, in present analysis, 

is retained with the base. The table given below lists verb forms of three roots - bhii (:lp, 

drs (~0 and da (CJ), to illustrate the variations. 
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Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~~~ 3ifcl~ki, ~-a--ma' ~~~R'1 

"fmf: "fmf: I lRl(l: a:JFci!Rln=, ~a-<:«1:, ~= 

~ ~I IRlfcTr a:!Fcll><l~, ~a-~,~~~~ 

BrRi BrRil ~ a:JFcltS:~ft'l. ~a-m, ~~~R'l 

~: ~=1~: ~:, ~a-<:r~:, ~: 

~ ~~~ ~.~a-~.~~ 

~ ~~~ " C> r> ~~=<rrf.fr r> 
iHICl~lld1, ~<\" I , C,l~ildi 

Bn'Cf: BnCT: I lRil'CT: a:JFci!Rllq :, ~a-<Tl"Cl":, ~~~ lq: 

Bmf: Bmf:l ~: 3=1 fc:l !Rll Cfl :, ~a-<::JTCfl":, ~I ~ I Cfl : 

Table 3.6 The terminations for Second Future in parasm~ipada 

3.4.1.1.7 For li! lakiira (perfect) parasmaipada 

Terminations Endings Examples 

3f - ~.~ 

3RF! c··> ' '-~:. g: ~:, Cflctt-il<;!=ICfiCfll~g: 

~ c-···) ... :. 
' ' 

:;o: ~:,~:1~: 

~ ~~A~ ~~.~~ 

~ c-···) ' "-.:. ~: ~:,~:1~: 

3f - ~,~1~ 

3f - ~.~ 

cr Cf/ Acr ~' Cfl~q/~ICRCRI~q 

Cff CR"IAdl ~, Cfi~CRI~/Cf!Cfii~Cfl 

Table 3.7 The terminations for Perfect tense in parasmaipada 
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Of the nine terminations for this lakiira, three - the, va and rna admit the augment i when 

they are added to the roots which are capable of augmenting i. certain forms in this lakara 

contain no tin ending in the end as shown below. Only the verbal base remains behind. 

The table given below lists illustrations from bhii and m!} (Jf'V. Root mJj shows much 

more variation in formation of base and over all three bases are formed. 

In 2nu singular,~ is also formed which should be stored in the example base. 

3.4.1.1.8 For IU1i lakiira (Aorist) parasmaipada-

This lakara shows seven varieties of tili endings in parasmaipada. 1 These are appended to 

different roots according to rules. However the first three varieties have a little difference 

among them. Examples are given from da, bhii and gam. While gam is almost regular, 

adul) from da and abhiivan, abhiivam from bhii compel us to create two bases. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~~ ~ ~. ~ ' 3fcJT11c=[ 

~ ~ ~· ~-- JJ<~ra:rt=~rdl, 

""!):/ 3q (_so:; "1 ~· ., ~. ~ 

t\ (0:} (:-: JICJ:, ~. .3f<ll6f: 

<1<P..: 
l 

ern.: ~ ~. Jl<lldl("ldl 
' ' 

(1" (1" 3fCJ("I", ~. 3fci"ICR(1 

31~ ~ ~. ~. ~ 

q cr;orcr JRJCT. ~. .3f<ll6fTCT 

6f df/Oid1 JICJ6f. .mpr, .3f<ll6fm 

Table 3.8 The terminations for Aorist tense in parasmaipada (variety 1-3) 

1 Dhaturupachandrika, Upadhye P.V., pg.23l-32 
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Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~ 3-lCllc-~')1(=!_ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~: J:f: ~: 'S 

I 
~: m: ~: 

~ @d=[/c=fJ{ 31clltfJ[ 

'@" @/(1 .3fCffi1 

~ ~ Jlqk~dl_ 

BT BT ~ 

~ ~ 3-lClkt-di 

Table 3.9 The terminations for Aorist tense in parasmaipada (4th variety) 

In 41
h variety the ending s of roots changes to t. So we have to create alternative verb 

endings. The remaining varieties are simple. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ··'t=f ~ ' 

~ ANcJ{ 3-lSJI~eldl_ 

~: Af!· .. ~: 

t: c';fc:: 3ru'lvft: 

~ A"EfJT 3-lSll~~dl. 

~ A-e-. ~ 

A&dl 3-lSli~ISidl_ ~ ' 

~ A'lXJ . 3-lSli~IX:I 

~ f)'tgj' . 3-lSll~~ 

Table3.1 0 The terminations for Aorist tense in parasmaipada (5th variety) 
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Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~ ~ 

~ ffnm.t Jle=ilft~l~ 

~: ~: ~: 

~: ~: ~: 

~ ~ Jle=iift~~ 

fm" fm" ~ 

~ ~ Jle=iift~~ 

~ ~ Jle=ilft~ 

~ ~ Jle=ilft~ 

Table 3.11 The terminations for Aorist tense in parasmaipada (6th variety) 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~/lSI(={ ~ 

~ ~/ l:fC'ITCF( ~ 

~ ~/l'ifC=( JlW$=( 

~: ~=/ t'ij": JlWa=f: 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~/ tll'(1 JlWa=RT 

mt mtl~ JlW8.1cR.: 

mer meT/ qrq ~ 

m1f m1f I liTfcfT JlWamf 

Table 3.12 The terminations for Aorist tense in parasmaipada (7th variety) 
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3.4.1.1.9 For iiifrliti lakiira (benedictive) parasmaipada-

The terminations for this mood are simply concatenative in nature. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

<nc=( <nc=( ~ 

<ll*'11di._ <:ll{-(i[di._ ~1*'11di._ 

<mj= <mj: ~: 

<rr: <rr: I aprr: 

~ ~ ~1*'1di._ 

<IT"f(1 <IT"f(1 ~ 

<rnf6! <rnf6! ~ 

<m=<T ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

Table 3.13 The terminations for benedictive mood in parasmaipada 

3.4.1.1.10 For trti lakiira (conditional mood) parasmaipada-

Terminatioas Endings Examples I 

~ BR11~ ~ 3lGI.(-ll(=t , 3m~ 

{-<.lol<ft ~ol<ft/ ~ :m:~fcl&ltol<fl , 3'1C<FRlor<fl, Jma-~ 
' ' ' 

Brc1/ ~ ~ ' ' 
~ ,3lGFFlliit 

' ' 
,3m~ 

Bf: Bf: I tQf: ~: '~:, Jma-<r: 

~ BrcfcR"/ ~ 
' ' 

:m:~fcl&lto <fl, 3lGFRio<fl. Jma-~ 
' ' ' 

~ ~~~ ~, 3lGif<:lo, ~ 
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~ ~~~ \ JrnfclG4Ji , 3i?\IB!Ji, ~8;-<iCJi" 
' ' ' I 

BITCT BITCT /~ ~ , 3i~I~ICl, ~8;--m<l" 

Bm1 Bml I tRim ~. 3i?\l~IJi, ~a--m<R" 

Table 3.14 The terminations for Conditional mood in parasmaipada 

3.4.1.2 Terminations for Atmanepada: 

The terminations of atmanepada are given below. They are also affixed to the passive 

forms as well without much variation. 

3.4.1.2.1 For Ia{ lakiira iitmanepada-

The terminations for lat lakara are given in the table. The 3rd and 2nd person dual forms 

and the 1st person singular begin with i, resulting in e when added to an a-ending base. 

The miitrii of e (":~) is stored with the e11ding. Terminations for 1st person dual and plural 

add a before them. 

Terminations j Endings Examples 

a Ja ·~ 

~ -~a ... ~ 

3fC=(l c.=a ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

~~ .~~ ... ~~ 

~ ~ ~ 

~ (~ ~ 

'* ofClt ~ 

~ 0~ ~ 

Table 3.15 The terminations for Present tense in atmanepada 
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3.4.1.2.2 For lo{ lakiira iitmanepada 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~ ~ 

~ (~~ ~ 

~ ~ ,~J\ 

~ ~ ~ 

~ ()m;tr ~~ 
' 

<tm-T_ ~ ~ 

~ (~ ~ 

~ n~ ·-- ~ 

~ ---~ · .. : ~ 

Table 3.16 The terminations for Imperative mood in atmanepada 

3.4.1.2.3 Far v.lbi lakiira iitmallepada 

The terminations for potential mood commonly begin with I. The result is, as in the other 

places, e, matra of which is stored with the endings. 

Terminations Ending. Examples 

t<=r ()(1 ~ 

~<ll<'llifl._ ()~ ~ 

~ (~-rc:r ~ ' 

~: ()m: ~m: 

~ ()<rr2ffi!t ~~ 
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I~ 
~~-

I 
~ I .. ~<T ~ ... 

~ ;)~ ~ 

~ ,)~ ~ 
I 

Table 3.17 The terminations for potential mood in atmanepada 

3.4.1.2.4 For fail lakiira iitmanepada: 

The terminations for Ian lakara in Atmanepada are listed below: 

Terminations Endings Examples 

1(1 (1 tun 

~ ,)Rid\ ~ 

.3ic=(1 c:(f ~ 

~ (o:) ~: ~: 

$""<-m{ ,)~ ~ ' 

~ ~ ~ 

~ ,) ~ 

~ 0~ ~ 

~ om1E; ~ 

Table 3.18 The terminations for Imperfect Tense in atmanepada 
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3.4.1.2.5 For luf lakiira iitmallepada 

Terminations Endings Examples 

rrr rrr 1Jfuffi 

cntt cntt ~ 

~: (=ff.(: ~: 

r---nm nm ~ 
I 

~ ~ ~~ 

~ ~ ~ 

cnE; cnE; ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

Table 3.19 The terminations for the First Future in atmanepada 

3.4.1.2.6 For (rf lakiira iitmallepada 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~~~ ~ 

Ffcl Ffcl/~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

Fffi m-;~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

Table 3.20 The terminations for the second future tense in atmanepada 
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3.4.1.2.7 For lit lakiira iitmanepada-- . 

Perfect tense has two varieties: Reduplicative and Periphrastic. 

The terminations of the first one are listed below. The illustrations are given from root 

ksam. 

j Terminations Endings E~~amples 

'{! ~) 'iT $A" 

~ ... ra 'iT~ 

~ At 'il"alf.itt 

~ ~. q,Aq 'iT~/ 'iT~ 

3m)- ···m ..... 'il"alm~ 

ct:cT ct:cT ;~, Act:<T iA~ 
' ' 

'iT~/ 'iT~ 

l:T ·:) 'iT $A" 

<# <# Ac$ ' •.• 'iT~/ 'iT~ 

~ ~.A~ 'iT~/ 'iT~ 

Table 3.21 The terminations for the reduplicative perfect tense in atmanepad~ 

Periphrastic perfect: 

Periphrastic perfect is formeJ in three ways. The perfect forms of as, kr and bhii are 

appendeu to verb roots with an insertion of am before terminations. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

3lR1 c:rnrn ~ 

3lmg= (:~: ~: 

3fRJ: nmRJ• ... . ~: 

mRi~ :··.~ ... ~ 
I 
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~: · .. : . ··-~- ~: 

3-lR1 OT<ffR1 ~ 

.3fR1 OTCffR1 ~ 

3ITffrq ···rmft)q •.• ~IJIIR'JCl 

.mft.rn GIJIIRiJl I ~IJliR'JJl 

Table 3.22 The terminations for Periphrastic perfect in iitmanepada (1st variety) 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ 0~ ~ 

~ ot.,.'t:lwl~ ~l.,.'t:lwl~ 

~ OJ.,_:qfal~ "(!tJJ.,.:q fa;~ 

~ :··-~ ... ~l.,.'t:lf!i~ 

~ 0~ ~~ 

~ Ol.,.'t:lf!i~c) ~l.,.'t:lf!i~c) 

~ '-'~ ~ 

~ Ol.,.'t:lf!iCl~ "Qtll.,.'t:!f!iCl~ 

~ Ol.,.'t:lf!iJl~ ~l.,.'t:lf!i~~ 

Table 3.23 The terminations for Periphrastic perfect in iitmanepada (2st variety) 

Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ···~ ... ~ 

~: .... · . ···~· ~: 

~: 0~: ~: 

~ ···~ · .... ~ 
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~: ~~.. . ···~~- ~~: 

~ ..... ···~ ~ 

~ 0~ ~ 

~ ···~ .. _ .. ~ 

~ :···~ ... ~~ 

Table 3.24 The terminations for Periphrastic perfect in iitmanepada (35
t variety) 

3.4.1.2.8 For lwi /akiira iitmanepada-

The Aorist or luii. lakara shows multiple varieties. In atmanepada, there are four varieties. 

Terminations Endings Examples I 
~ fO-e-. ~ 

~~k11iH__ f0l'ff(1fcJf ~ ' 

~ f0ll(1 ~ 

~: Am. ~: 

~ Al'Wirn ~ ' 

~~ ~A~ ' ,, ' ~ 

~ fOfq . ~ 

~ A~ . ~ 

~ A~ . ~ 

Table 3.25 The terminations for Aorist in atmanepada 
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Terminations Endings Examples 

(1 (1 ~ /~ 

~ (~·(1ffi ~~~ 
' ' ' 

3rc=cl c:c=r ~ /~ I 
~ m: ~m: /~: 

~~ ,)~q .3-J~/~~ 

~ ~~ ~~~ ' ' 

~ ~~· 3ft I~ 

qft; orcrtE;' ~~~ 

mE; ,·,raTIE; ... ~~~ 

Table 3.26 The terminations for Aorist in atmanepada 

Terminations Endiilgs Examples 

8 @' .31:if@ 

~ ~ Jl ;Jifii(=JI;Jl_ 

~ ~ 3lmRl 

~: ~: ~: 

~ m2IfcJ{ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

ffr ffr 3rnfff 

~ ~ Jl ;J I t-<~1% 

~ ~ Jl ;J I t-cMlE; 

Table 3.27 The terminations for Aorist in atmanepada 
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Terminations Endings Examples 

~ ~/ 1S({1 ~a:rcf 

~ mc:Tmj~ ~~ 

"f!c=(1 "f!c=(1 I 'l'fCTr ~a=le=(f 

~: ~m:; qm: ~a;rm: 

m~ W2lmjTSIT~ J@r~ 

~ ~~~ ~~ 

R1 fti;fq ~ 

~ ~~~ ~~ 

~ ~~~ ~~ 

Table 3.28 The terminations for Aorist in atmanepada 

3.4.1.2.9 Fer iisfrlbi lakiira Atmanepada -

The terminations for benedictive mood in iitmanepada begin with consonant 's'. These 

either remain the same in the usage and are affixed to the base as such; or the initial s is 

altered to ~ in respective environment. Another change is that the dh of s1dhvam is 

changed to Dh PS: ?? by the same rule. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

m 'm;~ ~ 

~l~I{-(11;FI_ ~l~I{-(11;FI_/ ~~l{-(11ifl,_ "Q"Rl ~~I {-(11 iR._ 

~ ~~ ~ 

mr= mr=;ttm= ~: 

~ ~~~~ ~ 

~ ~l~jl -~ 
' 
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~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

Table 3.29 The terminations for benedictive mood in iltmanepada 

3.4.1.2.1 0 For l{li lakiira Atmanepada-

The atmanepada terminations in f.ni lakiira are listed below. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

BRf BRTI tR«1 ~ 

~Cli«Jl ~t=IICJ1_/ ~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ 

~: ~:;~: ~: 

-
~~ ~~~ ~ 

~ ~~~ ~ ' ' 

~ ~~~ ~ 

flJiq~ ~~Cl~/~ ~ 

~liRfE; fllliR~/ ~liR~ ~ 

Table 3.30 The terminations for l{li lakiira Atmanepada 
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3.4.2 Passive and Impersonal forms: 

The passives, as mentioned earlier, are rather simpler derivatives of primitive roots. 

Whatever be the class of the root, the passives are formed by a common formula. The 

root is augmented with ya and atmanepada terminations are added to it. 

Terminations Endings Examples 

a a ~. ~<Rl 

(1 (1 ~. 0~ 

~ em:( ~.~ 
' ' ' 

1:!(1 ·~<1 ~.~ 

3fTiJlffi OT<JfRf ~. {-4~(Jllfl 

~ fO"e" . ~. JlfQ~e 

~ ~ ~~ct {-4~~~ 

or or ~. {-4~(=11 

~ ~ ~. Jl{-4~1>.qo 

~ A~ . ~.fQ~llt~e 

Table 3.31 The terminations for l{li /akiira Atmanepado 

3.4.3 For Derived verbs: 

3.4.3.1 Causals: 

· Causals of verb roots are conjugated like the verbs of the tenth class which is quite 

similar to the conjugation of the first class. So, the causals adopt the same terminations, 

in most cases, as are adopted by the regular verb roots. This can be illustrated by the 

following table. However the Aorist deviates from the trend as is shown later. 



Terminations Endings Examples 

R1 ftt ~ 

31r( <1 3rnWq 

~ g g ~ 

t<-l (~·(1 mcriq 
' 

~ Cl>'t:IC{il~ a.rrcr <.1 I > t:l q-, H 

~ BfR1 ;tRffi1 :HICl~IR1Trl 

err err :H I Cl Rl ('II 

~ ~ 3m I Cl Rl ~<:! <=!, 

<n<=( <n<=( ~ 

Table 3.32 The terminations for l(li lakiira Atmanepada 

The Aorist of Causals are different from regular verb forms. The endings are rather 

similar to the simple past (Ian) of the regular as shown below: 

Terminations Endings Examples 

<1 <1 ·~ 

c=mt I <=li<H 
t ' 
~ 

~ c=[ ~ 

: : .3fafi"a:r<:r; 

C1d\ C1d\ ~ 

(1 (1 ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

3mr om ~ 

.3ffiR" om ~ 

Table 3.33 The terminations for Aorist of the cau8als 
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3.4.3.2 Desideratives: 

Desideratives Parasmaipada 

Terminations Endings Examples 

fcl fcl ~~ 

{1: {1: ~~; 
I 
I 

~ fc=(f ~~~ 

ft1 ttr,ftr ~~ 

21": ~: ~~21": 

2T ~ ~~ 

~ -:::@ ~~ 

q: c:rcr: ~~: 

(ff: -:::rn: ~: 

Table 3.34 The terminations for Desideratives Parasmaipada 

Desiderative atmanepada 

Terminations Endings Examples 

<l <l ~~ 

{1 (1 ~~ 

BfcJ\ BfcJ\ ~ 

1J(l ,)(1 ~~ 

~ ~ ~~ !><.! ~ 1 fQ ~ !><.! ~ 

RT RT ~~. fQ~~I 

Table 3.35 The terminations for Desiderative atmanepada 
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3.4.3.3 Frequentatives: 

The tem1inatiuns for frquentatives are listed below: 

Tenninations Endings Examples 

~ ~ ~.~~ 

(1 (1 31GIT~. ~~<l-<1 

cm=t: ~ m~.~<t1q 

'Q(1 ,)(1 ~.~ 

.31"ffi"ffi 0~ 6ft"~. 
( 

q)~Q~I;JII~ 

~ f0l! . ~. Jlq){-4~~ 

~ ~ ~. qj~q~l\:<l~ 

('IT ('IT ~. qj~~(il 
-

~ 'lQI(l ~. Jlq)~q~!><l(i 

~ A~ . ~. qj~q~~~ 

Table 3.36 The terminations for Frequentative Atmanepada 

3.4.4 The verbal bases: 

The formation of the verbal bases has been explained in the previous chapter. The verbal 

base is the augmented form of the verb-root (dhiitu), the meaning bearing entity. Thus it 

contains the core meaning of the verb in itself. The base is the modified string, to which 

the tili terminations are affixed to form the final tilianta. Base is almost identical to atiga 

of Sanskrit grammar. Sanskrit grammatical analysis defines aliga as the entire string 

(sabda-svarupa) to which a suffix (pratyaya) is attached. For example, tin termination ti 

(tip) is affixed to root bhu in laf, 1st person, singular. The characteristic of bhviidigat:za -

sap (a) is inserted between the root and the termination. The root undergoes 

morphophonemic changes and is modified to become bhava (bhav+a). Now, this entire 

string consisting up of (verb root) + (characteristic) is termed aliga, to which affix ti is 

appended. 
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The base involves two or three main things. The first is the change which occurs due to 

the environment, i.e. the gw:za or vrddhi. The second is the characteristic which is a result 

ofthe class to which root belongs to. 

Bases for the conjugational tenses: 

The ten classes of Sanskrit primitive verb roots are classified in two categories on the 

basis of the characteristics that they adopt in the four of lakiiras, i.e. Ia~, lot, lari. and 

vidhiliti. Among these classes, four classes- 1st, 4th, 6th and 1Oth show similarity and all the 

verbal bases constructed out of the verb roots of these classes end in a. So, for 

bhvadigaQ.a also, we have most of the verbal bases ending in a. This feature simpiit1es the 

technique that is to be used in this work because it nullifies the effect of the 

morphophonemic changes that occur in the root due to certain operations. We have 

variations in the formation of different bases from the verb root, yet in the end, we obtain 

all of them harmonized with a ending. 

A table on next page illustrates the storing of bases of bhu in various lakiiras. 

lakara bases Examples 

c;rc: 31cT a:rc:rfc1 
' 

~ 31cT :mq 

~ 31cT mt=( 

~ 3T31cr .mrcrct 

~ ~ ~~.~: 

3m~ 3i ~ 

~ aWl" a:{ fcps:~ fct 

~ :Rfct ~ 

~ 31:Jf.z~ .mm.~ 

<W 313lfcl" ~ 
' ' 

Table 3.38 The bases ofbhii in different lakaras 
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3.5 Verb analysis examples 

The morphological analysis for regular verb-forms of Sanskrit language given above can 

be illustrated with example of bhu W."'ld edha. The verb forms of bhii have been listed in 

the previous chapter. Here we are analyzing that data according to the analysis 

methodology presented by us. 

Bhii active 

!at lakara parasmaipada 

mffi1 = mr + R1 

arcrRi = mr + Ri 

~ = mr +orfcfr 

lit 

~=~+

~~=~ + fO~ 

~=~+-

lut 

:H fckt, \1l = an=a + <=tTR1 

:t~fclcttf*;H = an=a + ~ 

lrt 

:HRll\ilkl = an=a + ~ 

:H fcll\il \1l = an=a + \RTR1 

lot 

amc=r: = mr + c=r: 

~:=~+g: 

~:=~+ ~: 

~=~ + fOcr 

:Fifct:m:~: = an=a + ~; 

~: = an=a + '\Ql"~: 

~=~+

~~=~ + f0d1 

~: = 3ffu + (=IR: 

:HfcltS-afcTI = an=a + ~ 

~=arra+~ 

~=mr +om 
' ' 
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:m:T/ ~ = :m:T +- I~ 
' ' 

I ail 

m: ==m + c:: 

Vliil 

~=:m:T +(~·({ 

<~..4-. = <\T':'T +'\n. ct1q• 0'1\.4 v•-•• 

A lin 

~=31. +me=( 

:lJ:.m; = 31. + <IT: 

~==3i,+~ 

luil 

~·=~+'''' ..JIW~• .YIV~ •.•• 

lriil 

~ = .3rn'fu + \R:I(f 
' ' 

~:= .3rn'fct + '!QT: 

Bhii passive 

I at 

mTc.r = a:rcr + (~.'q 

3f3@q = 3f3i. + ClT1{ 

~=3q+~ 

~ "".3f3i + q 

~: = 31. + <mj: 

JmfcltRl("11Ji.. = 3fa:@r . ~ ~= ~ + ~ 

.miRI~Cilfi = ~ +~ ~ = .3fWfcr + 'lR:I{1 
' ' 
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apm = arr +a 

~=~+~ 

~=~ +(~ 

lit 

~=~ + (~ 

~~=~ + pq

~~+(~ 

Jut 

Irt 

~fcl(Ql(l = anu- + ~ 

~fcl~:fl = anu- + ~ 

~=3lfct + ~ 

lot 

Ian 

~=~+(1 

~: = mpr + 2.JT: 

Vliil 

~=~ +{)(1 

~:= ~ +{)2.Jr: 

~=apr +')<:r 

Aliil 

~=apr +'~a ~=apr +c=ct 

~=apr+()~ ~cr=apr +Ul 

~=apr +0~ ~= ~ +Ornt 

~=apr +')(11Ct( 

~2Tlift= apr +(~·~ 

~=~ + ;)(1'TCJ{ 

~=~+(~·~ 
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~fqt=~ +At 

Gf~ Ul=Gf!U7T +Put I A~ ~1"··4\~"-i' v~~ ' 

~: =aTIU +(iR': 

~= 31apr +c=(l 

~=~+~ 

~=~ +()rc=r_ 

~=~+(~~ 



lrin 

~ = .3nl1fEr + \Qj(1 3m w lS4<""tl <H.. = 3rnfcl- + ~ 3m fcl ~c=(i = 3l'"a1fct + ~ 

31~:=:3-rnfcr +'lRfm: ~,.m:(=Jf~fu +~~ ~=3rnfu +~ 

~ = .3rnfcl" + ~ 3m fcl ~I Clf?; = Jrnfrt + ~ Jrnfcl ~JCRf?; = Jrnfct + &al<R f?; 

OJ. fU'I\l!Cj"! Nijanta 4lcMIUI active Q{fA4c; 

I at 

lit 

iut 

:JiJClfll<""tJ = mcmt + (IT 

lrt 

3'11Clfll~Rl = amm:t +~ 

lot 

IaN 

~=~+{'( 

VliN 

~ = :mcn:r +(~(1 
' ' 

A liN 

~=3ncr+<:m1 
' ' ' 

~: = :mcn:r + (1: 

:lilllll<""tiJt = m +~ 
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~=~+Cf 
' ' 

!lJr.:T:J\:rr q..,..,....,. .!\ • 
............ "3: = <1'11'-1"'1 +···'~· 

~:=~+<mj: 



luN 

~=~+<l 

3f6frnc:r: =~ +0: 

!pi 

313"11 Cl Rlc£1(1_ 3f3"l1Cl Rt + ~~ 

I at 

lit 

~=~+~ 

~=~+~ 

3"11Cllll>il~ = m + C·~ 3-liCllll>il¢1~- mcTll' +GI>il¢1~ 3-liCllll>ilfai~ = m +:::(:>-ilRJi~ 

Jut 

:HIClPl<'il-~+ill 

lrt 

:HIClPttS:ll~-~ +~ 

lot 

I aN 

VI iN 

mcnt=f= ancr<:T +\~(1' 

A liN 

3"11Clf4~1e = :mcmt +qre 

luN 

~=.3fcifrcAC1 + (=( 

~:=~+0: ~=~+CUfcJT 
' ' 
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lriN 

I at 

~:=~+(1: 

lit 

~1:>-ilCflH = ~+01:>-i!Cfll't "¥J\ISII:>-ila1(J =~+C·I:>-ilw(} Wl.ISJI:>-il~f=~+ GTx:rg;-: 

Jut 

lrt 

lot 

IaN 

VI iN 

A liN 

~=~ + <:rT(1 3 .... ~-_,.,\. 3"""~ ' 

luN 
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lriN 

<[ flni"k·(i sannanta Cflclclli:<l active Jilc-JlcAqc:; 

I at 

lit 

~l'lll:>-il~~+O~ 

lut 

~~+cm't ~:~+("{R": 

~~+~ ~~+<"f~UT 

lrt 

~~~=~+~ 

lot 

IaN 

~=~+(""T 

VI iN 

~~+,)(1 

A liN 

~~+~ 

lriN 

3I ~ yaNanta Cfid,ql~ active 

I at 
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lit 

Jut 

lrt 

lot 

VI iN 

<II 'HV'Gi?rl sannanta ChcRcli'C;~ passive 

I at 

lrt 

let 

IaN 

VI iN 

A liN 

~ =~ +"llfltf ~~lztl@l<fl ~+~lztl@l<fl 

lriN 

~ f0'1\51c:ct nijanta ChcRcU£zt passive . 
I at 
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lot 

IaN 

~=~+(1 ~=~+,)~ 

Vi iN 

A liN 

lriN 

~=3f:mfcl"+ 

~ ~ vananta q;cRql~ passive . 
I at 

lot 

IaN 

VI iN 

~=~+,){l ~ahHC11Ji.. ~+,)~ ~=~+,)~ 
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Chapter-4 

Verb Analyzer for Sanskrit 

This chapter describes the partial implementation of Sanskrit verb analyzer as part of the 

present M. Phil. R & D. The morphological analysis methodology discussed in the 

previous chapter has been applied to develop a computational system which can identify 

and analyze Sanskrit verb forms. The computational model uses Java in the web format 

for the identification and analysis of regular Sanskrit verb-forms from Sanskrit texts 

according to Pal)inian and Siddhanta Kaumudi (SK) formalism. The system accepts 

words/sentences/ text Devanagari utf-8 input in the text area and gives analyzed output in 

the same format. The identification of tifianta verb forms depends on recognizing the tin 

suffix or ending ir the words of the given text. The analysis strategy is based on 

separating the suffix from the base (and also prefix, if the case is so), then locating both 

of them in the respective lexical resources and then giving related information which is 

already stored in lexical files. 

4.1 Architecture of the system 

The following model describes the interaction between multi-tier architecture of the verb 

analyzer: 

u s E R 

t 
request response 

t 
Apache-tomcat 

-1-t 
Java servlet 

Data Files 
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4.2 The Process-flow 

Input- Sanskrit Text 

t 
Pre-processing the Text 

t 
Tokenizing the Text 

t 

Recmmition of tifwnta forms 
'-' 

(by identification of tbi suffix) 

l 

Analysis of tilianta forms 

t 
Checking prefixes (if needed) 

l 
Output 

Step I: Preprocessing 

Preprocessing a text mainly consists of normalizing it. The text given as input may 

contain many irregular features such as numerals or English alphabets etc. due to 

typographical errors or other reasons. 

Step II: Tokenization 

Tokenization consists of separating out words from the running text. Tokenizer which 

takes the preprocessed text separates all the words of the text and returns them as separate 

tokens for further processing. 

Step III: Identification of titianta verb forms 

The next task is to recognize the titianta padas in the text which is already preprocessed 

and tokenized. The titianta forms (forms which end in tin suffix) are recognized by 

identifying the tin suffixes or endings that remain at the end of Sanskrit verb forms. The 
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program, in this step, takes the help of the suffix list stored in the data files as back-end of 

the system. 

Step IV: Analysis of Sanskrit verb forms 

The next step is to take all the identified thianta forms for further analysis. The tin ending 

has already been located in the third step. In this step the tili ending is separated from the 

input word. The remaining string must be the verbal base, if no prefix is attached to it. 

This base is identified in the bases data-file which is a list of all possible bases of a root 

in various paradigms. 

In case the base is prefixed with one or more upasargas, the system has to identify and 

separate prefix/es and then cut it to obtain the base. This is done with the help of a list of 

all the possible patterns of prefixes. The prefix thus identified is separated and we 

retrieve the verbal base which is matched in the base-list. 

4.3 Module Description 

The module description of the verb analyzer is given below -

INPUT SANSKRIT TEXT 

~ 

PREPROCESSOR+ TOKENIZER 

r---------------, 
: SUFFIX FILES : I 

TINANTA 
.,. . ._ ___ RE_c __ O_G_N_IZ_E_R __ ____. 

I I L..-------------..1 
L----..,. TINANTA 

r--------------

l BASE FILES : .,. ANALYZER 
I : l------------r- ~ t --------, l 

: PREFIX : I PREFIX I 
: __ !!_I:_E_S __ j---+ CHECKER 0 PUT 
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4.3.1 The front-end: online interface 

The front end of the system is the Graphical User Interface (GUI), visible to the 

users. It is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in . It has been created using JSP (Java Server 

Pages) and HTML components. The main JSP file tanalyzejsp allows the user to feed 

the input in Devanagari utf-8 format using HTML text area component. Upon clicking 

the button labeled "Click for verb analysis" it calls the Java object "Verban" to process 

the input. The output retumed by the Java objects is displayed to th(; user in Devanagari 

utf-8 format. 

Sanskrit verb anatysi~ 

The Sanskrit verb analyzer was as part of M.Phil. R&D by Muktanand Agrawal under the supervision 
of Dr •. Girish Nath Jha to feed In various other applications. The data collection for regular forms was 
done by MA students and was refined by M.Phii/Ph.D. students working under Dr. Girish Nath Jh:t. 
Sudhir K Mishra played an important role in data collecting/correction for the regular forms. This 
work now also accounts for derived verbs as a result of the R&D done by Muktanand Agrawal. 

Enter Sanskrit rerb forms for analysis (separated by spue) (DHaoagari unicode ooi;·J 
rut & paste test data from here 

Run in debug moe!• r 
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4.3.2The back-end: txt files 

The back end contains lexical resources in the form of data-files. These are stored in 

simple text format in a way that the program can access it ail.d retrieve related 

information. 

The first one is the example-base which stores those verb forms which cannot be 

reco<snized and analyzed on the basis of present meihodology. The forms like ~- (lo~, 

2nd person, singular) which contain no sign of tift suffix and have only the base 

remaining are stored here. The system checks these file in the very beginning so as to 

identify these forms before further analysis begins. 

The second file is that of tift endings which are stored in the text format with their 

relevant information. As indicated in previous chapters, the tift endings contain the 

information of !akiira (tense/mood), person, number etc. Every tift ending in the suffixes 

data-file is stored along with this information. The suffixes file is used in two steps. First, 

they are used in recognizing lhe tiftanta forms by locating their tin suffixes. Secondly, in 

the analysis step, the same tift suffixes retrieve the information which is stored with every 

entry. The segregation of the ending from the tiftanta verb from gives us the verbal base. 

The third file contains the verbal bases of verb roots of bhviidigaf}a. The bases are arrived 

at in the analysis by separating the tin ending from the tiftanta verb form. In case a prefix 

is 2!!ached to the verb form, the string is not recognized as the base directly and has to 

undergo the prefix check process. The bases, in the 1des, are also stored with relevant 

information in the same manner as suffixes. 

Another text file contains the Sanskrit prefixes. These are 22 in number but can form new 

patterns by getting attached or due to morphophonemic changes. The prefixes file 

contains all the prefixes with all possible patterns which can appear in Sanskrit. The 

prefixes, unlike previous two files, are not stored with any information as for now. In 

future, if it is needed, it can easily be added to them. 
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Given below is a sample of all txt files mentioned above to store data-

• examplebase.txt which stores verb forms which cannot be analyzed 

am=~~.~. trrfd't.~,Q"~,t:!ct1<01 ~<rl.Riq: ~ = ~CP<t~.trrfd't.~,Q"~, t:!ctl(l ~Crl,Rtq,_: 

~ ~~,qm:t,~;a:r~:<lJl, ?>I§CI ~Crl, ~: ~~~~.trrfd't. ~,"3nJr, t:!Cfl<l ~<rl,f.Frq,_; 

• bases. txt (which stores all possible verb bases of roots with the related 

information) in the following format 

am=3L~,_,CflclCIIUI;~=3L~,-'CflclCIIUI;aiTct=3i:"¥-uCflclCIIUI;aiTct=3i:~._,CflclCIIUI;am=3i: 
~._,CflclCII"~:-~;3fWf=3L~._,ctlclCIIUI;31cf=~~.-'ctlclCIIUI;3I_=3i:3IT~~._,CflclCIIUI;.3f3!.= 
3L~._,ctlclCIIUI;3rnfcl"=3L~,_,ctlclCIIUI;~=3i:~.-'ctlcRCIIUI;~=3i:~,_,ChcRCIIUI;aiTct/anfct 

=3i,~,_,ctlcRCIIUI;aiTct=3L~.-'ctlcRCII"~:-<ll;~=~~.-'ctlcRCII"~:-'l;;~=3i:~.-'CflcRCIIUI;~=:lf~fu 
~ Cf>cACIIUI·aiTct;anfcl"=!l:r ~~ ctlcRCIIUI·~/Jrnfu=!l:r"t>TC< ctlcRCIIUI·Jrnfcl"=!l:r~ ,,_, ' VN ,,_, ' .... N'~"<''-' ' .... N'"'~' 

_,ctlcRCII"~:-<l;~=3L~.'HC"i"ic-(1,ctlclCIIUI;~=3i:~.'HC"i1c=(1,ctl<fC11UI;~=~"¥-·'HC"i1c-(1,cnctm 

"U1";~=3L~.'HCVIc=(1,41clCII"~:-<ll;~=3i:~.'HC"i1c:(1,CflctCIIUI;~=3f~~·'Hc"ik(1,c:tlctCIIUI;~ 
l'{=3i:~,'HC"i"ic=(1,CflctCII"~:-~;~=3i:~~.'Hc""i"k(1,ctlctCIIUI;~=dL~.'HC"i1c=(1,ctlctCIIUI; 

~=3L~.'HC"i"ic-(1,Cfl<tCIIUI;~=~~.'HC"i1Ci1,ctlcRCIIUI;~=3i:~,'HC"i1c::(1,CflcRCIIUI;¥l.l'{= 

3!:"¥-,t!C"i"ic-(1,ctlcRCIIUI;~=3L~.~.ctlcRCli"~:-~;~=3L~.'HC"i1Ci1,ctlcRCliUI;Jrne{=3L~.~ 
C""i1c""(1",CflcRCIIUI;~=~~.'Hc:;;k(1,ctlcRCliUI;~=3i:3IT~~.'HC"i1..-(1,CflcRCIIUI;~=3i:"i3 

~. 'HC""i1c::a,CfiiA a1 Ul ;~=at~. 'HC"i"ic::a, colA a 1 Ul ;iillCI<f = 3!:~. fU'I"l..-a,cti<lCII Ul ;m = 3!: ~.fUr 

~.Cfl<"tctl Ul ;am@t = 3!: "¥-,fU'I"lc=a,co<tctl "!:-~ ;am@t = 3L~.fUI"lc=t1,Cfl<lct1 "!:-~ ;m = 3!: ~. fU'I"lc::a, 

cti<lCIIUI;.m:rra<:r=at~.flfi"'Ci"l,CflctCIIUI;3l!Cro=~~.fUI"l<iTI,ffi{CII"~:-~;WC{=~~~.fU'wr 

CTf,cnctCIJUI;.3f6frncr=3L~.fUI"l~i"i,ctlcictiUI;~=3i:~,fUI\:il..-(1,CficiCII"~:-4;~=3i:~,fUI"lc-(1, 

ChcRCIIUI;3lTCI<:f=3L~,fUl"lc-(1,ChcRCII"~:-<ll;anfcl"=3i:"¥-·fUI;:nc::a,ctlcRCII'UI;anPct=~~.flil;:nC"fi,CflcACIIUI 

;3TJC;4"=3L~.fUI\:i1Cii,ChcAcUt-4;~=3L~.fUl"lc=a,C6IACIIU1;~=3L~.fUl;:nc=a,ChcACli'UI; 

mfu = 3!:~~. fU'I "lc=a, 4liA Cll Ul ;JrnTfct = 3!: ~.\VI \11 c=t1, tt~IA t1 1 Ul ;3fclllfct = 3!: ~. fUI \:i1 c::a, C6IA a1 Ul; 

~:!l:r <>R: ~ ChciCIIUI·~=!l:r~ ~ ChctCIJUI·~=!l:r nTr~ Ch<tcti'UI·~=!l:r ~~~"1 .... 1-.: ,, , 'QI'~'""" ... N ,, ' , "'"N'~'' ' ' "'N 

~ ~ 4l<iCIIUI·~= !l:r c;k<fSC""(""f ct~<!CIIUI·~=!l:r <>JS ~ ChciCIIUI·~= !l:r ~ ,, ' ,'-lll~"'~ "N ,, ' ,~Qtl~'"' "'N ,, ' . ,Qfl~"'t ... N ,, 

~ ctiQ:CIJ£4·~= !17 ~llftW ~ ChclCII£4· ~= !l:r ;;rc;= <:fS'C"""O 4l<lctiUI· ~ = !l:r ~ ' ,~~~~ ... N ,, ' ,..;}•~•~•"'~ ... N'~""{' ' ,v,~~~""' ... N,-,~, 

~ChclCIIUI·~=!U"<>R:~ChcRCIIUI·~=!l:r~~ChcRCIIUI·~=!U"nTr~q; , ,QII~~ ... ~ ,, , ,~1~"1 ... N ,, , ,owtl~'-1 ... N'~"'' , 

~Ac.TrU~"·m:uf""Jir= !l:r -;;J;;r <fSC""(""f ChiA a1 £4·~ = !l:r c;k ~ ct~IA '~' t-:a · ~ = !U" (>JS ~ cnmrr ' ~"1 ... N'.''.:' ' ,~~~_,. ""N ,, ' ,...:nQII~~ ... N ,, ', 

"UI"·~:!U"~ ~ ctlcRCIJUI·~=!l:r ~llftW~ ChcRCIIUI·~=!U" ;;rc;= ~en ,~·~~ ... N ,, ' ,Qtl~l'"t VN ,, ' ,..JIQ.II~I""t VN'~"{' ' 
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~;~=~~.~.4l<Acu'C:'Q;marr;mw~=~~.4~t1alc:n,4l~ctl:a:;~..m=~~.<r 
~·1alc:n,4lQ:ctr'U1;~=~~.4~~d,c:n,4iQ:C~r'UI;~=~~.4~<filcon,4ictC11'UI;marr;mw~ 

cfr=~~.<ll~·1arc-(1,4lct'11'UI;~;~=:Jt~,:a~1arc-(1,4lct'11'UI;6IT3J.=~~.<ll~·t1a'c:n, 
4lctctl~<ll;~=~.Jm~,<ll~1arc:n,4lQ:ctr~<T;~/~=3L~.<ll~·t1arc=(1,Cfictct1'UI;~=:Jt 
= <ll$(>!d(c=(1 ChctC1l'UI ,-(~, ... :...l ' 

• suffixes.txt (which stores tili suffixes along with their relevant information) in the 

following format 

ft=r=~,lJmf,'Qtll,~;(l:=~,lJmf,fG,~;~=~.lJmf,6lS,~;Ri=~.~.'Qtll,~;~= 

~,WL<r.R','Qtll,~;~:=~·,dft.<TcR',fG,~;~=~.~.6lS•~;fJr=~,3"i'Uf,'Qtll,~;orf.i'r= 

(ij"C,3tfJT, 'Qtll, ~;Cf:=(ij"C,3"i'Uf, fG. ~.·om:=(ij"C,3"i'Uf, fG, ~;a:r:={ijC,3tfJ1,6T?:',~;om:=(ij"C,3" 
' ' ' ' -·~· ' 

OcR',6lS.~;ol:>-'q<hl'<-~.m:ra:r.'Qtll,~;(J==~,m.fG,~;ol:>-'tlwg:=~,m,fG,~;s; 

o:=f<:rc m 61"?: ~-o~==~ m:ra:r 61"?: ~-fO~=f<:rc WL<r.R' 'QCll ~-o~=f<:rc ~ ,, ,-.:s, ' ·- -.3• ,, ,-.:s, ' ,, ' ' ' ,, 
d1,'Qtll,~;~:=~,~.fG,~;o~:=~,~.fG',~;G!Xrnl=~,Wt<TcJf,6lS,~; 

O!:>-'tlChl'<-'~,3"i'Uf,'QCO,~;f0c:r=~,3tm',TG,~;o~=~.3"i'Uf,fG,~;f0a:r=~.3'tfd1, ... ' ·- -,·- ... ' 

6JS.~;ol:>-'tlC[lCR-~,3"i'Uf.6lS,~;m=~.m,'Qtll,~;(1'R't=~,m,fG,~;<1"R:=~,mr 

d1,6JS.~;~=~,dft.<r.Jf,'QC0,~;(1l"f2T:=~,~.fG.~;~=~,~.6lS·~;(1l 

~=<:K,3"i'Ur,'Qtll,~;(1'R=CT:=~.3"i'Uf,fG,~;(1l'fCR":=~.3"i'Uf,~,~;~=~,m.'Qtll,Q"{ 

FA;~~.l;I"~,'QCP.~;tR:T(l:=~,l;l"~,fG.~;RT(1":=~.q~,fG.~;~~.1Jmf,~ 

s·~;~=~.m.6JS.~;~=~.m,'QCO,~;~=~,q~,'QCO,~;~:=~. 

q~,fG.~;Bf2T:=~.m.fG,~;lQT~=~,l;l"~,6lS·~;Bl2r~,q~,6lS·~;lRl'Tfjr=~ 

~.l;f~,'Qtll,~;~=~,m,'QCJl,~;lQfTCf:=~,m,fG,~;Bmr:=~,m.fG,~;t'RIT 

a:r:~,m.6JS.~;Bmr:=~,1;1"~,6JS.~;(J=~,Q"~,'QCJl,~;~=~.~ra:r.'QCJl,~; 

<mt=~,Q"~,fG.~;~=~,m.6lS;~;(=fcf(=~,~.fG.~;(1"=~,~.6lS·~; 

o@t=~,3tm','QCJl,~;om=~,3"i'Uf,fG,~;om=~.3"i'Uf,6JS,~;~=~,m,'QCJl,~;m 

Cf!.:=~,Q"~,fG.~;ct;:=~,m:ra:r,6lS,~;o:=~.~,'QCJl,~;(liJ{=~,m<TcJT,fG,~;(1"=~ 

,WL<TcR',6lS,~;iJ{=~,3"i'Ur,'QCJl,~;om=~,3"i'Uf,fG,~;om=~,3"i'Uf,6lS,~;')~=~ 

s q~ 'QCJl Q"t~=;1h~(1"r;Jf=~ 1Jmf & ~-,~~==~ m 61"?: ~-,~o==~ ~ ,, ' ' ' ' ,, ,I&., ' ::3 ,, '-·.:s' ' ,, 
,'Qtll,~;(~("i"d1=~,m:<rCR',fG,~;(~(1"=~,~.6T?:',~;(~<fCR"=~.3"i'Uf.'QCJ),Q" 

' 1"'41""'11\"1~ ' -·::.; ... ' 

n:<Jt;;~q=~,3"i'Uf,fG,~;(~CR'=~.3"i'Uf,6T?:',~;~=JTT~~.q~,'QCJ),~;<m=crr ' ' -. :s ' ' 
Cf!.:=.Jm~.m.fG,tm=it;'<ll'Rj:=.Jm~,m.6lS,qn:;Jt;m:=.Jm~,m:mr.'QCJl,~;<lllh1Cfi..-

JTT~~.~.fG.~;<nttf=.Jm~,CFJUm,6lS,qn:;Jt;~=~~.3"i'Uf,'QCJl,qn:;Jt;~= 

.Jm~,3"i'Uf,fG,~;<m=CR'=~~.3"i'Uf,6lS,~;(=(=<:N.m,'QCJl,~;(~=<:N,m,'QCJl,Q"t 

FA;<mt=~.m.fG,qn:;Jt;fomt=~,m.fG,qn:;Jt;CJG\=~,m,6lS,~;~: =<:N,m,6lS,Q"{ 

FA·o: = t>l"a= ~ 'QCJl qn:;Jt-(~0: = t>l"a= 'CR'UlCR' 'QCJl qn:;Jt·(ld1 = t>l"a= ~ & ~-Al!CR' = t>l"a= ~ 
' '~""<' ' ' ' '~""<' ' ' ' ' '.j""<' ,1&,, ' ' '~'"<' , 
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f?;,~;cr= ~,d:r~ . .-<~CJT,6fS,t:m=atfu= ~.~.:m::r.6fS.~;cm,:~ ~.30CJT,'Qefi,~;f0tlld{ =~,30CJT. 

'Qefi,~;cr=~,30CJT,f?;,~;f0lm=~,30CJT,f?;,~;CJT=~,30CJT,6fS,~;AQf=~,3tfcR',GIS,q 

ffit· 
' 

Prefixes.txt 
m· ~· ~· 3fC=(f{· }fq· m· .mat· 31cf· .m. :xr· '3C;'· 3'Q'·?.7· fc't· w· Q"U· Qft·IJ·mR· Pcr·~·mr·J:r·Qfc)"·<:<m· ' ,_I-~, .... , ' ' ' ' ' ,, ~ '"3 ~' ' .... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,, ~' ' ' 

~;~;.31QT;~;3C.;T;.m..<rr;~;RIT;1Jfl!T; 

4.3.3 The web server 

The verb analyzer runs on Apache Tomcat 4.0 platfom1. Th~ details for this Java based 

webserver follows -

4.3.3.1Apache Tomcat 4.0 

Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used for the Java Ser"let and JavaServer 

Pages technologies. The Java Servlet and Java Server Pages specifications are developed 

by Sun under the Java Community Process. Apache Tomcat is developed in an open and 

participatory environment and released under the Apache Software License. Apache 

Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers from around the 

world1
• 

4.3.3.2 Java Servlet Technology 

Java Servlet technology provides web developers with a simple, consistent mechanism 

for extending the functionality cf a web server and for accessing existing business 

systems. A servlet can almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server side-

without a face. Java servlets make many web applications possible2
. 

4.3.3.3 Java Server Pages 

Java Server Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic 

web content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web-based applications that 

are server and platform-independene. JSP pages are, however, compiled into servlets. 

Still, it is better to use JSP pages instead of always using servlets because JSP technology 

1 Apache Tomcat website, http://www.apache.org/ 
2 http://java.sun.com/products/servlet/ 
3 http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/ 
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separates the web-presentation from the web-content and thus simplifies the process of 

creating pages. Basically JSP pages use XML tags and scriptlets written in the Java 

programming language to encapsulate the logic that generates the content for the web 

page. On the other hand, it passes any formatting (HTML or XML) tags directly back to 

the response page. In this way, JSP pages separate the page logic from its design and 

display. It is one of the most sophisticated tools available for high perfonnance and 

secures web applications. 

4.4 Main class: Verban 

This is the main class of the program. 

public class Verban{ 

It tokenizes the input text, gets it preprocessed, gets tbiantas identified and then analyze 

the tinanta pudas with the help of the lexical resources. Finally, this module displays the 

results. This class has following methods -

String preProcess(String txt) 

public String tagVerb(String txt) 

private String analyzeDerivedVerbs(String verb) 

public String printErr() 

4.4.1Preprocessor 

This module first normalizes the input and then checks if there are any irregularities or 

typographical errors. 

String prePru~css(String txt) { 

} 

if (txt. length() > 0) { 
txt txt.replace('"', '\' '); 
txt = txt. replace ( '\n' , ' ' ) ; 

return txt; 

4.4.2 Tokenizer 

Tokenization segregates all the word forms and presents them one by one for further 

processing. For tokenization of data, the program uses StringTokenizer class of Java. 
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StringTokenizer verbData =new StringTokenizer(txt," 

whlle (verbData.hasMoreTokens()) { 

aVerb=verbData.nextToken() .trim(); 

4.4.3Tbianta identifier 

"' . / I 

The first task of the system, after tokenizing the words is to identify tin endings in the 

verb forms. A text will consist of various categories of words. The tiftanta an.alyzer will 

have to take care only of tiftanta verb forms. So, the recognition of tiftanta forms is of 

primary importance. Sample of this function is given below-

String tkn = "". I 

String suffix = "". I 

String base = "". I 

String suffixTag "". I 

String base Tag = " " . I 

if(tkn.indexOf("=")>O) { 

suffix tkn.substring(O,tkn.indexOf("=")}; //suf 

suffixTag 

!/the suff tag 

tkn.substring(tkn.indexOf("=")+l,tk::-:.length()); 

if ( verb.lastindexOf(suffix) > 0 ) { 

base= verb.substring(O,verb.lastindexOf(suffix)); 

//un-confirmed base 

break; 

4.4.4 Titianta Analyzer 
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After identifying the suffixes, and tiri.anta thereof, the next step is to analyze tiri.anta 

forms. The analysis is done by following object: 

private String analyzeDerivedVerbs(String verb) 

This object has following separate methods to accomplish this task: 

Identification of the base 

if (base.length()>O) { 

st =new StringTokenizer(bases.toString(), ";"); 

String tmpBase =""; 

while (st.hasMoreTokens()) { 

tkn = st.nextToken(); 

if(tkn.indexOf("-=")>0) { 

tmpBase = tkn.substring(O,tkn.indexOf("=")); 
} 

if (base.equals(tmpBase)) { 

baseTag = tkn.substring(tkn.indexOf{"=")+l,tkn.length()); 

break; 
} 

if (base.length()>O && baseTag.length{)==O) 

//check it in base database 

st new StringTokenizer(bases.toString(), ";"); 

String tmpBase =""; 

String tmpTkn = 

if ( tmpTkn. indexOf ( "=") >0) { 

" " . , 

tmpBase = tmpTkn.substring(O,tmpTkn.indexOf("=")); //base from 
diet 
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if (base.equals(tmpBase)) { 

baseTag =tmpTkn.substring(tmpTkn.indexOf("=")+l,tmpTkn.length()); 
//the base tag 

}//if 

break; 
} 

}//while 

Identification of prefixes 

String prefix =""; 

if (base.length()>O && baseTag.length()==O) { 

st new StringTokenizer(prefixes.toString(), ";"); 

while (st.hasMoreTokens()) { 

prefix st.nextToken() .trim(); 

if (base.indexOf(prefix}==O) { 

base base.substring(prefix.length{), base.length() ); 

break; 

4.5 Test corpora 

The corpus for testing the system is consisted up of verb forms of Sanskrit verb roots 

which can be accessed by clicking the link 'cut & paste data from here' above the 
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textarea field on the same page. The data can also be acquired by using the tinanta 

generator on the same website. The generator produces verb forms in different paradigms 

for selected verbis. To check the system, one can copy this generated data (which is in 

UTF-8 devanagari format) and paste in the text-area field of analysis page. Another form 

of giving input is simply to type the data directly in the textarea in UTF-8 devanagari 

format using a Unicode IME like Baraha. 

4.6 How it works 

On the localhost (CD version), the website can be opened by the URL 

http://localhost:8080/verbs/analyze.jsp. On the actual server, the URL IS 

http://www.sanskrit.jnu.ac.inltanalyze.jsp . The home page of the site has already been 

given in this chapter. 

The site accepts devanagari data in utf-8 format. Therefore, a Unicode IME like Baraha4 

has to be installed. Otherwise, user can enter some the test files provide. 

Upon clicking the button labeled "Click here for verb analysis" the JSP interface sends 

data to the Verban object, which after preprocessing and tokenizing the input sends each 

word to the java object for analysis. The object keeps on building the display depending 

on the output from the proproessor-recognizer and analyzer objects. 

The next screen shot illustrates some analysis of data input which is explained in the next 

section. 

4 http://www.baraha.com/BarahaiME.htm 
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TI1e Sanskrit verb analyzer was as part of M.Phil. R&D by Muktanand Agrawal under the supervision 
of Qr,_Gl!:_i>h Nath Jha to feed in various other applications. The data collection for regularforms was 
done by MA students and was refined b·{ M.Phii/Ph.O. students working under Or. Girish Nath lho. 
Sudhir K Mishra played an impcrtar.t role in data col:ecting/correction tor the regular forms. This! 
work now also accounts for derived verbs as a result of the R&D done by Muktanand Agrawal. 

[ntH Sanskrit nrb forms (or analysis (s~parared by space) (De,·anagari unicode only) 
rut & paste test data from here 

j""'Ofit~~~ 

.Ciicl<fot'li#anaiysis t[j . Run in debug mod< r 

VJlQ1(I [(V .Jief III,~.~ ]·1<1" ~~~-~.~~ ])J 

SJ:U<'iC'PT ['.{.~~ ]·<' ~~~-~-~~41)1) 

~(~I 'I·~~.~ ]-1<1" ~~-~-~.l!iiKTilif.~ lJJ 

4.7 Input-Output examples

Input text 

Given below is a sample input data containing various types of verb forms. 

Output text 

The analysis will be as follows as is shown on the screen-shot given above: 

I 

~:m.ffi't = ~ -m [~ ~. _, Cfl<tcH't.-4 ] - ft1 [~. ~~-~. QCflq~C1. q{f(llq~J 

';!:ft4f8 no result is given. 
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Conclusion 

Creating tools for morphological analysis of a language requires a lot of data as well 

as rules. The analysis model has to take care of all the features of morohology of the 

given language. The present work which is an R&D for building a morphological 

analyzer for Sanskrit verb forms of bhvadigm:za is a step towards developing a full

fledged strategy for comprehensive analysis of Sanskrit (http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in ). 

Similar work for noun-words analysis, POS tagging, gender analyzer and so on have 

already been undertaken by the same team and a considerable progress have been 

made. Still, Sanskrit is very highly developed in morphology. The words are very 

complex, though the processes of inflection and derivation are very well defined step

by-step in the grammatical analysis. Therefore, to develop a morph analyzer is a 

challenging task. Given below are the limitatio11s and future extension scope of the 

system. 

Limitations: 

I. The present analysis is confined to the analysis of the roots of bhvadigm:za. 

Though this class contains around half of the total primitive verb roots of 

Sanskrit most of them being used popularly, the pattern followed throughout 

the class is very simple and does not deviate much fl-om the general archetype. 

The three other conjugational classes 41h, 6th and 1oth also accept a similar and 

simple methodology to fonn the verb forms. The case is, however, different 

with rest of the 6 non-conjugational classes. These classes. show a pattern 

which is quite different from previous four classes. In fact, these classes not 

only vary among themselves but in a single class itself, the roots adopt 

different patterns. Therefore, extending the analysis model to all the 10 classes 

ofDP is not a simple task. 

However, given the fact that unlik~ regular verb forms, the derived verb forms 

including passives and impersonals follow a rather similar pattern across 

different classes, not taking care of the class they belong to. So, less problems 
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are expected to appear if system is extended further on a similar path for 

derived verbs. 

2. The model described in this work is based on realization of morphemes in a 

word, i.e. identifying the ti1i er.dings and bases of a verb form. The primary 

and most important function is the recognition of tili ending. Locating the tili 

ending in a word confinns it to be a tilianta form on one hand; on other hand, 

s~:paraiiug the tin affix produces the verbal base. So, tili endings are the key in 

this analysis module. The verb forms which do not contain any tin termination 

in the end are problematic to be recognized and analyzed. For example bhava 

and babhuva are such forms. As for now, they are being stored in example 

base. 

3. The strategy is unable to differentiate among the various types of verb forms 

which are similar. We have seen that their may occur similar surface 

realizations for different lexical combinations. For example the forms for I st 

person in luil lakara parasmaipada are quite similar to that of atmanepada. 

Present strategy cannot differentiate between them because it only analyzes 

morphemes. 

Moreover, if a surface realization like bhavati, which can be verb form and at 

the same time is also be a noun or participle cannot be disambiguaterl through 

this system. 

Future Extensions and Implementations: 

The present system confines itself to the analysis of bhvadigal).a. The analysis model 

can be extended to the remaining nine classes of DP. While making the rules for 

derived verb forms is simpler due to similarity 

The system is also expected to accumulate the denominative verbal forms of Sanskrit, 

i.e. namadhatus. They are similar to other verb forms in the sense they accept same tin 
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terminations and are declined in the same way. However they involve a rather 

different derivational process. The twc cor.1ponents needed to extend the system for 

namadhatu analysis are derivational rules and a lexicon of nominal words of Sanskrit. 

The derivational rules will help to identify the nominal stem from which the root is 

derived. The lexicon will be checked to confirm the retrieved nominal stem. 

K[dantas are also commonly use in Sanskrit to denote the sense of verb. The analyzer, 

to become a full-fledged analyzer for Sanskrit verb-f,rm~ of :my kind, will have to 

develop a strategy for an!lJyzing them. 
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